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ABSTRACT 

 

 This dissertation offers an analysis of comparative constructions in TSL, with the 

goal of accounting for how TSL signers construct comparatives through the 

visual-gestural channel, with the hope of introducing typological implications based 

on this signed language research. This dissertation focuses on three main issues. The 

first issue is concerned with the syntactic structure of TSL comparatives. Two 

fundamental comparative constructions are identified: (a) comparative constructions 

with one verb and (b) comparative constructions with two verbs. In addition, 

grammatical phenomena and semantic interpretations associated with these 

constructions are examined; also, contrasts between these two constructions are 

illustrated. 

 The second issue is concerned with the intertwined relationship between TSL 

comparative constructions and the structure of signing space. It is claimed that 

compared NP arguments have to be assigned to the right and the left of the signing 

space, respectively, to establish referential loci for referential purposes. Adjectival 

verbs to be associated with a designated referential locus are analyzed; they are found 

to be modified with regard to spatial association rather than with agreement patterns. 

The contrast between spatial association and agreement patterns are elucidated. 

 The third issue is concerned with ways of determining the roles that NP 

arguments play in a comparative. In addition to adjectival verbs, it is found that TSL 

signers employ various strategies to define the relations of NP arguments. These 

strategies include scalar adverbs, 'exceed' verbs, evaluative lexical signs, and adverbs 

specifying the attribute being compared. These constituents can be modified to 
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establish spatial associations with the referential loci of their intended NP arguments. 

The roles of NP arguments in TSL comparative constructions can be inferred by the 

constituents with which they are associated.  

 

Keywords: comparative constructions, Taiwan Sign Language, signing space,  

         spatial association, comparison 
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NOTATION CONVENTIONS 

 

SIGN Word in capital letters shows an English gloss 

representation for TSL signs. 

SIGNi, SIGNj The lower case letters are the markers for referential 

relations. 

SIGN-L The capital L represents left side of the signing space. 

SIGN-R The capital R represents right side of the signing space. 

SIGN-N The capital N represents the neutral space which refers 

to the area in the center of the signing space. 

SIGN[tense] The sign that undergoes tense modulation 

SIGN[lax] The sign that undergoes lax modulation 

SIGN-1 The number indicates the variants of the given sign.  

X The left or right side of the signing space 

Y The contralateral side to the locus X 

/L/ The slash is the symbol used for the handshape. 

SIGN The line above signs represents the cooccurrence of a 

non-manual marking. 

SIGNij The arrow indicates the direction of the path movement. 

SIGN+SIGN The notation + signifies that the two signs are produced 

simultaneously with both hands 

V Adjectival verb 

'Exceed' V  'Exceed' verb 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Taiwan Sign Language (henceforth, TSL) is a sign language extensively used by 

the deaf and hearing-impaired citizens in Taiwan. TSL belongs to the Japanese Sign 

Language family due to the Japanese colonization of Taiwan from 1895 to 1945 

(Smith 2005). In Taiwan, TSL is known as ziranshouyu 'natural sign language' 

because it was naturally developed by deaf people. In addition to natural sign 

language, Taiwan has another expression mechanism, namely Signed Chinese. Signed 

Chinese is known as wenfashouyu 'grammatical sign language' and is based on 

Mandarin Chinese grammar. Signed Chinese functions by literally translating 

Mandarin Chinese into TSL word-by-word, rather than by translating the original 

Mandarin Chinese meaning into natural sign language in a way that would preserve 

the original meaning as closely as possible (Chang 2011a, 2011b, 2014). The current 

study focuses on natural sign language. 

In over forty years of research on sign languages, it has been shown that signed 

languages and spoken languages share many linguistic properties and that both 

possess complex grammatical structures to encode relationships between form and 

meaning (Fischer 1975; Klima and Bellugi 1979; Liddell 1980; Chang et al. 2005; 

Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006; Tai and Su 2006; Meir and Sandler 2008; Tai 2008; Su 

2011; Chen 2012). The major difference between signed languages and spoken 

languages resides in how their messages are produced and perceived. The messages of 
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spoken languages are articulated by the vocal tract and perceived through audition, 

whereas messages in signed languages are produced by physical action and are 

perceived visually. In other words, human languages can be produced and perceived 

by means of two different channels, namely, the auditory-vocal channel of spoken 

languages and the visual-gestural channel of signed languages. The unique nature of 

the visual-gestural channel has allowed for the development of certain features 

distinctive to sign languages, such as simultaneous morphosyntax, flexible word order, 

agreement pattern encoding on verbs, and so on. 

Because of the transmission of messages through the visual-gestural channel, the 

space in front of the signer, also known as the signing space, plays an important role 

in the grammar of signed languages. A great number of grammatical phenomena 

make reference to the signing space (Friedman 1975; Padden 1990; Engberg-Pedersen 

1993; Liddell 2003; Meir and Sandler 2008). This dissertation aims to cast light on 

the interplay between TSL comparative constructions and signing space and tries to 

answer how TSL signers exploit signing space to express comparison. 

The dissertation pursues the question of how the concept of comparison is 

constructed in TSL. Most of the studies in the previous literature on signed languages 

focus on issues of how comparative discourses are expressed and how signers make 

use of the signing space to construct a coherent discourse (Winston 1991, 1993, 1995). 

Specifically, it has been suggested that making use of two sides of the signing space, 

particularly the right side and the left side, is a convenient visual demonstration for 

expressing comparisons or contrasts in discourse (Engberg-Pedersen 1993; Winston 

1993, 1995; Johnston and Schembri 2007; Meir and Sandler 2008; Lin 2011). 

However, less attention has been paid to the syntax and the semantic level, and not 
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much research addresses how comparatives are constructed in signed languages.  

 Comparative constructions in spoken languages have attracted much attention in 

typological studies (Ultan 1972; Stassen 1985; Dixon 2008; Beck et al. 2009; 

Bobaljik 2012) and in studies concerned with the interplay between syntax and 

semantics (Klein 1982; Tsao 1989; Kennedy 1997; Xiang 2006; Lin 2009; Liu 2011). 

However, comparative constructions in signed languages have not yet been explored, 

leaving a gap in current frameworks of comparative constructions. Postulated on a 

universal cognitive ability, sign languages strategies for expressing comparisons are 

supposed to be without exception. The findings of the current study will reveal 

interesting facts regarding comparative constructions in TSL, as well as provide 

insightful typological implications. Moreover, the study on the similarities and 

differences of comparative constructions between signed and spoken languages will 

help shed more light on the universality of human languages and the characteristics 

attributed to the effects of the visual-gestural channel. 

This chapter involves four parts: a background on comparative constructions in 

spoken languages will be discussed in section 1.2; methodology of data collection will 

be introduced in section 1.3; this dissertation’s research issues will be stated in section 

1.4; and the organization of the present dissertation is given in section 1.5. 

 

 

1.2 Background on comparative constructions 

As suggested by Stassen (2005: 490), comparison can be defined as a mental act 

by which two objects are assigned a position on a predicative scale. If their positions 

are different, the comparison is termed a comparison of inequality, whereas if their 
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positions are identical, the comparison is referred to as a comparison of equality. In 

terms of linguistic codification, a comparison of inequality is expressed through 

comparative constructions, while a comparison of equality is expressed through 

equative constructions (Ultan 1972; Stassen 1985; Haspelmath and Buchholz 1998; 

Dixon 2008; Rett 2013).2 The current study will focus on the investigation of 

comparative constructions. With respect to the definition of comparative constructions, 

Stassen (1985: 24) states that: 

 

A construction in a natural language counts as a comparative construction 

(and will therefore be taken into account in the typology) if that 

construction has the semantic function of assigning a graded (i.e. 

non-identical) position on a predicative scale to two (possibly complex) 

objects. 

 

The interaction between the concept of comparison and its linguistic codification 

is schematized in Figure 1.1. 

 

                                                 
2 Specifically, Cuzzolin and Lehmann (2004) further divide comparisons of inequality into two types: 

(a) comparisons of majority, and (b) comparisons of minority. A comparison of majority refers to a 

comparison in which one of the compared items is greater than the other, whereas a comparison of 

minority refers to a comparison in which one of the compared items is lesser than the other. The 

former is linguistically encoded as a comparative construction or a superlative construction, while 

the latter is referred to as an inferior construction. 
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Concept of comparison:      

 Chris   David  

    

  

 

The scale of tallness 

 

    

 

    

 Chris is taller than David.  

Comparative constructions:      

Figure 1.1 

 

In this example, two people, i.e., Chris and David, are compared by their height. 

As diagrammed in the upper square, Chris’s height and David’s height are projected 

on the tallness scale. In this way, there are two values on the tallness scale: one 

corresponding to the tallness of Chris and the other corresponding to the tallness of 

David, in which the relevant value of Chris is higher than that of David. 

The English codification of the comparison is illustrated in the lower square in 

Figure 3.1. To encode the concept of comparison in English, both compared items are 

presented as NP arguments. The NP argument Chris is recognized as the referent 

being compared, so it is placed at the subject position. Meanwhile, the NP argument 

David is recognized as the referent serving as the reference point of the comparison, 

so it is placed at the position following the comparative particle than. The tallness 

scale is encoded through the predicative adjective tall which is marked by the 

comparative morpheme -er to convey the comparative degree. 

Typological studies on spoken language have shown that a typical comparative 

construction usually consists of five essential elements: (a) a comparee, (b) a standard, 

height height
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(c) a marker of the standard, (d) a parameter of comparison, and (e) a degree marker 

(Stassen 1985; Heine 1997; Dixon 2008, 2012), as elucidated in (1).  

 

(1) Elements of a typical comparative construction in spoken languages 

a. Comparee: the item which is being compared. 

b. Standard: the item which provides a reference point for the comparee to be 

compared against. 

c. Marker of standard: the marker which indicates the grammatical relation of the 

standard.  

d. Parameter of comparison: the predicate which indicates the attribute being 

compared. 

e. Degree marker: the marker which designates the degree of the compared 

attribute. 

 

With respect to grammatical relations, it has been generalized that the NP 

argument serving as the comparee is usually realized as the subject, while the NP 

argument serving as the standard may be realized as the object or a peripheral 

argument (Dixon 2008). This is demonstrated in the English comparative shown in 

example (2). 

 

(2) a. Chris is taller than David. 

b. Chris       is    taller                   than           David. 

 

Comparee Parameter Degree marker Marker of standard Standard 
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The comparative in (2) contains two NP arguments. The NP argument occurring in 

the subject position (i.e., Chris) is identified as the comparee. The morpheme than is a 

specific particle in English comparatives that functions as the marker of the standard. 

The NP argument introduced by the comparative particle than (i.e., David) is 

recognized as the standard. The predicative adjective tall serves as the parameter of 

the comparison, denoting the attribute compared. The adjective is inflected by the 

morpheme -er which serves as a degree marker to convey the comparative degree of 

the attribute.  

Drawing on the extensive data from a variety of spoken languages, many 

linguists delve into the issue concerning the number of comparative construction 

types being developed to express comparison, with an intention to tease apart 

similarities and differences across spoken languages (Ultan 1972; Stassen 1985; 

Dixon 2008; Beck et al. 2009). According to the grammatical means recruited to 

identify the roles that the NP arguments play in a comparative construction (i.e., 

comparee and standard), five types of comparative constructions are proposed: (a) 

locational comparatives, (b) verbal comparatives, (c) particle comparatives, (d) 

bi-clausal comparatives, and (e) topic-comment comparatives (Ultan 1972; Stassen 

1985; Heine 1997; Dixon 2008). I will introduce these constructions in the following 

section. 

 

1.2.1 Locational comparatives 

Locational comparatives are characterized by the fact that the so-called locative 

morphemes are employed in comparative constructions. Typically, locative 

morphemes are used to indicate the spatial relations of objects. However, they are 
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used to mark the standard in comparatives. 3  See the examples for locational 

comparatives in (3) and (4). 

 

(3) Mundari 

Sadmo-ete  hati   maranga-e. 

horse-from  elephant   big-3sg.pres 

   'The elephant is bigger than the horse.' 

(Stassen 1985: 39) 

 

(4) Maasai  

 Sapuk ol-kondi to l-lkibulekeny. 

 is-big  the-deer  to  the-waterbuck 

 'The deer is bigger than the waterbuck.' 

(Stassen 1985: 140) 

 

The comparative in Mundari shown in (3) compares the elephant with the horse 

in terms of their size. Both compared items are presented as NP arguments in this 

comparative. The NP argument hati 'elephant' is not marked by any grammatical 

morpheme, whereas the NP argument sadmo 'horse' has the attached suffix –ete 'from.' 

Typically, the morpheme –ete 'from' is a locative morpheme indicating the place 

where someone or something starts an action. In this comparative, this morpheme is 

used to mark the NP argument which functions as the standard. Thus, the NP 

argument sadmo 'horse' is identified as the standard.  

In (4), the comparative in Maasai compares the deer with the waterbuck is terms 

of their size. In other grammatical contexts, the morpheme to 'to' is used to indicate 

                                                 
3 According to the semantics of the locative morpheme, Stassen (1985) further divides locational 

comparatives into three subtypes: (a) separative comparatives, (b) allative comparatives, and (c) 

locative comparatives. Please refer to Stassen (1985) for detailed discussion.  
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the place at which someone or something arrives. However, in this case it is employed 

to serve as the marker of the standard. The NP argument that is introduced by the 

morpheme to 'to' (i.e., lkibulekeny 'waterbuck') is identified as the standard, while the 

NP argument not marked (i.e., kondi 'deer') is identified as the comparee. The 

examples in (3) and (4) show that the locative morphemes can be employed to serve 

to mark the standard in comparative constructions.  

 

1.2.2 Verbal comparatives 

Verbal comparatives refer to a type of comparative construction which employs 

certain verbs to serve to mark the standard (Stassen 1985, 2005; Dixon 2008, 2012). 

As observed by Stassen (1985, 2005), these verbs are usually characterized as 

transitive verbs and denote a meaning similar to 'to exceed' or 'to surpass.' Thus, the 

comparative constructions that employ these verbs are termed 'exceed' comparatives. 

See the examples for 'exceed' comparatives shown in (5) and (6). 

 

(5) Lango 

ámìttò    cwἑe  kàttò   rwòt. 

1sg+want+PROG  fat+INFIN  exceed+INFIN  king 

'I want to be fatter than the king.' 

(Aikhenvald 2006: 5) 

 

(6) Cantonese 

lei5 faai3  gwo3 keoi5 

you  fast   pass  3SG 

'You’re faster than him.' 

(Matthews 2006: 81) 
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In the comparative in Lango shown in (5), the speaker compares himself with the 

king in terms of their build. Both compared items are presented as NP arguments. In 

this comparative, the transitive verb kàttò 'exceed' marks the standard. The NP 

argument introduced by the verb is identified as the standard, while the other 

argument is identified as the comparee. In this way, the NP argument rwòt 'king' is 

identified as the standard.  

In (6), the comparative in Cantonese compares two persons in terms of their 

speed. Both compared items are presented as NP arguments. In this comparative, the 

transitive verb gwo3 'pass' is employed. The NP argument introduced by the verb (i.e., 

keoi5 '3SG') is identified as the standard.  

Sentences (5) and (6) show that the transitive verbs denoting the meaning of 'to 

exceed' or 'to surpass' are employed to mark the standard. In fact, some spoken 

languages resort to certain verbs that do not denote the meaning along the lines of 'to 

exceed' or 'to surpass', as shown in (7) and (8).  

 

(7) Mwotlap 

kē nē-mnay  veteg nēk. 

3sg STAT-clever  leave 2SG 

'He’s cleverer than you.' 

(François 2006: 234) 

 

(8) Chinese 

Ta   bi   ni  gao 

he compare  you  tall 

'He is taller than you are.' 

(Li and Thompson 1989: 564) 
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In (7), the comparative in Mwotlap compares two persons in terms of their 

cleverness. The verb veteg 'leave' is employed to mark the standard. The NP argument 

nēk '2SG' is marked by the verb and is identified as the standard. In (8), the 

comparative in Chinese compares two persons in terms of their height. The verb bi 

'compare' is employed to introduce the NP argument ni 'you' as the standard. In brief, 

the examples above show that in some spoken languages certain transitive verbs are 

used as markers of the standard. It is found that the meanings of these verbs are not 

limited to the meaning of 'to exceed' or 'to surpass.' That is why we adopt the term 

verbal comparative rather than the term 'exceed' comparative proposed by Stassen 

(2005).  

 

1.2.3 Particle comparatives 

Particle comparatives refer to a type of comparative construction that uses 

certain particles to mark the standard. These particles are roughly parallel to 

comparative particles such as than in English or que in French (Stassen 1985; Heine 

1997). See the comparatives demonstrated in (9) and (10). 

 

(9) Russian  

 On  umnjee  cem  ja. 

 he  clever-er  PRT  I 

 'He is cleverer than me.' 

(Stassen 1985:195) 

 

(10) Hungarian  

István magasa-bb mint  Peter. 

István tall-more  PRT  Peter 

 'István is taller than Peter.' 

(Stassen 2005: 491) 
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The comparative in Russian given in (9) compares two persons in terms of their 

cleverness. The comparative particle cem is employed. The NP argument introduced 

by the particle (i.e., ja 'I') is identified as the standard, while the other NP argument 

(i.e., on 'he') is the comparee.  

In (10), the comparative in Hungarian compares two persons, i.e., István and 

Peter, in terms of their height. In this comparative, the comparative particle mint is 

employed to mark the NP argument serving as the standard. In (10), the NP argument 

marked by mint (i.e., Peter) is identified as the standard, while the NP argument not 

marked (i.e., István) is recognized as the comparee.  

 

1.2.4 Bi-clausal comparatives 

The comparatives introduced above make use of specific grammatical 

morphemes, such as locative morphemes, transitive verbs and comparative particles, 

to mark the standard. Aside from these grammatical morphemes, some spoken 

languages can employ other syntactic structures to achieve the same effect. The most 

well-known strategy is to juxtapose two clauses that are structurally parallel to each 

other, where one clause contains the comparee and the other contains the standard. 

Such comparatives are called bi-clausal comparatives (Dixon 2012), conjoined 

comparatives(Stassen 1985, 2005), or juxtaposition comparatives (Andersen 1983), as 

exemplified in (11) and (12). 

 

(11) Amele 

Jo  i ben   jo  eu  nag. 

House   this  big    house  that  small. 

'That house is bigger than this house.' 

(Stassen 2005: 491) 
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(12) Hixkaryana 

 Kaw-ohra naha  Waraka,  kaw  naha  Kaywerye. 

 tall-not  he-is  Waraka,   tall  he-is  Kaywerye 

 'Kaywerye is taller than Waraka.'  

(Stassen 1985:185) 

 

The comparative in Amele shown in (11) compares two houses in terms of their 

size. This comparative juxtaposes two clauses which contain the adjectives ben 'big' 

and nag 'small' respectively. Note that no particular grammatical morpheme is 

recruited to mark the compared arguments; instead, the relations of the NP arguments 

can be inferred through the adjectives with which they co-occur. The NP argument joi 

'this house' co-occurs with the adjective ben 'big', while the NP argument joeu 'that 

house' co-occurs with the adjective nag 'small.' Based on the attribute bigness, the 

former NP argument is realized as the comparee, while the latter is the standard. 

As the comparative in Hixkaryana shows in (12), two persons, i.e., Kaywerye 

and Waraka, are compared in terms of their height. These two comparing items are 

presented as NP arguments occurring in different clauses. The adjective kaw 'tall' is 

reduplicated. One of the adjectives is inflected by the negation morpheme ohra 'not.' 

The NP argument occurring in the clause containing the negation word ohra 'not' is 

recognized as the standard. The examples in (11) and (12) show that two structurally 

parallel clauses can be juxtaposed to form a comparative construction.  

 

1.2.5 Topic-comment comparatives 

 As suggested by Heine (1997), topic-comment comparatives refer to a type of 

comparative in which the two compared NP arguments are expressed first, together 
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functioning as the sentential topic. The following predicate serves as a comment on 

one of the NP arguments.5 See the examples for topic-comment comparatives shown 

in (13) and (14). 

 

(13) Nyanja  

Madzi ni  čakudia komo čakudia. 

Water  and  food  good food 

'Food is better than water.'  

(Heine 1997: 120) 

 

(14) Malay  

kayu  batu  běrat  batu. 

wood  stone  heavy   stone 

'Stone is heavier than wood.' 

(Stassen 2005: 491) 

 

As shown in (11), the comparative in Nyanja compares the NP arguments Madzi 

'water' and čakudia 'food', which are expressed at the sentence-initial position and are 

linked via the conjunction word ni 'and'. The subsequent predicate, i.e., komočakudia 

'food good', describes the property of the comparee. The comparative can be roughly 

interpreted as 'With respect to food and water, food is good.' 

Likewise, as the Malay comparative in (14), the NP arguments, i.e., kayu 'wood' 

and batu 'stone', occur at the beginning of the sentence to serve as the sentential topic. 

The following predicate provides a comment on the NP argument serving as the 

comparee. Sentence (14) can be paraphrased as 'With respect to wood and stone, stone 

                                                 
5 Andersen (1983) and Stassen (2005) posit that such comparatives are derived from bi-clausal 

comparatives, but they do not provide in-depth explanation on how the construction is derived.  
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is heavy.' These two examples show that in topic-comment comparatives, the NP 

argument that is the comparee is expressed twice. 

 

1.2.6 Interim summary 

In brief, this section laid out a general background of comparative constructions 

in spoken languages with respect to typological perspective. This section addressed 

two issues: how the concept of comparison is linguistically encoded and what 

essential elements are involved in a comparative construction. A typical comparative 

contains two compared NP arguments, in which one plays the role of the comparee 

and the other fills the role of the standard. In spoken languages, a diverse range of 

grammatical strategies are employed to identify the roles that the NP arguments play 

in a comparative. These strategies can be generally classified into two types: (a) 

grammatical morphemes, and (b) syntactic structures. Grammatical morphemes 

include the use of locative morphemes, particular verbs and comparative particles, 

while syntactic structures include bi-clausal construction and topic-comment 

construction.  

 

 

1.3 Methodology 

In this dissertation, the data is collected from four native TSL signers. In order to 

collect data from different generations, one of the signers chosen for the study is over 

sixty years old, two of them are between the ages of thirty to sixty, and the fourth is 

under the age of thirty. In order to determine whether or not there is any correlation 

between handedness and comparative expression, three of the signers in the study are 
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right-handed, and one of the signers is left-handed. 

The data for this dissertation was mainly collected by means of three elicitation 

strategies. The first strategy was to widely collect spontaneous data elicited by picture 

stimuli, demonstrated with Figure 1.2.6 I showed the picture to the signers and then 

asked questions in TSL, such as 'Could you compare these two people in terms of 

their figure?' To avoid a descriptive response, the signer are asked to answer the 

question as simply as possible; in addition, they were required to put the names of the 

compared items in their answers. In this way, comparative constructions were gained. 

 

        Mr. Wang Mr. Chen 

Figure 1.2 

 

After implementing the first strategy, some sentence patterns and certain lexical 

signs were observed. To know the usage of the patterns and the signs, I held 

topic-oriented conversations with the signer. The conversations centered on the topics 

of comparison and contrast. During the conversations, the comparatives I expressed 

were based on the sentence patterns observed; in addition, certain lexical signs were 

employed and examined in different situations. Through such conversations, semantic 

                                                 
6 This figure is from http://webquestsimplepast.galeon.com/compasuper.htm 
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constrains associated with the signs DEFEAT and OUTRANGE were observed, the 

function of the sign COMPARE was determined, and the superior and inferior 

interpretations of comparative constructions with two verbs were noted.  

The third strategy was to examine word order and syntactic collocation patterns 

through discussion. To confirm whether a comparative was grammatical and 

acceptable, the discussion was divided into three stages. In the first stage, I 

manipulated a comparative sentence in a particular syntactic pattern. The second stage 

was to confirm whether the manipulated comparative was acceptable and could be 

interpreted correctly. If the comparative was acceptable, the third stage was to ask the 

signer to express the given comparative and their expressions were videotaped.  

 

 

1.4 Issues for discussion 

TSL is characterized by conveying information through the visual-gestural 

channel rather than the oral-aural channel used by spoken languages. TSL signers 

exploit the three-dimensional space in front of them in order to construct messages. 

Our observations show that TSL signers do not use locative morphemes or particular 

particles to mark the standard. Instead, TSL signers exploit signing space for the same 

function. Drawing on TSL data collected, two fundamental comparative constructions 

are identified: (a) comparative constructions with one verb and (b) comparative 

constructions with two verbs. These two comparative constructions are exemplified in 

(15) and (17), respectively.  
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(15) YOUNGER SISTERi-L    ELDER SISTERj-R    PRETTY-R .
7 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

     
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L  b. ELDER SISTERj-R    c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 1.3 

 

The comparative in (15) compares the elder sister with the younger sister in 

terms of their appearance. Both compared items are presented as NP arguments. The 

NP argument YOUNGER SISTER is signed by the left hand, while the NP argument 

ELDER SISTER is signed by the right hand, as shown in Figure 1.3a and Figure 1.3b. 

When expressing the sign PRETTY, the signer's body and face are oriented toward the 

right side, as shown in Figure 1.3c. Unlike English, there is no copular verb employed 

to link the NP arguments and the adjective together. The adjective serves as the main 

predicate of the comparative. In this dissertation, property-denoting words of TSL, 

so-called adjectives, are analyzed as adjectival verbs. Furthermore, there is no degree 

marker that is used to denote comparative degrees. Before delving into comparative 

constructions, the first research issue to address is to determine what the syntactic 

behavior of adjectival verbs in TSL, and how degree information of adjectival verbs is 

                                                 
7 The capitalized notations of R and L indicate the loci of the referents. R stands for the right side of 

the space in front of the signer, and L stands for the left side. 
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expressed. 

The comparative in (15) shows that each lexical sign is manipulated to be 

associated with a certain locus in the space in front of the signer. For example, the NP 

argument ELDER SISTER and the adjectival verb PRETTY are oriented toward the 

right side, whereas the NP argument YOUNGER SISTER is articulated towards the 

left side. Such manipulation is crucial to TSL compratives; the omission of reference 

to space would lead to a different interpretation, as shown in (16). 

 

(16) YOUNGER SISTERi-N   ELDER SISTERj-N   PRETTY-N .8 

 'The elder sister and the younger sister are pretty.' 

 

Sentence (16) is composed of the same lexical signs and obeys the same word 

order as in sentence (15). However, in (16), all of the lexical signs are articulated in 

neutral space; as a result, the sentence is interpreted as a declarative sentence, namely, 

'The elder sister and the younger sister are pretty.' Due to the observation, our second 

research question is how TSL signers structure the space in front of them to constitute 

comparatives, and to what extent the space plays a role in TSL comparatives.  

In addition to constructions containing one verb, comparative constructions with 

two verbs such as (17) will be examined as well. 

 

(17) MR. WANGi-L   MR. CHENj-R   FAT-L(with an elongated movement)  

 FAT-R(with a shortened movement). 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                                                 
8 The notation N stands for the neutral space which refers to the area in center of the signing space. 
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a. MR. WANGi-L                    b. MR. CHENj-R 

 

     
   c. FAT-L                                 d. FAT-R 

(with an elongated movement)   (with a shortened movement) 

Figure 1.4 

 

Sentence (17) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of their fatness. The 

two compared items are presented as NP arguments. The NP argument MR. WANG is 

articulated on the left side, while the NP argument MR. CHEN is performed on the 

right side, as shown in Figure 1.4a and Figure 1.4b. It is worth noting that the 

adjectival verb FAT is expressed twice. The first adjective accompanies an elongated 

outward movement, whereas the second accompanies a lax, shortened movement, as 

shown in Figure 1.4c and Figure 1.4d. As illustrated in (17), although the adjectival 

verb FAT is reduplicated, they have to be modified as different forms to convey 

varying degrees of intensity.  
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Based on the discussion on examples (15) to (17), the third research question is 

concerned with what the syntactic structures of these two comparative constructions 

are and what syntactic and semantic properties are associated with them, respectively.  

Further, it is observed that the interpretation of comparatives may vary according 

to the spatial locus of adjectival verbs. Constructions with two verbs are shown in 

examples (18) and (19). 

 

(18) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R    FAT-L(with an elongated movement)  

 FAT-R(with a shortened movement). 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(19) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT-R(with an elongated movement)  

 FAT-L(with a shortened movement). 

    'Mr. Chen is fatter than Mr. Wang.' 

 

The comparatives in (18) and (19) are composed of the same lexical signs and 

obey the same word order, but they denote antithetical meanings from each other. For 

instance, the NP argument MR. WANG is interpreted as the comparee in (18), 

whereas it is the standard in (19). However, there is no grammatical morpheme (e.g., 

locative morphemes or particles) being used to determine the relations of the NP 

arguments. After careful scrutiny, it is observed that the adjectival verbs in (18) and 

(19) are placed at different spatial locations. We presumably assume that adjectival 

verbs have the function of setting the relation of arguments. In addition, it is found 

that scalar adverbs and negation words can be employed to derive the same effect, as 

illustrated in (20) and (21). 
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(20) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R  PATIENT-N  VERYi-L   NOT HAVEj-R. 

'Miss Wang is more patient than Miss Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MISS WANGi-L                   b. MISS CHENj-R 

 

     
c. PATIENT-N         d. VERY-L             e. NOT HAVE-R 

Figure 1.5 

 

(21) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R   PATIENT-N   VERY-R    NOT HAVE-L. 

'Miss Chen is more patient than Miss Wang.' 

 

In examples (20) and (21), Miss Wang and Miss Chen are compared in terms of 

their patience. These two comparatives are composed of the same lexical signs and 

are presented in the same word. At first glance, these two sentences are exactly 

identical; however, they are interpreted differently. It is noted that the reinforcing 

adverb VERY and the negation word NOT HAVE in sentences (20) and (21) are 
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assigned to different spatial locations. These two comparatives show that scalar 

adverbs and negation words seem to play a role in determining the relations of NP 

arguments. Thus, the fourth research question is how the roles of NP arguments (i.e., 

comparee and standard) are identified in TSL comparatives. 

The above discussion demonstrates two fundamental types of comparative 

constructions in TSL. According to our TSL data, it is found that certain lexical signs 

are frequently used in comparatives, and that these signs behave quite differently, as 

illustrated in (22) and (23). 

 

(22) MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-N   DEFEATji . 

 'Mr. Lin is more handsome than Mr. Chen.'  

 

                  
a. MR. CHENi-L                               b. MR. LINj-R 

 

   
c. HANDSOME-N      d. DEFEATji 

Figure 1.6 
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Sentence (22) compares Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen with respect to their appearance. 

This is a comparative construction with one verb. The NP argument MR. CHEN is 

articulated on the left side, while the NP argument MR. LIN on the right side. The 

attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb HANDSOME. Note that this 

adjectival verb is articulated in the neutral space rather than at a specific spatial 

location, as shown in Figure 1.6c. In this comparative, the lexical sign DEFEAT is 

employed. The sign contains a path movement which moves from the right to the left, 

as shown in Figure 1.6d. Presumably, the relations of the NP arguments are 

determined by the path movement of the sign DEFEAT in this comparative.  

Further, certain lexical signs other than the signs containing path movement can 

be recruited to express comparatives as well, as exemplified in (23). 

 

(23) TEACHER WANGi-R   TEACHER CHANGj-L   FAT-R     WIN-R. 

 'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chang.' 

 

                  
a. TEACHER WANGi-R               b. TEACHER CHANGj-L 
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c. FAT-R                 d. WIN-R 

Figure 1.7 

 

 Sentence (21) compares Mr. Wang and Mr. Chang with respect to their build. The 

two compared NP arguments are assigned to the right and left sides of the signing 

space, respectively. Afterwards, the adjectival verb FAT is articulated on the right side, 

as shown in Figure 1.7c. This comparative employs the lexical sign WIN which is 

articulated on the right side, as shown in Figure 1.7d. Although the signs FAT and 

WIN occur adjacently and are placed in the same spatial location, the sign WIN does 

not serve as the modifier of the adjectival verb FAT. Instead, it comments on the NP 

argument TEACHER WANG. Based on the examples in (22) and (23), the fifth 

research question in this study is, 'What lexical signs are employed in TSL 

comparatives, and how do they function in these related constructions?' 

Aside from adjectival verbs, certain verbs can be employed to form comparatives 

as well, but there are some constraints associated with them, as illustrated in (24) and 

(25).  

 

(24)* DOGi-L   CATj-R   JUMP-R. 
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(25) DOGi-L    CATj-R    JUMP-R      HIGH-R. 

 'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

   
a. DOGi-L             b. CATj-R             c. JUMP-R 

 

 
d. HIGH-R 

Figure 1.8 

 

Sentence (24) is formed in a way that complies with comparative constructions 

with one verb. The NP arguments, i.e., DOG and CAT, are assigned to the left and 

right sides of the signing space, respectively. The verb JUMP is articulated on the 

right side in order to be associated with the NP argument CAT. However, the sentence 

is still judged as ungrammatical. Only when adding an extra adverb can the sentence 

become grammatical and be interpreted as a comparative sentence. As shown in (25), 

the lexical sign HIGH is employed to modify the verb JUMP; as a result, the sentence 

becomes grammatical. Based on our observation, when comparatives are formed by 
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certain particular verbs rather than adjectival verbs, the recruitment of adverbs is 

obligatory. Thus, the sixth question of this study is, 'What semantic properties are 

associated with these verbs and what is the function of the adverbs used?' 

 This section has demonstrated two fundamental comparative constructions in 

TSL (i.e., (15) and (17)) and their derived alternations (i.e., (20), (22), (23), and (25)). 

In addition, six research questions associated with TSL comparatives are raised. On 

the whole, this dissertation explores comparative constructions in TSL, with the goal 

of finding out how TSL signers exploit signing space to express comparatives and 

how the roles of NP arguments within a comparative (i.e., comparee and standard) are 

determined. The following section will outline the organization of this dissertation. 

 

 

1.4 Organization of the dissertation 

 The previous section has laid out six research questions. This section is going to 

illustrate how these questions will be dealt with in the subsequent chapters. The 

answers to these questions will be presented in Chapters 2 through 7, and the 

conclusion of this dissertation will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

Chapter 2 lays out the background of adjectival verbs of TSL as 

property-denoting words in TSL. First, the syntactic behavior of adjectival verbs in 

TSL will be examined. In addition, kinds of adjectival verbs used in comparatives will 

be discussed. The last part of Chapter 2 demonstrates how degree information for 

adjectival verbs (e.g., intensive degree and approximate degree) is expressed in TSL. 

Chapter 3 discusses how the notion of comparison is linguistically encoded in 

TSL grammar. Two basic types of comparative constructions are examined. The 
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syntactic structures and grammatical properties of the two types of constructions will 

also be discussed. Further, the use of signing space for spatial reference will be 

identified as an essential spatial device for TSL comparatives. The chapter ends with 

an examination of how these two constructions behave differently in terms of both 

syntax and semantics.  

Chapter 4 addresses the issue of how to identify the roles that NP arguments play 

in a comparative. As mentioned previously, a typical comparative construction usually 

contains two NP arguments. One of the arguments serves as the comparee and the 

other serves as the standard. There is no particular morpheme (e.g., locative 

morphemes or particle) being recruited to identify the roles the NP arguments play in 

comparatives in TSL. The analysis will show that TSL signers can exploit the signing 

space for the same function served by comparative morphemes in spoken languages. 

Specific attention is paid to how the constituents of a comparative construction are 

manipulated to establish spatial reference with the NP arguments. 

Chapter 5 investigates certain lexical signs (e.g., SURPASS, DEFEAT, and 

OUTRANGE) employed in TSL comparatives. It will be argued that these lexical 

signs are subsumed as agreement verbs, due to the fact that they are characterized by 

having a path movement which allows them to perform subject-object agreement. 

This chapter also discusses how these lexical signs are modified into exhaustive forms 

or multiple forms to convey different information.  

Chapter 6 investigates the lexical signs that are incapable of performing 

agreement patterns (e.g., WIN, EYE CATCHING, INSUFFICIENT, etc.). These 

lexical signs are concerned with the signer's evaluation or comment on a particular NP 

argument, and so are referred to as evaluative lexical signs. These lexical signs can be 
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classified into two types according to their semantic denotation: (a) positive lexical 

signs, and (b) negative lexical signs. The use of these two types of lexical signs will 

be further expounded in relation to how they are used to define the relations of NP 

arguments. The last part of Chapter 6 will introduce the particular sign for COMPARE, 

which neither performs agreement patterns nor denotes the meaning concerning a 

signer's evaluation.  

Chapter 7 investigates why certain verbs cannot be used solely to form the main 

predicate of a comparative in TSL. To answer this question, semantic features of verbs 

are examined. According to the property of dynamicity, verbs are categorized as 

stative verbs and dynamic verbs. This chapter will propose that when a comparative is 

formed with a dynamic verb, the use of adverbs becomes obligatory. The reasons for 

using adverbs and the function of these adverbs will be explained in this chapter.  

Chapter 8 summarizes this dissertation and presents the findings from the current 

study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ADJECTIVAL VERBS IN TSL 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The term comparative construction refers to a construction which has a semantic 

function of comparing two or more items in terms of a certain gradable attribute 

(Stassen 1985, 2005). Broadly speaking, the gradable attribute being compared can be 

linguistically encoded as an adjective, adverb, or noun in a comparative, as the 

English examples show in (1).  

 

(1) a. Kevin is more intelligent than Mark.                          (adjective) 

 

c. Kevin behaves more intelligently than Mark does.                 (adverb) 

 

b. Kevin exceeds Mark in intelligence.                             (noun) 

 

In (1), Kevin and Mark are compared in terms of the attribute, namely, intelligence. 

The attribute compared is encoded as an adjective in (1a) (i.e., intelligent), an adverb 

in (1b) (i.e., intelligently), and a noun in (1c) (i.e., intelligence). The adverb 

intelligently in (1b) is a lexical item derived from the adjective intelligent with the 

adverbial affixation -ly. The noun intelligence in (1c) results from the nominalization 

of the adjective intelligent. Taken together, these examples suggest that the syntactic 

category of adjectives is pivotal to English comparatives. 

Adjectives refer to a lexical category that designates or specifies properties of 

entities named by nouns (O'Grady et al. 2001: 703). However, as pointed out by 
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Payne (1997: 63-65), some languages do not have a distinct category of adjectives. 

Some of these languages express properties of entities by means of nouns (e.g., 

Finnish), while some express properties of entities by verbs (e.g., Acehnese). The 

category of adjective can be further subdivided into three classes in terms of syntactic 

behavior: (a) true adjectives (e.g., English), (b) adjectival verbs (e.g., Chinese), and (c) 

adjectival nouns (e.g., Yimas) (Wetzer 1996). With respect to TSL, it has been 

claimed that TSL property-denoting words are subsumed as adjectival verbs (Lai 2005; 

Liu 2005). Adjectival verbs in TSL can be used attributively and predicatively. When 

TSL adjectival verbs are used predicatively, they can stand alone without the aid of 

copular verbs, as exemplified in (2).  

 

(2) MATH  DIFFICULT  VERY.  

'Mathematics is very difficult. ' 

 

   
   a.MATH              b.DIFFICULT         c.VERY 

Figure 2.1 

 

In (2), the adjectival verb DIFFICULT is used predicatively. It occurs in the 

syntactic position immediately following the NP argument MATH, and there is no 

copular verb recruited to link the NP argument and the adjectival verb. To gain a 
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better understanding of TSL comparatives, basic issues concerning TSL adjectival 

verbs need to be introduced in advance, such as what syntactic status TSL adjectival 

verbs have and what syntactic properties are associated with them.  

Although TSL adjectival verbs are essential in forming comparative 

constructions, it is observed that not all adjectival verbs can occur in comparative 

constructions. To have a clear understanding of what kind of adjectival verbs can be 

used to form TSL comparatives, the nature of adjectival verbs must first be examined. 

Further, it has been suggested that many spoken languages make use of specific 

grammatical morphemes to denote comparative degrees of adjectives (Bobaljik 2012). 

However, it does not seem to be the case in TSL comparatives, as shown in (3). 

 

(3) MR. WANGi     MR. CHENj    COMPARE    THIN   VERY. 

   'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a.MR. WANGi                      b.MR. CHENj 
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c. COMPARE           d. THIN             e. VERY 

Figure 2.2 

 

Sentence (3) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of their build. The 

attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb THIN. This adjectival verb is 

expressed in the citation form, without being attached by any particular morphemes, 

as shown in Figure 2.2d.1 The adjective can be modified by the lexical sign VERY, as 

shown in Figure 2.2e. The sign VERY is an adverb and is commonly used to reinforce 

the degree of adjectival verbs in TSL declarative sentence. Sentence (3) shows that the 

adverb VERY is used to modify the adjectival verb in the comparative. However, the 

use of the adverb VERY is optional. The omission of the adverb does not affect the 

interpretation of the given comparative. To offer a full-fledged account for TSL 

comparatives, there will be a discussion regarding the ways in which TSL adjectives 

express information about degree.  

The intent of this chapter is to layout general background information of 

adjectival verbs in TSL. It is organized as follows: Section 2.2 examines the syntactic 

status of adjectival verbs in TSL; Section 2.3 discusses the correlation between 

                                                 
1 The citation form of a sign refers to the basic form of a sign used in isolation, the sign that would be 

included in dictionaries (Johnston and Schembri 2007:82). 
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adjectival verbs and comparatives; Section 2.4 explains how TSL adjectival verbs 

express degree information, and Section 2.5 offers concluding remarks. 

 

 

2.2 Adjectival verbs in TSL 

Property-denoting words, which are capable of denoting or specifying properties 

of entities, can be categorized as three types in terms of their syntactic behavior:(a) 

true adjectives (e.g., English), (b) adjectival verbs (e.g., Chinese), and (c) adjectival 

nouns (e.g., Yimas) (Wetzer 1996). As far as TSL property-denoting words are 

concerned, Lai (2005) and Liu (2005) suggest that TSL property-denoting words 

should be subsumed as adjectival verbs. Adjectival verbs, as the name suggests, 

behave like true adjectives in denoting qualities; in addition, they syntactically behave 

like true verbs (Wetzer 1996). This section will address the distinction between true 

adjectives and adjectival verbs.  

The examples for true adjectives will be taken from English adjectives. It is well 

known that English is a language that possesses the syntactic category of true 

adjectives. When an adjective is used predicatively in English, the adjective cannot 

appear independently; rather, it has to co-occur with a copular verb. Copular verbs 

refer to a lexical category which has a syntactic function of linking the subject of a 

sentence and the complement of the subject together. As shown in (4a), the copular 

verb is occurs in the syntactic position between the subject argument and the 

adjectival verb. When applying the negation word not to the given sentence, the 

negation word cannot directly negate the adjectival verb; instead, it is attached to the 

copular verb, as shown in (4b).  
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(4) a. Mark is wealthy.                                     (Copular verb) 

b. Mark isn't wealthy.                                  (Negation word) 

 

With respect to adjectival verbs in TSL, they can occur alone in a sentence 

without being accompanied by copular verbs, as shown in (5). 

 

(5) YOUNGER BROTHER    CHILDISH . 

    'The younger brother is childish.' 

 

      
a. YOUNGER BROTHER   b. CHILDISH 

Figure 2.3 

 

In (5), the adjectival verb CHILDISH occurs immediately following the NP 

argument YOUNGER BROTHER. There is no copular verb occurring between these 

two lexical signs. This adjectival verb serves as the main predicate of the sentence. 

Besides, when an adjectival verb is used predicatively, it can be directly negated by 

negation words, such as NOT HAVE, just as verbs can be, as illustrated in (6).  

 

(6) INDEX  FEMALE  PRETTY  NOT HAVE. 

   'That lady is not pretty.' 
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a.INDEX                b.FEMALE           c.PRETTY 

 

 
d. NOT HAVE 

Figure 2.4 

 

In (6), the negation word NOT HAVE occurs in the syntactic position immediately 

after the adjectival verb PRETTY and directly negates the preceding adjectival verb. 

The adjectival verb negated is accompanied by non-manual features such as squinted 

eyes and furrowed-brow, as shown in Figure 2.4c.2 To sum up, TSL adjectival verbs 

can form sentences without the aid of copular verbs; they can be directly negated 

using negation words. In the light of such syntactic behavior, the property-denoting 

words used to form TSL comparatives are analyzed as adjectival verbs. 

 

                                                 
2 Please refer to Hung (2012) for a detailed discussion of facial expressions in TSL negation. 
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2.3 Adjectival verbs and comparatives 

Although TSL adjectival verbs are essential in forming comparative 

constructions, it should be clarified at the outset that not all adjectival verbs can occur 

in comparative constructions. Thus, to achieve a better understanding of comparatives, 

the internal properties of adjectival verbs need to be investigated.  

Paradis (2001) divides English adjectives into two classes based on the semantic 

feature, namely, gradability: (a) non-gradable adjectives, and (b) gradable adjectives. 

Non-gradable adjectives, as the name suggests, do not involve gradable properties, so 

they cannot be modified by degree adverbs to show the intensity of their properties, as 

the English adjectives shown in (7). 

 

(7) Non-gradable adjectives  

a. (*very) daily 

b. (*very) pregnant 

c. (*very) married 

 

In (7), the adjectives such as daily, pregnant, and married do not involve gradable 

properties; thus, they cannot be modified by the degree adverbs very. In the light of 

their non-gradable property, non-gradable adjectives cannot occur in comparative 

constructions since comparative constructions are used to compare items in terms of a 

gradable attribute.  

Gradable adjectives refer to the adjectives involving gradable properties. 

Generally speaking, gradable adjectives can be modified by degree adverbs; however, 

there are some semantic restrictions associated with their collocation. Some gradable 
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adjectives are incompatible with certain degree adverbs, such as very or fairly; rather, 

they can only be modified by specific degree adverbs, such as completely or 

absolutely. Take the adjective alive for example. This adjective can be modified by 

the adverb completely but not the adverb very (i.e., completely alive and *very alive). 

To account for such phenomena, Radden and Dirven (2007: 147) further divide 

gradable adjectives into two classes: (a) complementary adjectives, and (b) scalar 

adjectives. As suggested by Radden and Dirven (2007: 147), complementary 

adjectives refer to the adjectives which are related to their semantic opposite 

counterpart, as schematized in Figure 2.5. 

 

                      alive                dead             

 

Figure 2.5: Schematicity of the complementary adjective alive 

 

In Figure 2.5, the complementary adjective alive relates to its opposite 

counterpart dead as its norm. As a result, the denial of one adjective (e.g., not alive) 

entails the assertion of the opposite one (e.g., dead) (Cruse 1986: 200). Furthermore, 

there is no range of values existing between alive and dead; as a result, they can only 

co-occur with the degree adverbs such as completely and absolutely. 

Note that the degree adverbs are also divided into two types: (a) totality adverbs, 

and (b) scalar adverbs (Paradis 1997, 2001; Diehl 2005). Totality adverbs refer to 

modifiers which indicate a definite or precise value of the property involved, such as 

completely, absolutely, and almost. Scalar adverbs refer to modifiers which specify a 

range on a scale of the gradable property involved, such as very, fairly and terribly. 
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That is to say, complementary adjectives are only compatible with totality adverbs but 

not with scalar adverbs, as the English adjectives exemplified in (8) and (9). 

 

(8) Complementary adjectives modified by totality adverbs 

a. completely alive 

b. absolutely false 

c. almost identical 

 

(9) Complementary adjectives modified by scalar adverbs 

a. ? very alive3 

b. ? fairly false  

c. ? terribly identical 

 

As shown in (8) and (9), the compatibility with totality adverbs and the 

incompatibility with scalar adverbs lead us to reasonably subsume alive, false and 

identical as complementary adjectives. It is semantically infelicitous when they are 

employed to form comparatives, as the English adjectives exemplified in (10) and 

(11). 

 

(10) This answer is falser than that answer. 

 

(11)The fish is deader than that fish. 

                                                 
3 The word alive is a polysemous word. In (9a), this word denotes the meaning, namely, still living and 

not dead, so it cannot be modified by scalar adverbs. If this word denotes the meaning, namely, full 

of energy, it can be modified by scalar adverbs. 
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As for scalar adjectives, they are related to an implicit norm on the scale as the 

reference point, such as pretty, expensive, and good in English (Radden and Dirven 

2007: 147). See the scalar adjective pretty schematized in Figure 2.6. 

 

                    pretty             implicit norm 

 

Figure 2.6: Schematicity of the scalar adjective pretty 

 

In Figure 2.6, the adjective pretty relates to an implicit norm on the scale, and 

this norm usually varies according to the speaker's personal knowledge or the context. 

In addition, the scale contains a range of values, so they can be modified by scalar 

adverbs to specify a range on the scale, as the English adjectives exemplified in (12) 

and (13). 

 

(12) Scalar adjectives modified by totality adverbs 

a. ?completely tall 

b. ?absolutely patient 

c. ?almost expensive 

 

(13) Scalar adjectives modified by scalar adverbs 

a. very tall 

b. fairly patient 

c. terribly expensive 
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In (12) and (13), the incompatibility with totality adverbs and the compatibility 

with scalar adverbs lead us to analyze adjectives such as tall, patient and expensive as 

scalar adjectives. On the basis of internal properties of adjectives, adjectives can be 

classified into several types. This hierarchical division of adjectives is outlined in 

Figure 2.7. 

 

  Non-gradable adjectives 	 	

Adjectives 	   Complementary adjectives

	 	 Gradable adjectives   

    Scalar adjectives  

Figure 2.7: The division of adjectives 

(Paradis 2001:54) 

 

Different types of adjectives are compatible with different types of adverbs. The 

collocations between adjective types and adverb types are summarized in Table 2.1 

.  

 

Table 2.1: The collocations between adjective types and adverb types 

 Totality adverbs Scalar adverbs 

Non-gradable adjectives   

Complementary adjectives   

Scalar adjectives   
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Following Paradis (1997, 2001), the above discussion uses English adjectives as 

examples to show that adjectives can be further classified as several types in terms of 

their semantic properties. Applying this conclusion to TSL, only scalar adjectival 

verbs can be recruited to form comparative constructions. As indicated by Table 2.1 

, the co-occurrence of scalar adverbs is an efficient strategy to examine whether 

an adjectival verb is a scalar adjectival verb or not. In Section 2.4, scalar adverbs in 

TSL will be classified into two types: (a) reinforcing adverbs (i.e., VERY and 

EXCESSIVELY) and (b) attenuating adverbs (i.e., A LITTLE, COMMON, 

MEDIOCRE, and ORDINARY). If an adjectival verb in TSL can co-occur with one 

of the adverbs demonstrated above, it will be identified as a scalar adjectival verb and 

can be used to form comparative constructions.   

 

 

2.4 The expression of degree information 

As mentioned, only scalar adjectives can be modified to show the intensity of 

their properties. Take English as an example: According to the grammatical markings 

on adjectives, the degree of scalar adjectives can be roughly classified into four types: 

(a) positive degree, (b) elative degree, (c) comparative degree, and (d) superlative 

degree (cf. Heine (1997).) See the adjective tall illustrated in (14). 
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(14) a. This building is tall.                                 (positive degree)4 

 b. This building is very tall.                            (intensive degree)5 

c. This building is taller than that building.              (comparative degree) 

    d. This building is the tallest in Taipei.                  (superlative degree) 

 

Positive degree refers to the default property of an adjective. In other words, the 

unmarked form of adjectives such as tall in (14a) denotes a positive degree. The 

intensive degree refers to an intensified degree of an adjective. To express intensive 

degree, adjectives are usually marked by scalar adverbs such as very tall in (14b). The 

comparative degree refers to the property of an item which is greater than that of 

another item. In English, comparative degree is indicated by comparative morphemes 

such as –er and more, as shown in (14c). The superlative degree refers to the property 

of an item being relatively greater than two or more than two items. In English, the 

morphemes such as –est and most are employed to mark the adjective to indicate 

superlative degree, as shown in (14d). 

Unlike the fine-grained degree marking system of English, TSL does not develop 

grammatical morphemes specific for comparative degree. Drawing on TSL data 

collected, it is found that the expressions of intensive degree are usually borrowed to 

form TSL comparatives. In addition, as for some comparatives, the main adjectival 

verb is reduplicated. To demonstrate the contrast of the compared items, one of the 

adjectival verbs is presented as intensive degree, while the other as approximate 

degree. The sections that follow will introduce how the intensive degree and the 

approximate degree of an adjective are expressed in TSL. 
                                                 
4 Positive degree refers to the default degree of adjectives. 
5 The degree of the adjective in (14b) is also named elative degree by Heine (1997).  
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2.4.1 Intensive degree of adjectival verbs 

In signed language literature, it is generally acknowledged that degree 

information of adjective can be expressed by manipulating the form of adjectives or 

making use of modifiers (Klima and Bellugi 1979; MacLaughlin 1997; Sutton-Spence 

and Woll 1999; Johnston and Schembri 2007). The former strategy is a significant 

feature ascribed to visual-gestural modality of signed languages. It has been claimed 

that adjectives in signed languages can undergo tense modulation to convey an 

intensive degree denotation (Klima and Bellugi 1979; Liu 2005). Tense modulation is 

characterized by an elongated movement, tensed hand muscles, and a long final hold, 

simultaneously accompanied by certain non-manual features, such as furrowed brows 

and squinted eyes, to emphasize the degree of adjectival verbs (Klima and Bellugi 

1979). Take the TSL adjectival verb FAT as an example.  

 

	
FAT 

'fat' 

Figure 2.8 

 
FAT[tense] 

'very fat' 

Figure 2.9 

 

To produce the citation form of the sign FAT, two hands in the handshape /Bent 

5/ are placed at the sides of the cheeks, and then are moved outward to the side, 
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accompanying cheeks slightly puffed up, as shown in Figure 2.8. While expressing 

the intensive degree of the adjectival verb FAT, the signer extends the movement of 

the given sign with great tension in the hands. In addition, the cheeks are fully puffed 

up, accompanying squinted eyes, as shown in Figure 2.9.6 Such aspectual modulation 

on the form of adjectival verbs to show the intensive degree is a significant feature of 

TSL.  

However, it should be noted that not all scalar adjectival verbs can be modified 

by tense modulation. In TSL, some adjectival verbs show relatively little modification 

and cannot undergo aspectual modulations due to the articulatory limitation. Take TSL 

adjectival verbs DIFFICULT and FOOL for examples, as shown in Figure 2.10 and 

Figure 2.11, respectively. 

 

 
DIFFICULT 

Figure 2.10 

 
FOOL 

Figure 2.11 

 

The adjectival verb DIFFICULT is articulated by using one hand in the 

handshape /Curved-baby L/ pinches the cheek, as shown in Figure 2.10. The 

adjectival verb FOOL is produced by one hand in the handshape /Curved 3/, with the 

                                                 
6 The subscript [tense] refers to tense modulation.  
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palm facing towards the gesture, placing the hand over the nose, accompanied by a 

dull facial expression, as shown in Figure 2.11. These two lexical signs do not contain 

path movement; thus, it is impossible to elongate path movement to express intensive 

degree. These signs are also accompanied by their own non-manual features; thus, the 

non-manual features concerning the intensive degree cannot be applied to these 

lexical signs either.  

In such circumstances, scalar adverbs are needed to aid the expression of the 

intensive degree. Paradis (1997) identifies two types of scalar adverbs: (a) reinforcing 

adverbs, and (b) attenuating adverbs. Reinforcing adverbs are usually used to 

intensify the degree of adjectival verbs, while attenuating adverbs are used to 

diminish the degree of adjectival verbs. To put it differently, reinforcing adverbs 

convey intensive degree of adjectival verbs, while attenuating adverbs convey 

approximate degree of adjectival verbs. In TSL, two commonly used reinforcing 

adverbs are VERY and EXCESSIVELY, as shown in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13. 

 

 
VERY 

Figure 2.12 

 
EXCESSIVELY 

Figure 2.13 
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To express the sign VERY, one hand in the handshape /Flexed L/, with the palm 

facing inward, moves to the side, as illustrated in Figure 2.12. The lexical sign 

EXCESSIVELY is expressed by one hand in the handshape /Open B/ crossing over 

the back of the other hand, and then moving upward, as shown in Figure 2.13. The 

meaning of the adverb EXCESSIVELY in TSL is roughly equivalent to too in English. 

In TSL, the adverb VERY is used frequently, whereas the adverb EXCESSIVELY is 

only compatible with certain adjectival verbs, such as TALL, SMART, HEAVY, 

TIRED, GREEDY, CRUEL, etc. In terms of syntactic distribution, these two 

reinforcing adverbs can occur in the syntactic position immediately preceding or 

following the adjectival verbs modified by them. The latter syntactic position is 

generally preferred by the majority of TSL native signers. 

To sum up, in TSL two strategies are used to express the intensive degree of an 

adjectival verb: (a) tense modulation, and (b) reinforcing adverbs. In addition to 

intensive degree, for some comparatives, the main adjectival verb is reduplicated. To 

demonstrate the contrast of the compared items, one of the adjectival verbs is 

presented in an intensive degree, while the other is presented in an approximate 

degree. Thus, how to express approximate degree of adjectival verbs in TSL will be 

introduced in Section 2.4.2. 

 

2.4.2 Approximate degree of adjectival verbs 

Contrary to intensive degree, approximate degree refers to a lower degree of 

adjectives. It has been suggested that adjectives in signed languages can undergo lax 

modulation to express approximate degree (Klima and Bellugi 1979; Liu 2005). The 

lax modulation is characterized by lax hand muscles, reduced movement, shortened 
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duration, and so on (Klima and Bellugi 1979). Take the TSL adjectival verb BRAVE 

for example, as shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15.7 

 

 
BRAVE 

'brave' 

Figure 2.14 

 
BRAVE[lax] 

'a little brave' 

Figure 2.15 

 

The citation form of BRAVE consists of two hands in the handshape /L/, with the 

palms facing inward, pulling apart at the waist, and is accompanied by a confident 

facial expression, as shown in Figure 2.14. To express the approximate degree of 

BRAVE, the lax modulation is applied to the given sign. The lax modulation is 

characterized by the hand muscles being lax and the movement of the given sign 

being shortened (Klima and Bellugi 1979). As shown in Figure 2.15, when applying 

the lax modulation to the adjectival verb BRAVE, hand movement is reduced, and the 

facial expression becomes slightly uncertain.   

In addition to lax modulation, attenuating adverbs are employed to diminish the 

degree of adjectival verbs. Drawing on the data collected so far, four attenuating 

adverbs are identified in TSL, including the sign A LITTLE as in Figure 2.16, the sign 

MEDIOCRE as in Figure 2.17, the sign ORDINARY as in Figure 2.18, and the sign 

                                                 
7 The subscript [lax] refers to lax modulation. 
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COMMON as in Figure 2.19.  

 

 
a. A LITTLE-1 

 
b. A LITTLE-2 

Figure 2.16: Two variants of A LITTLE 

 

The adverb ALITTLE has two variants, as illustrated in Figure 2.16a and Figure 

2.16b. The difference between these two variants lies in the variation of the 

handshape. The lexical sign A LITTLE-1 is expressed by one hand in the handshape 

/Curved-baby L/, in which the thumb and the index finger repeatedly rub against each 

other, as shown in Figure 2.16a. The sign A LITTLE-2 is produced by one hand in the 

handshape /Curved W/, in which the thumb repeatedly touches the pinky, as shown in 

Figure 2.16b.  

 

 
MEDIOCRE 

Figure 2.17 

 
ORDINARY 

Figure 2.18 

COMMON 

Figure 2.19 
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To express the sign MEDIOCRE, one hand in the handshape /Open B/ is placed 

against the other hand in the handshape /Bent C/, and these two handshapes are placed 

perpendicularly to each other, as given in Figure 2.17. The sign ORDINARY is signed 

by one hand in the handshape /Middle/, with the palm facing inward, shaking 

repeatedly, as shown in Figure 2.18. To produce the sign COMMON, one hand in the 

handshape /5/, with the palm facing downward, shakes repeatedly and horizontally, as 

shown in Figure 2.19. Note that these attenuating adverbs in TSL usually occur at the 

syntactic position immediately following adjectival verbs.  

In summary, TSL adjectival verbs make use of aspectual modulation and scalar 

adverbs to express degree information as illustrated in Table 2.2. The intensive degree 

of adjectival verbs can be expressed by tense modulation and reinforcing adverbs. The 

approximate degree of adjectival verbs can be expressed by means of lax modulation 

and attenuating adverbs.  

 

Table 2.2: The expression of intensive degree and approximate degree 

Intensive degree of adjectival verbs a. tense modulation 

b. reinforcing adverbs 

Approximate degree of adjectival verbs a. lax modulation 

b. attenuating adverbs 

 

 

2.5 Concluding remarks 

This Chapter has introduced some general background information about 

property-denoting words in TSL, arguing that these words are subsumed as adjectival 
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verbs for the following reasons: they can form sentences without the aid of copular 

verbs; and they can be negated by negation words directly. In addition, it has been 

suggested that only scalar adjectival verbs can be employed to form TSL comparative 

constructions, because they involve gradable properties which allow them to be 

graded in comparatives. Moreover, how adjectival verbs express intensive degree and 

approximate degree is illustrated. Ascribing to visual-gestural channel of TSL, some 

adjectives can undergo aspectual modulations to show degree information.  
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPARATIVES AND SIGNING SPACE 

 

3.1 Introduction 

From a cognitive viewpoint, comparison can be defined as "a mental act by 

which two objects are assigned a position on a predicative scale" (Stassen 1985: 490). 

The linguistic codification for the concept of comparisons is termed comparative 

constructions. In other words, comparative constructions have a semantic function of 

comparing two items in terms of a certain gradable attribute. The research carried out 

to date in a wide variety of spoken languages has revealed that most languages have 

their own comparative constructions to encode the concept of comparison, and these 

comparatives have many features in common (Ultan 1972; Andersen 1983; Stassen 

1985; Dixon 2008; Beck et al. 2009).  

Generally speaking, a typical comparative construction contains two compared 

items, one of which is the item being compared and the other functions as the 

reference point for the comparison. In terms of the function they possess in a 

comparative construction, the former item is termed as the role of comparee, while the 

latter item is the role of standard. These two compared items are usually encoded as 

NP arguments in a comparative construction. To determine the roles that the NP 

arguments play within a comparative, spoken languages employ various grammatical 

strategies. As suggested by Stassen (1985, 2005), most of the strategies are concerned 

with ways of marking the NP argument that serves as the role of standard. Some 

spoken languages develop particular comparative particles (e.g., the particle than in 
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English). Other languages use locative morphemes (e.g., the morpheme -ete 'from' in 

Mundari and the morpheme -do 'on' in Tubu). Still others employ particular verbs 

(e.g., the verb gëna 'surpass' in Wolof, and the coverb bi in Mandarin Chinese) (Chao 

1968; Stassen 1985; Li and Thompson 1989; Dixon 2005). Take the comparative in 

Mandarin Chinese for example, as shown in (1). 

 

(1) Mandarin Chinese 

Gege   bi   didi    gao  

elder brother COM younger brother tall 

'The elder brother is taller than the younger brother.'                     

 

As is shown in example (1), the comparative in Mandarin Chinese compares two 

persons, i.e., the elder brother and the younger brother, in terms of their height. These 

two comparing items are encoded as NP arguments in this comparative. In Mandarin 

Chinese, the coverb bi is recruited to mark the NP argument as the role of standard. In 

this way, the NP argument introduced by the coverb bi (i.e., didi 'the younger brother') 

is identified as the standard, whereas the other that is not marked (i.e., gege 'the elder 

brother') is identified as the comparee. The attribute being compared is also denoted 

by the adjectival verb gao 'tall'.1 This adjective is not marked by any specific 

morpheme indicating comparative degree. 

As opposed to using the oral-aural channel like spoken languages, TSL is 

characterized by exploiting the three-dimensional space in front of the signer and is 

able to transmit information through the visual-gestural channel. Drawing on TSL 

                                                 
1 In Mandarin Chinese, property-denoting words behave like verbs, so they are subsumed as adjectival 

verbs. Please refer to Li and Thompson (1989) for detailed discussion. 
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data collected so far, it is observed that TSL signers employ two fundamental 

comparative constructions: (a) comparative constructions with one verb and (b) 

comparative constructions with two verbs. All other TSL comparatives are derived 

from these two types. Unlike comparatives in spoken languages, TSL comparatives 

have a close relationship with the space in front of the signer. Take the comparative 

with one verb in for example, as shown in (2).  

 

(2) WOODi-L  IRONj-R  HARD-R. 

   'Iron is harder than wood.' 

 

    
a. WOODi-L             b. IRONj-R            c. HARD-R 

Figure 3.1 

 

Sentence (2) compares iron and wood in terms of their hardness. These two 

comparing items are encoded as NP arguments. The adjectival verb HARD is 

recruited to denote the attribute compared. The NP arguments are signed first and the 

adjectival verb is expressed later. Sentence (2) shows that there is no particular 

grammatical morpheme recruited to determine the roles that the NP arguments play 

within this comparative. Further, it is worth noting that each lexical sign in sentence 

(2) is manipulated to be associated with a certain locus in the space in front of the 

signer. The omission of such manipulation will lead to a different interpretation, as 
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illustrated in (3).  

 

(3) WOODi-N   IRONj-N HARD-N . 

   'Iron and wood are hard.' 

 

   
a. WOODi-N           b. IRONj-N           c. HARD-N 

Figure 3.2 

 

Sentence (3) is composed of the same lexical signs and obeys the same word 

order as sentence (2). However, unlike sentence (2), all the lexical signs in sentence (3) 

are articulated in neutral space. As a result, the sentence is interpreted as a declarative 

sentence rather than a comparative one. The contrast between sentences (2) and (3) 

shows that the space in front of the signer is crucial in forming TSL comparatives. 

In English comparatives, two grammatical strategies are used to identify the roles 

that the NP arguments play within a comparative: (a) the syntactic positions of NP 

arguments and (b) the comparative particle than, as exemplified in (4) and (5).  

 

(4) The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister. 

 

(5) The younger sister is prettier than the elder sister. 
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 In sentence (4), the NP argument as the role of comparee occurs in the subject 

position (i.e., elder sister), whereas the NP argument as the standard is marked by the 

comparative particle than (i.e., younger sister). On the contrary, if the NP argument 

elder sister serves as the role of standard and the NP argument younger sister as the 

role of comparee, their syntactic positions will be exchanged, as shown in (5). 

Notwithstanding, in TSL comparatives the syntactic distribution of NP arguments is 

more flexible than in English comparatives, as illustrated in (6) to (8). 

 

(6) YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R  PRETTY-R. 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

     
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L  b. ELDER SISTERj-R     c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 3.3 

 

The sentence in (6) compares the elder sister with the younger sister in terms of 

their appearance. Both compared items are presented as NP arguments. The NP 

argument YOUNGER SISTER is signed by the left hand, while the NP argument 

ELDER SISTER is signed by the right hand, as shown in Figure 3.3a and Figure 3.3b. 

While expressing the adjectival verb PRETTY, the signer's body leans toward the 

right side, as shown in Figure 3.3c. In terms of spatial location, the NP argument 

ELDER SISTER and the adjectival verb PRETTY are placed at the right side of the 
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space, while the NP argument YOUNGER SISTER is at the left side. The sentence is 

interpreted as 'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' If the spatial 

locations of these lexical signs remain the same, the exchange of the syntactic 

positions of the NP arguments will not affect the interpretation of the given 

comparative, as exemplified in (7).  

 

(7) ELDER SISTERj-R    YOUNGER SISTERi-L    PRETTY-R. 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

     
a. ELDER SISTERj-R      b. YOUNGER SISTERi-L  c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 3.4 

 

In (7), all the lexical signs are placed at the same spatial locations as those in (6). 

However, in (7), the NP argument ELDER SISTER occurs before the NP argument 

YOUNGER SISTER. Interestingly, such exchange of the syntactic positions does not 

affect the interpretation of this comparative. However, it is found that the exchange of 

the spatial locations for the NP arguments will lead to a different interpretation, as 

exemplified in (8). 
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(8) ELDER SISTERj-L  YOUNGER SISTERi-R     PRETTY-R. 

'The younger sister is prettier than the elder sister.' 

 

    
a. ELDER SISTERj-L    b. YOUNGER SISTERi-R  c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 3.5 

 

Sentence (8) is composed of the same lexical signs and obeys the same word 

order as sentence (7). The only difference between these two sentences lies in the 

spatial locations of NP arguments. In (8), the NP argument ELDER SISTER is placed 

at the left side of the signing space and the NP argument YOUNGER SISTER at the 

right side. As a result, the sentence is interpreted as 'The younger sister is prettier than 

the elder sister.'  

As illustrated in (6) to (8), it is the spatial locations of NP arguments rather than 

the syntactic positions of NP arguments that play a vital role in detemining the roles 

of NP arguments and the interpretation of comparatives. The comparative examples 

demonstrated so far each contained a single adjectival verb. However, here is another 

type of comparative construction is also used frequently by TSL signers, as illustrated 

in (9). 
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(9) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT[tense]-L FAT[lax]-R. 

   'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                 
   a. MR. WANGi-L                   b. MR. CHENj-R 

 

  
   c. FAT[tense]-L                       d. FAT[lax]-R 

Figure 3.6 

 

Sentence (9) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of their fatness. The 

two compared items are presented as NP arguments in this comparative. The NP 

argument MR. WANG is articulated at the left side, while the NP argument MR. 

CHEN is at the right side, as shown in Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b. It is worth noting 

that the comparative in (9) contains two adjectival verbs. To be specific, the adjectival 

verb FAT is expressed twice, and they are expressed in different forms. One of them 

contains an elongated outward movement to convey a greater degree of fatness, 

whereas the other contains a lax and shortened movement to convey a relatively lower 
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degree of intensity. The former adjectival verb is articulated at the left side of the 

signing space, while the latter is at the right side, as shown in Figure 3.6c and Figure 

3.6d, respectively.  

Like the comparative construction demonstrated in (2), all the lexical signs in (9) 

are manipulated to be associated with a certain locus in the space. The omission of 

such manipulation will lead to the ungrammaticality of the comparative, as 

exemplified in (10). 

 

(10) *MR. WANGi-N   MR. CHENj-N  FAT[tense]-N   FAT[lax]-N. 

 

Sentence (10) is composed of the same lexical signs as those in sentence (9). The 

difference between these two sentences lies in the spatial locations of the lexical signs. 

In sentence (10), all the lexical signs are articulated in neutral space; as a result, the 

sentence becomes ungrammatical. With respect to word order, this comparative 

construction possesses flexible word order, as illustrated in (11) to (14). 

 

(11) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT[tense]-L   FAT[lax]-R. 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(12) MR. CHENj-R  MR. WANGi-L    FAT[tense]-L   FAT[lax]-R . 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

The comparative in (11) is the same sentence as that in (9). In (12), all the lexcial 

signs are placed at the same spatial locations as those in (11). The only difference 

between sentences (11) and (12) lies in the syntactic positions of NP arguments. 

Unlike (11), in (12), the NP argument MR. CHEN occurs before the NP argument MR. 
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WANG, but the comparative still retains the same interpretation. However, if the 

spatial locations of the NP arguments are exchanged, the comparative will be 

interpreted in a different way, as shown in (13) and (14).   

 

(13) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT[tense]-L FAT[lax]-R . 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(14) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHENj-L  FAT[tense]-L FAT[lax]-R . 

    'Mr. Chen is fatter than Mr. Wang.' 

 

The comparative in (13) is the same sentence as that in (9). In (14), all the lexical 

signs are arranged in the same word order as that of sentence (13). In addition, the two 

adjectival verbs are placed at the same spatial locations as those in (13). The major 

difference between sentences (13) and (14) resides in the spatial locations of NP 

arguments. In (14), the NP argument MR. WANG is placed at the right side, whereas 

the NP argument MR. CHEN is at the left side. As a result, the sentence is interpreted 

differently, namely, 'Mr. Chen is fatter than Mr. Wang.' 

Two research issues arise from the above discussion. First, what is the syntactic 

structure of these two fundamental comparative constructions and what are the 

grammatical phenomena associated with them? Second, how do TSL signers structure 

the space in front of them for TSL comparatives, and to what extent does space play a 

role in TSL comparatives? 

At first glance, these two comparative constructions seem to be similar in many 

respects. For instance, in both constructions NP arguments are signed first and the 

adjectival verbs are expressed later. The lexical signs of both constructions have to be 

associated with a designated locus in the space. The major difference between these 
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two constructions seems to reside in the number of verbs. However, we will show that 

these two constructions diverge in many grammatical respects and their differences 

will be elucidated in this chapter. 

The present chapter aims at casting light on TSL comparative constructions and 

provides a systematic account for the research issues raised above. The following 

sections are organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses comparative constructions 

with one verb and the grammatical role played by the space in front of the signer in 

this construction; Section 3.3 elucidates comparative constructions with two verbs and 

examines relevant grammatical phenomena associated with the construction; Section 

3.4 discusses the difference between these two types of constructions, and Section 3.5 

offers concluding remarks.   

 

 

3.2 Comparative constructions with one verb 

In English, when an adjective is used predicatively, the adjective comes after the 

subject and there is a copular verb intervening between them, as shown in (15a). 

When an adjective is used in a comparative sentence, the form of the sentence will 

become more complex. As shown in (15b), two persons, i.e., Kevin and Mark, are 

compared in terms of their height. Both items are presented as NP arguments. Since 

the NP argument Kevin serves as the comparee of this comparative, it is placed in the 

subject position. The NP argument Mark plays the role as standard, so it is marked by 

the comparative particle than. The attribute compared is denoted by the adjective tall. 

There is a copular verb between the subject and the adjective. Note that the 

comparative morpheme -er attaches to the adjective, adding comparative degree to the 
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adjective. 

 

(15) a. Kevin is tall. 

 

    b. Kevin is taller than Mark. 

 

 With respect to TSL, when an adjectival verb is used predicatively to form a 

sentence, there is no copular verb occurring at the position between the adjectival verb 

and the subject. As shown in (16), NP argument MATH occurs before the adjectival 

verb EASY. Both signs are articulated in neutral space, as illustrated in Figure3.7a and 

Figure3.7b. The adjectival verb EASY accompanies the non-manual feature, namely, 

squinted eyes; thus, it can be interpreted as two different degrees: positive degree and 

intensive degree. When the adjectival verb is interpreted as positive degree, the 

interpretation is 'Math is easy'; whereas when it is interpreted as intensive degree, the 

meaning is 'Math is very easy.'  

 

(16) MATHi-N   EASY-N. 

'Math is (very) easy.' 

 

  
a. MATHi-N           b. EASY-N 

Figure3.7 
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 When an adjectival verb is used predicatively to form comparatives, the syntactic 

structure becomes more complex because there is more than one NP argument 

involved in comparative, as illustrated in (17).  

 

(17) ENGLISHi-L  MATHj-R    EASY-R . 

'Math is easier than English.' 

 

   
a. ENGLISHi-L         b. MATHj-R           c. EASY-R 

Figure3.8 

 

In sentence (17), two items, namely, math and English, are compared in terms of 

the degree of difficulty. The two compared items are presented as NP arguments. 

Unlike the declarative sentence given in (16), the NP arguments are articulated at the 

right side and the left side of the space in front of the signer respectively, as shown in 

Figure3.8a and Figure3.8b. The attribute being compared is denoted by the adjectival 

verb EASY, which is articulated at the right side rather than in neutral space, as shown 

in Figure3.8c. 

 In terms of word order of the comparative in (17), this adjectival verb cannot 

occur in the syntactic position between the compared arguments as in (18) and (19), 

or at the beginning of the sentence as in (20). It is therefore concluded that the NP 

arguments have to occur before the adjectival verb in this comparative construciton.  
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(18) * ENGLISHi-L  EASY-R     MATHj-R . 

 

(19) * MATHj-R  EASY-R    ENGLISHi-L . 

 

(20) * EASY-R    ENGLISHi-L   MATHj-R . 

 

As for English comparatives, it is well known that the exchange of the syntactic 

positions for the NP arguments will lead to a different interpretation, as exemplified in 

(21) and (22). 

 

(21) The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister. 

 

(22) The younger sister is prettier than the elder sister. 

 

In sentence (21), the NP argument elder sister as the role of comparee occurs in 

the subject position, whereas the NP argument younger sister as standard is marked by 

the comparative particle than. When the syntactic positions of these two NP 

arguments are exchanged, the roles of them are switched as well. Consequently, the 

given comparative is interpreted in the opposite way, as given in (22). 

In TSL comparatives, the syntactic positions of NP arguments do not directly 

correlate to the determination of the roles of the NP arguments. Based on our 

observation, there are two crucial factors in determining the roles of NP arguments 

and the interpretation of comparatives: (a) the spatial locations of NP arguments and 

(b) the spatial location of adjectival verb. The issue concerning how adjectival verbs 

behave in TSL comparatives will be elaborated in Chapter 4. The current chapter will 

place emphasis on the spatial locations of NP arguments. See the comparatives 
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illustrated in (23) and (24). 

 

(23) ENGLISHi-L  MATHj-R  EASY-R . 

'Math is easier than English.' 

 

(24) ENGLISHi-R  MATHj-L  EASY-R . 

'English is easier than Math.' 

 

The comparatives in (23) and (24) are composed of the same lexical signs and 

presented in the same word order. In both sentences, the adjectival verbs are 

articulated at the right side of the space. The difference between sentences (23) and 

(24) lies in the spatial locations of NP arguments, and such difference derives two 

different interpretations. It is noted that the NP argument placed at the same spatial 

location as that of the adjectival verb will be identified as the comparee.  

Within an English comparative, the adjectival verb has to be marked by the 

comparative morphemes such as -er or more to convey comparative degree of the 

adjective. These comparative morphemes are also termed degree markers (Ultan 1972; 

Heine 1997) or index of comparison (Dixon 2008). It has been pointed out that some 

spoken languages employ degree markers obligatorily (i.e., English), others optionally 

(i.e., Mopan and Turkish), and still others do not make use of them at all (i.e., Chinese, 

Japanese, Swahili) (Heine 1997; Cuzzolin and Lehmann 2004). According to our 

observation in TSL comparatives, TSL does not develop comparative morphemes 

specific for the adjectival verbs in comparatives. Instead, reinforcing adverbs (e.g., 

VERY and EXCESSIVELY) are recruited optionally to intensify the degree of 

adjectival verbs, as exemplified in (25).  
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(25) ENGLISHi-L  MATHj-R  EASY-R   VERY-R. 

'Math is easier than English.' 

 

(26) *ENGLISHi-L  MATHj-R  EASY-R   VERY-L. 

 

 As in (25), when the reinforcing adverb VERY is recruited, it only occurs in the 

syntactic position immediately following the adjectival verb it modifies. Notably, the 

adverb is usually placed at the same spatial location as the adjectival verb it modifies. 

In (26), the adverb is placed at the left side where is contralateral to that of the 

adjectival verb; as a result, the comparative becomes ungrammatical. Based on the 

above discussion, the syntactic structure of the comparatives with one verb can be 

tentatively generalized as (27). 

 

(27) Comparative constructions with one verb                 (tentative version)               

    NPi  + NPj  + V +  (Reinforcing adverb) 

 

Regarding the comparative construction with one verb, the two NP arguments 

are expressed first. One of the NP arguments plays the role as comparee, and the other 

plays the role as standard. Since adjectival verbs in TSL are syntactically analyzed as 

adjectival verbs, thus they are glossed as V in this syntactic structure. The adjectival 

verb (i.e., V) occurs in the syntactic position following the NP arguments, and it is 

optionally modified by the reinforcing adverb.  

However, the syntactic construction presented in (27) is not sufficient to account 

for the grammatical phenomena shown in (28) to (30). These three sentences are 

formed according to the syntactic structure given in (27), but they are interpreted 

differently.  
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(28) YOUNGER SISTERi-L ELDER SISTERj-R  PRETTY-R. 

    'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

(29) YOUNGER SISTERi-R ELDER SISTERj-L  PRETTY-R . 

 'The younger sister is prettier than the elder sister.' 

 

(30) YOUNGER SISTERi-N ELDER SISTERj-N  PRETTY-N. 

'Both the younger sister and the elder sister are pretty.' 

 

Sentence (28) compares the elder sister with the younger sister in terms of their 

look. These two comparing items are linguistically encoded as NP arguments. The NP 

argument YOUNGER SISTER is placed at the left side of the space in front of the 

signer, while the NP argument ELDER SISTER and the adjectival verb PRETTY are 

placed at the right side. 

Sentences (29) and (30) are composed of the same lexical signs and obey the 

same word order as sentence (28), but they are interpreted in different ways. The 

difference between sentences (28) and (29) lies in the spatial locations of NP 

arguments. In (29), the NP argument YOUNGER SISTER is expressed at the right 

side, whereas the NP argument ELDER SISTER is at the left side. As a result, 

sentence (29) denotes the meaning opposite to that of sentence (28). The major 

differnece between sentences (28) and (30) resides in the spatial locations of the 

lexical signs. Unlike sentence (28), all the lexical signs in (30) are articulated in 

neutral space. Consequently, sentence (30) is interpreted as a declarative sentence 

without having comparative meaning.  

The three examples above show that the space in front of the signer is crucial to 

TSL comparatives grammar. To offer a full-fledged account, we need to further 
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investigate how TSL signers exploit and structure the space in front of them for 

expressing TSL comparatives  

In the study of signed languages, the space in front of the signer where the 

articulations of lexical signs take place is named signing space or sign space (Klima 

and Bellugi 1979; Liddell 1990; Engberg-Pedersen 1993). The signing space is 

considered to be a three-dimensional space situated in front of the signer. This space 

extends vertically (along the y-axis) from above the signer’s head, down to the 

signer’s waist, and horizontally (along the x-axis) from the signer's body to an arm’s 

length on either side. The depth of the space (the z-axis) extends one arm-length in 

front of the signer, as illustrated in Figure 3.9. 

 

 
Figure 3.9: Signing space 

 

In signed languages, the signing space is not merely the place used for the 

articulatory function; it is also employed for linguistic purposes (Klima and Bellugi 

1979; Barberà Altimira 2012). The signing space can be used in two different ways by 

signed languages: (a) topographic space and (b) syntactic space (Sutton-Spence and 

Woll 1999). Topographic space represents a spatial layout in signing space, serving as 

a representation of things as they really are in the physical world (Sutton-Spence and 
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Woll 1999: 129-130). For example, when using TSL to describe the location of a train 

station to a deaf person, particular landmarks serving as geographic references are 

expressed relative to the train station in the signing space according to where those 

landmarks really are in relation to the train station in the physical world. 

Unlike topographic space, syntactic space refers to the space used for 

grammatical structure and may not map to physical locations in the real world 

(Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999: 129-130). For example, when we mention a person 

who is not present at the time of the utterance, the person tends to be associated with 

an arbitrary locus in the signing space for referential purposes. Note that the term 

locus here does not refer to a specific point in the signing space; rather, it refers to a 

particular area in the signing space. In this dissertation, the signing space employed 

for TSL comparative constructions is subsumed as the mechanism of syntactic space.  

As proposed by Rinfret (2009), the spatial association between a referent and a 

locus can be established by means of manual or non-manual strategies. The manual 

strategies include (a) the use of a pointing sign toward a locus, and (b) the direct 

articulation of a noun in a locus (Rinfret 2009). Meanwhile, the non-manual strategies 

include (a) an inclination of the body toward a locus, and (b) an eye gaze toward a 

locus (Rinfret 2009).  

The locus associated with a referent is called a referential locus, or R-locus for 

short (Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990). Liddell (1990: 195) suggests that such 

association between a referent and a locus aims at facilitating subsequent reference to 

the referent. Once a referential locus has been established, from then on directing a 

sign (i.e., an agreement verb or a pointing sign) toward the locus will be interpreted as 

referring back to the referent associated with it, as exemplified in (31). 
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(31) YOUNGER BROTHERi-L  FATHERj-R   BELIEVEji. 

 'The father believes the younger brother. ' 

 

     
a. YOUNGER BROTHERi-L b. FATHERj-R          c. BELIEVEji 

Figure 3.10 

 

Sentence (31) contains two NP arguments. The signer associates the NP 

argument YOUNGER BROTHER with the left side of the signing space and the NP 

argument FATHER with the right side. After expressing these two arguments, there 

are two referential loci established in the signing space, as shown in Figure 3.10b. To 

express the concept 'The father believes the younger brother', the agreement verb 

BELIEVE contains a path movement which moves from the referential locus of NP 

argument FATHER to that of NP argument YOUNGER BROTHER, as shown in 

Figure 3.10c.  

Although the use of referential loci is a convenient way for referential expression, 

it is not grammatically obligatory. Sentence (31) can be expressed in a way without 

establishing referential loci of the NP arguments. 

 

(32) FATHERi-N   BELIEVE-N YOUNGER BROTHERj-N.   

 'The father believes the younger brother. ' 
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In (32), all the lexical signs are articulated in neutral space. The sentence is 

presented in the word order of SVO. The NP argument carrying out the event occurs 

befor the verb, while the NP argument affected by the event occurs in the position 

following the verb. Sentence (32) shows that the strategy of using a referential locus 

is optionally employed to express TSL declarative sentences. According to the data 

collected to date, unlike declarative sentences TSL comparatives require the use of a 

referential locus.  

Much of the literature on signed languages mentions that making use of two 

sides of signing space (i.e., the right side and the left side) is a convenient visual 

demonstration for the expression of comparison and contrast in discourse 

(Engberg-Pedersen 1993; Winston 1993, 1995; Johnston and Schembri 2007; Meir 

and Sandler 2008; Lin 2011). However, little work has been devoted to answering 

what role the signing space plays in the syntactic structure of comparatives. 

Generally speaking, while expressing a TSL comparative, the signing space will 

be divided into two parts: the right side and the left side.2 Two referential loci for the 

compared NP arguments are established, one of which is at the right side of the 

signing space, while the other is at the left side, as illustrated in (33). 

 

(33) WOODi-L  IRONj-R  HARD-R . 

 'Iron is harder than wood.' 

 
 

                                                 
2 There is an exception for the comparative in which the compared item is encoded as the first person 

or the second person pronoun. In such circumstances, the pronoun will retain its spatial location.  
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a. WOODi-L           b. IRONj-R             c. HARD-R 

Figure 3.11 

 

In sentence (33), two items, i.e., iron and wood, are compared in terms of their 

hardness. The two compared items are presented as NP arguments. The NP argument 

WOOD is articulated on the left side of the signing space, while the NP argument 

IRON is expressed on the right side, as shown in Figure 3.11a and Figure 3.11b. After 

expressing these arguments, there are two referential loci established in the signing 

space. The referential locus at the right side refers to the argument IRON, whereas the 

referential locus at the left side stands for the NP argument WOOD. Afterwards, the 

adjectival verb HARD is expressed to indicate the attribute being compared. It is 

worth noting that this adjectival verb is articulated at the right side to be associated 

with the referential locus of the NP argument IRON. In this way, the NP argument 

associated with this adjectival verb is identified as the comparee of this comaprative. 

For the purpose of establishing a referential locus or making an association with 

a designated referential locus, all the lexical signs in sentence (33) undergo 

modification of their forms. The omission of such modification will lead to a different 

interpretation, as illustrated in (34).  
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(34) WOODi-N   IRONj-N  HARD-N . 

 'Wood and iron are hard.' 

 

   
a. WOODi            b. IRONj             c. HARD 

Figure 3.12 

 

Sentence (34) is composed of the same lexical signs as sentence (33). Unlike 

(33), all the lexical signs in (34) are articulated in neutral space. There is no referential 

locus established in the signing space. As a result, sentence (34) is interpreted as a 

declarative sentence rather than a comparative one, namely, 'Wood and iron are hard.' 

Examples (33) and (34) show that establishing referential loci for the compared 

arguments is obligatory in forming TSL comparatives. Further, it should be noted that 

the referential loci of the compared arguments (i.e., comparee and standard) should be 

established at the right side and the left side of the signing space, respectively. If the 

referential loci are assigned to the ipsilateral side, the comparative will be judged as 

ungrammatical, as shown in (35) and (36).  

 

(35) *WOODi-R  IRONj-R  HARD-L . 

 

(36) *WOODi-L  IRONj-L  HARD-R . 
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In sentence (35), both NP arguments are placed at the right side of the signing 

space, and the adjectival verb at the left side. In sentence (36), both NP arguments are 

placed at the left side, and the adjectival verb at the right side. Since the two 

compared NP arguments should be assigned to the spatial locations that are 

contralateral, i.e. the right side and the left side, both sentences are ungrammatical. 

Note that there is no correlation between the sides of signing space (i.e., the right side 

and the left side) and the roles played by NP arguments, as shown in (37) and (38). 

 

(37) ENGLISHi-L  MATHj-R  EASY-R. 

 'Math is easier than English.' 

 

(38) ENGLISHi-R  MATHj-L  EASY-L. 

'English is easier than Math.' 

 

Sentences (37) and (38) denote the same meaning in which the NP argument 

MATH serves as the comparee, while the NP argument ENGLISH as the standard. In 

sentence (37), the NP argument MATH is assigned to the right side of the signing 

space, whereas in sentence (38) it is assigned to the left side. These two examples 

show that no matter where the NP argument is located, there is no correlation between 

the sides of signing space and the roles played by NP arguments. It is observed that 

when the NP argument MATH is placed at the same location as the adjectival verb 

EASY, this argument is identified as the comparee, as shown in (37). If the NP 

argument MATH is placed at a different spatial location from the adjectival verb, this 

argument is identified as the standard, as shown in (38). To put it differently, the roles 

that the NP arguments play in this comparative are determined by the spatial location 

of the adjectival verb.  
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The above discussion demonstrates that the structure of signing space plays a 

significatant role in TSL comparatives. This is a distinctive feature of TSL 

comparatives ascribing to the visual-gestural channel. After adding the factor of 

signing space, the syntactic structure of TSL comparatives with one verb can be 

generalized as stated in (39). 

 

(39) Comparative constructions with one verb3 

    NPi-X + NPj-Y + V-X + (Reinforcing adverb-X) 

 

In (39), the two compared NP arguments are expressed first and the adjectival 

verb is signed later. The NP arguments are assigned to the right and the left of signing 

space respectively (i.e., X and Y). Thus, there are two referential loci established in 

signing space. The adjectival verb (i.e., V) and the reinforcing adverb are modified to 

be associated with one of the referential loci. The NP argument associated with these 

two signs is identified as the comparee. The following section will discuss 

comparative constructions with two verbs.  

 

 

3.3 Comparative constructions with two verbs 

The second type of comparative construction contains two adjectival verbs. One 

of the adjectival verbs is related to the NP argument that is the comparee, while the 

other adjectival verb is associated with the NP argument that functions as the standard. 

These two adjectival verbs are formed by means of reduplicating the adjectival verb at 

                                                 
3 The subscript X refers to one side of the signing space, i.e., the right side or the left side, whereas Y 

refers to the contralateral side to the locus X. 
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issue; however, they have to be modified into different forms to convey different 

degrees of intensity, as illustrated in (40).   

 

(40)MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT[tense]-L FAT[lax]-R. 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                 
   a. MR. WANGi-L                   b. MR. CHENj-R 

 

  
   c. FAT[tense]-L                       d. FAT[lax]-R 

Figure 3.13 

 

Sentence (40) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of degree of fatness. 

The two compared items are expressed at the beginning of the sentence as NP 

arguments. The NP argument MR. WANG is articulated at the left side of the signing 

space, while the NP argument MR. CHEN is at the right side, as shown in Figure 

3.13a and Figure 3.13b. This comparative construction contains two adjectival verbs. 
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To be specific, the adjectival verb FAT is reduplicated, and the reduplicated adjectival 

verb are represented in different forms. The adjectival verb FAT is made using an 

enlongated movement and is articulated on the left side of the signing space, while the 

other adjectival verb made with a short movement and is articulated on the right side, 

as shown in Figure 3.13c and Figure 3.13d, respectively. Following Klima and Bellugi 

(1979), the enlongated movement is related to tense modulation, while the shortened 

movement is performed with lax modulation. That is, in the reduplication of the 

adjectival verbs, one of them undergoes tense modulation to convey an intensive 

degree, while the other undergoes lax modulation to show an approximate degree. In 

terms of syntactic distribution, the reduplicated adjectival verbs cannot occur in the 

syntactic position between the NP arguments, as in (41), nor in the position at the 

beginning of the sentence, as in (42). In other words, the NP arguments have to occur 

before the adjectival verbs. 

 

(41) *MR.WANGi-L FAT[tense]-L FAT[lax]-R   MR.CHENj-R .  

 

(42) *FAT[tense]-L FAT[lax]-R  MR.WANGi-L   MR.CHENj-R .  

 

Specifically, under the premise that the spatial locations of the signs remain the 

same, the exchange of the syntactic positions of NP arguments will not affect the 

interpretation of the comparative, as shown in (43) and (44). 

 

(43) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R   FAT[tense]-L  FAT[lax]-R.  

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(44) MR. CHENi-R  MR. WANGj-L   FAT[tense]-L  FAT[lax]-R. 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 
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The comparative in (43) is the same sentence as that in (40). In (44), all the 

lexical signs are placed at the same spatial locations with those in (43). The only 

difference between these two sentences resides in the syntactic positions of NP 

arguments. Take the NP argument MR. WANG for example. This argument occurs 

before the NP argument MR. CHEN in (43) but occurs after it in (44). However, this 

kind of a difference does not create a difference in meaning. Likewise, the syntactic 

positions of adjectival verbs can be exchanged without affecting the meaning of the 

sentence as well, as shown in (45) and (46). 

 

(45) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT[tense]-L FAT[lax]-R.  

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(46) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT[lax]-R  FAT[tense]-L. 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

Sentences (45) and (46) are composed of the same lexical signs. All the lexical 

signs in (46) are articulated at the same spatial locations as those in (45). Sentence (46) 

differs from sentence (45) in that the verb undergoing lax modulation occurs before 

the verb undergoing tense modulation. However, again, this type of a difference does 

not affect the statement’s meaning. 

The above examples show that the adjectival verb denoting the attribute 

compared is reduplicated, and they undergo different aspectual modulations to convey 

varying degrees of intensity. See another example of this illustrated in (47). 
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(47) MISS WANGi-R MISS CHENj-L LONG TONGUED[lax]-L 

 LONG TONGUED[tense]-R. 

    'Miss Wang is more long-tongued than Miss Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MISS WANGi-R                   b. MISS CHENj-L 

 

     
c. LONG TONGUED[lax]-L   d. LONG TONGUED[tense]-R 

Figure 3.14 

 

Example (47) compares Miss Wang and Miss Chen with respect to their 

talkativeness. These two compared items are presented as NP arguments in the 

comparative. The NP argument MISS WANG is articulated at the right side of the 

signing space, while the NP argument MISS CHEN is at the left side, as shown in 

Figure 3.14a and Figure 3.14b. In this comparative construction, the adjectival verb 

LONG TONGUED is reduplicated, and then is expressed in different forms to convey 

different degrees of intensity. While expressing the adjectival verb undergoing lax 
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modulation, the signer's body is oriented toward the refertential locus at the left side 

of the signing space, as shown in Figure 3.14c. While expressing the adjectival verb 

undergoing tense modualtion, the signer's body is oriented toward the referential locus 

at the right side, as shown in Figure 3.14d.  

By definition, comparative constructions have a semantic function of comparing 

two items in terms of a certain gradable attribute. To show a contrast between the 

compared items, it is obligatory to present the reduplicated adjectival verbs in the 

forms that convey different degrees of intensity; otherwise the comparative will 

become ungrammatical, as exemplified in (48). Sentence (48) is comprised of the 

same lexical signs and obeys the same word order as (47). Unlike (47), the adjectival 

verbs in (48) do not undergo aspectual modulations; thus, the comparative becomes 

ungrammatical.  

 

(48) *MISS WANGi-R MISS CHENj-L LONG TONGUED[lax]-L 

     LONG TONGUED[tense]-R. 

 

As pointed out by Klima and Bellugi (1979), not all adjectival verbs can undergo 

aspectual modulations, such as tense modulation or lax modulation. In TSL, some 

adjectival verbs are incompatible with aspectual modulations due to their articulatory 

limitations (e.g., the adjectival verbs SMART, PRETTY, RICH, and POOR in TSL). If 

a comparative construction contains the adjectival verb that is incompatible with 

aspectual modulations, two types of scalar adverbs will be recruited to show different 

degrees of intensity, as exemplified in (49).   
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(49) MONKEYi-R DOGj-L  SMART-R  VERY-R  SMART-L  MEDIOCRE-L. 

'Monkeys are smarter than dogs.' 

 

   
a. MONKEYi-R         b. DOGj-L            c. SMART-R 

 

   
d. VERY-R            e. SMART-L           f. MEDIOCRE-L 

Figure 3.15 

 

Sentence (49) compares two animals, namely, monkeys and dogs, in terms of their 

intelligence. The compared items are presented as NP arguments. The NP argument 

MONKEY is assigned to the right side of the signing space, while the NP argument 

DOG is assigned to the left side, as shown in Figure 3.15a and Figure 3.15b. The 

attribute being compared is denoted by the adjectival verb SMART. This adjectival 

verb is expressed twice: the first time on the right side, and the second time on the left 

side, as shown in Figure 3.15c and Figure 3.15e.  

The sign for SMART is produced by making one hand in the handshape /Bady 
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O/ placed at the temple of the head and then flicking up; meanwhile, the handshape 

gradually changes from /Bady O/ to /L/. Elongating or shortening the movement of 

the sign SMART does not convey intensive degree or approximate degree. In this kind 

of situation, two types of scalar adverbs are recruited: reinforcing adverbs and 

attenuating adverbs. In terms of syntactic distribution, the reinforcing adverb VERY 

occurs in the syntactic position immediately following the first adjectival verb, and 

the attenuating adverb MEDIOCRE occurs in the position immediately following the 

second adjectival verb. In terms of spatial location, the adverb VERY is articulated at 

the right side, while the adverb MEDIOCRE is at the left side, as shown in Figure 

3.15d and Figure 3.15f. 

Generally, TSL scalar adverbs can occur in the syntactic position either 

preceding or following the adjectival verb. However, it is noted that when scalar 

adverbs are recruited in comparatives, they can only occur in the syntactic position 

following the adjectival verb, as shown in (50). When the scalar adverbs occur before 

the adjectival verbs they modify, the sentence becomes infelicitous, as shown in (51). 

 

(50) MONKEYi-R  DOGj-L  SMART-R VERY-R  SMART-L MEDIOCRE-L . 

'Monkeys are smarter than dogs.' 

 

(51) ?MONKEYi-R  DOGj-L VERY-R  SMART-R MEDIOCRE-L  SMART-L. 

 

Since the adjectival verb SMART is incompatiable with aspectual modulation, it 

is obligatory to make use of scalar adverbs to show different degrees of intensity. 

Thus, the omission of the adverbs will lead to ungrammaticality. As shown in (52), 

when both adverbs are omitted, the comparative becomes ungrammatical for the 
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reason that both adjectival verbs convey the same degree of intensity. 

 

(52) *MONKEYi-R  DOGj-L  SMART-R   SMART-L. 

 

In summary, the comparatives demonstrated in (40), (47), and (49) are 

characterized by the reduplication of adjectival verbs. To show the contrast between 

the compared NP arguments, one of the adjectival verbs conveys an intensive degree, 

while the other conveys an approximate degree. The intensive degree of adjectival 

verbs can be expressed through tense modulation and reinforcing adverbs, whereas 

the approximate degree can be expressed through lax modulation and attenuating 

adverbs. As for comparative constructions with two verbs, the degree information of 

the reduplicated adjectival verbs is schematized in Figure 3.16.4 

 

 

 

          Intensive degree    Positive degree    Approximate degree 

 

 

Figure 3.16 

 

As shown in Figure 3.16, there is a gradient on which the three levels of degrees 

are situated: the positive degree, intensive degree, and the approximate degree. As for 

comparatives with two verbs, when the main adjectival verb is reduplicated, one of 

them has to be presented in the form that conveys higher degree than that of the other. 

The combination of intensive degree with approximate degree is preferred because the 

                                                 
4 The term positive degree refers to the default degree of adjectives. 
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difference of degree is significant enough to be distinguished. Although the 

combination of an intensive degree with a positive degree and the combination of a 

positive degree with an approximate degree are acceptable, it is not common to use 

these, since the differences in degrees are not significant and may lead to confusion in 

some situations. Based on the comparative sentences discussed above, the syntactic 

structure of comparative constructions with two verbs can be tentatively generalized 

as (53). 

 

(53)Comparative constructions with two verbs                 (tentative version) 

NPi+ NPj+ [ V([tense])/ (Reinforcing adverb) ]intensive+  

[ V([lax])/(Attenuating adverb)]approximate 

 

As illustrated in (53), the two compared NP arguments are signed first at the 

beginning of the construction. One of the NP arguments serves as the role of 

comparee, and the other plays the role of the standard. In this construction, the 

adjectival verb denoting the compared attribute is reduplicated, so there are two 

predicates involved in this construction. One of the predicates is represented in 

intensive degree and the other is represented in approximate degree. As for the 

intensive degree, it can be expressed by means of the tense modulation on the 

adjectival verb, by the modification of the reinforcing adverb, or by the use of both 

strategies in combination. As for the approximate degree, it can be expressed by 

means of the lax modulation on the adjectival verb, or by the modification of the 

attenuating adverb, or by the use of both strategies in combination.  

However, the syntactic structure given in (53) cannot offer a satisfactory account 
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for the examples shown in (54) and (55). 

 

(54) *MR. WANGi   MR. CHENj  FAT[tense]  FAT[lax].  

 

(55) *MONKEYi-R  DOGj-L  SMART-R  VERY-L  SMART-L  MEDIOCRE-R. 

 

Both sentences (54) and (55) are constituted in a way that obeys the syntactic 

structure given in (53). In (54), all of the lexical signs are articulated in neutral space, 

but the sentence is ungrammatical. In (55), two scalar adverbs, i.e., VERY and 

MEDIOCRE, are employed, and they occur in the syntactic position immediately 

following the adjectival verbs they modify. However, sentence (55) is ungrammatical. 

The reason for the ungrammaticality is that the spatial locations of adverbs are 

opposite to the locations of the adjectival verbs they modify. For example, in (55) the 

first adjectival verb (i.e., SMART-R) is placed at the right side of the signing space, 

but the adverb modifying the given adjectival verb (i.e., VERY-L) is placed at the left 

side. These two examples show that the signing space is crucial in the syntactic 

structure of this comparative construction. Thus, to offer a full-fledged account, the 

structure of signing space needs to be taken into consideration.  

When expressing comparative constructions with two verbs, the signing space will 

be divided into two parts, namely, the right side and the left side. The compared NP 

arguments are also assigned to the right and the left sides, respectively. The following 

constituents are articulated at the locus in accordance with the NP arguments they 

modify, as illustrated in (56). 
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(56) MONKEYi-R DOGj-L  SMART-R  VERY-R  SMART-L  MEDIOCRE-L. 

 'Monkeys are smarter than dogs.' 

 

   
a. MONKEYi-R          b. DOGj-L               c. SMART-R 

 

   
d. VERY-R              e. SMART-L             f. MEDIOCRE-L 

Figure 3.17 

 

While expressing the comparative in (56), the signing space is divided into two 

parts, the right side and the left side. The NP argument MONKEY is articulated at the 

right to create a referential locus there, as indicated by the white square in Figure 

3.17a. The NP argument DOG is articulated on the left to establish a referential locus, 

as shown in Figure 3.17b. After setting the compared arguments, there are two 

referential loci established in the signing space. The following predicates are modified 

to be associated with the referential loci. Thus, the signs of the first predicate (i.e., 

SMART and VERY) are articulated at the referential locus of the NP argument 
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MONKEY, while those of the second predicate (i.e., SMART and MEDIOCRE) are 

articulated at the referential locus of the NP argument DOG. Taking the structure of 

signing space into consideration, the syntactic structure of comparative constructions 

with two verbs can begeneralized as (57). 

 

(57) Comparative constructions with two verbs                         

NPi-X+ NPj-Y+ [ V([tense])/ (Reinforcing adverb) ]intensive-X+  

[ V([lax])/ (Attenuating adverb)]approximate-Y 

 

With respect to comparative constructions with two verbs, the NP arguments are 

assigned on the right and the left sides of the signing space respectively (i.e., X and 

Y). After expressing the two compared NP arguments, there are two referential loci 

established in the signing space. The constituents of the predicate denoting intensive 

degree are modified to be associated with one of the referential loci, whereas those of 

the predicate denoting approximate degree are modified to be associated with the 

other referential locus. The NP argument associated with the former predicate (i.e., 

NPi) is identified as the comparee, whereas the NP argument associated with the latter 

predicate (i.e., NPj) is identified as the standard. 

 

 

3.4 The differences between the two comparative constructions 

At first glance, the major difference between these two comparative 

constructions lies in the number of verbs. Presumably, the construction with one verb 

seems to be a construction derived from the construction with two verbs after omitting 

one of the verbs. Nevertheless, we observed that these two constructions behave quite 
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differently in many respects. 

 

3.4.1 The occurrence of degree information 

The first difference is concerned with obligation of expressing the degree 

information of the adjectival verbs. For comparative constructions with one verb, the 

adjectival verb can be presented in the unmarked form or be modified by a reinforcing 

adverb to convey intensive degree. As shown in (58), the occurrence of the adverb 

VERY is optional. Thus, it is not necessary to show information regarding degree for 

adjectival verbs in this construction.  

 

(58)YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-R    (VERY-R). 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

As for the construction with two verbs, the verbs may undergo aspectual 

modulation (i.e., tense modulation or lax modulation) or be modified by scalar 

adverbs (i.e., reinforcing adverbs or attenuating adverbs) to show different degrees of 

intensity. Take scalar adverbs for example. In sentence (59), both types of scalar 

adverbs are employed to indicate degree information. The omission of both scalar 

adverbs is not allowed, as shown in (60). In addition, the omission of one of the 

adverbs is not accepted by some of the signers we consulted, since they hold the view 

that the difference of degree is not significant and may lead to confusion, as shown in 

(61).    
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(59) YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   SMART-R   VERY-R 

    SMART-L  MEDIOCRE-L. 

 'The elder sister is smarter than the younger sister.' 

 

(60) *YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   SMART-R    SMART-L. 

  'The elder sister is smarter than the younger sister.' 

 

(61) ?YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R  SMART-R 

     SMART-L  MEDIOCRE-L. 

     'The elder sister is smarter than the younger sister.' 

 

 In brief, it is obligatory to show different degrees of intensity for comparative 

constructions with two verbs, for the purpose of demonstrating the contrast between 

the compared NP arguments. 

 

3.4.2 Semantic interpretation 

With respect to semantic interpretation, the discussion so far has been devoted to 

illustrating how these two types of comparatives are employed to express superior 

comparison, in which one of the compared items has a greater degree than the other. 

In addition to superior comparison, it is observed that comparative constructions with 

two verbs can be used to express inferior comparison, but the construction with one 

verb cannot.  

In inferior comparisons, two items are compared, one of which has a lower degree 

than the other. In many spoken languages, the expression of inferior comparison uses 

the form for comparative constructions as a basis. Some languages (e.g., English) 

employ different morphemes to mark the adjective, while some languages (e.g., 
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Teribe) recruit different morphemes to introduce the NP argument as the standard 

(Ultan 1972; Dixon 2012). English exemplifies this: 

 

(62) English 

a. She is more charming than her mother. 

 

b. She is less charming than her mother. 

 

In English, comparative construction can be used to express either superior 

comparison or inferior comparison. When expressing superior comparison, the 

morpheme more is used to denote comparative degree of adjectives, as exemplified in 

(62a). When expressing inferior comparison, the morpheme less is used to convey 

inferior degree of the adjective, as shown in (62b). It is plausible to treat less as a 

morpheme marking a parallel but reversed semantic value to more. In addition, some 

spoken languages make use of different locative morphemes to distinguish superior 

comparison and inferior comparison. See the comparatives in Teribe, shown in (63). 

 

(63)Teribe (Dixon 2008: 362) 

a. Bor   u  kégué bopoya  kinmo 

1SG.POSS house old  2SG.POSS above 

'My house is older than yours.' 

 

b. Kwe  kégué  bop  dorko 

DEM old  2SG  under 

'That one is less old than you.' 

 

As shown in (63), in Teribe, to express superior comparison, the locative 

morpheme kinmo 'above' is employed to mark the standard (i.e., bopoya 'yours'). To 
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express inferior comparison, the locative morpheme dorko 'under', which denotes the 

opposite meaning to kinmo 'above', is employed to mark the standard (i.e., bop 'you'). 

As far as TSL is concerned, TSL does not possess particular grammatical 

morphemes to express inferior comparison; instead, comparative constructions with 

two verbs are recruited. According to our observation, this construction can be 

interpreted as either superior comparison or inferior comparison, as exemplified in 

(64). 

 

(64)YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R  PRETTY-R  VERY-R 

    PRETTY-L  MEDIOCRE-L . 

a. 'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.'     [Superior comparison] 

b. 'The younger sister is less pretty than the elder sister.'   [Inferior comparison] 

 

   
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L  b. ELDER SISTERj-R    c. PRETTY-R 
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d. VERY-R               e. PRETTY-L          f. MEDIOCRE-L 

Figure 3.18 

 

Sentence (64) compares two items, i.e., the elder sister and the younger sister, in 

terms of their looks. This comparison is formed by using comparative constructions 

with two verbs and can be interpreted in two different ways. The first interpretation is 

'The elder sister is superior to the younger sister in terms of their looks', whereas the 

second interpretation is 'The younger sister is inferior to the elder sister in terms of 

their looks.'5 Summing up, the construction with one verb can only be used to express 

superior comparison, whereas the construction with two verbs can be used to express 

either superior comparison or inferior comparison.  

 

3.4.3 The omission of the NP argument as standard 

The usage of these two constructions also differs in the situation that the reference 

point of the comparison, namely, standard, is realized through the context or the 

signer's personal encyclopedia of knowledge rather than a specific NP argument. In 

other words, the NP argument serving as the standard does not occur. Take the 

comparatives in English for example, as shown in (65). 

 

                                                 
5 This dissertation will focus on the discussion of superior comparison. 
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(65) a. Mark is richer than Kevin. 

    b. Mark is richer. 

 

The English comparative in (65a) compares Kevin with Mark in terms of their 

wealth. Since the NP argument Mark serves as the comparee of this comparative, it is 

placed at the subject position. The NP argument Kevin plays the role as standard, so it 

is introduced by the comparative particle than. If the reference point of the 

comparative is understood through the speaker's personal knowledge rather than the 

NP argument Kevin, the comparative particle than will not be employed due to the 

omission of the NP argument Kevin, as shown in (65b). The comparative 

morpheme –er is still attached to the adjective rich.  

With respect to TSL, only the comparative with one verb can be used to express 

the situation when the reference point of a comparative is not realized through an NP 

argument, as illustrated in (66). 

 

(66)                  head nodding and retracted lips 

    ELDER SISTERj-N  PRETTY-N                            *(VERY-N) 

 'The elder sister is prettier. ' 

 

   
a. ELDER SISTERj-N   b. PRETTY-N         c. VERY-N 

Figure 3.19 
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The comparative in (66) only contains the NP argument as the comparee. Due to 

the omission of the NP argument as the standard, it is no longer necessary to divide 

the signing space into two parts, so all of the lexical signs are articulated in neutral 

space. As mentioned earlier, the use of reinforcing adverbs is optional in comparative 

constructions with one verb. However, when the NP argument as the standard is 

absent, the employment of reinforcing adverbs (i.e., VERY) becomes obligatory.  

At first glance, the comparative in (66) looks like the declarative sentence in (67). 

In fact, these two sentences differ in the use of reinforcing adverbs and the 

non-manual markings. The employment of reinforcing adverbs is obligatory for the 

comparative that lacks an NP argument to serve as the standard as in (66), whereas it 

is optional for declarative sentences as in (67). The comparative in (66) is also 

accompanied by the non-manual markings, such as head nodding and retracted lips, to 

show how the signer evaluates the NP argument compared. The declarative sentence 

in (67) is accompanied by the non-manual features, such as furrowed eyebrows and 

squinted eyes, to reinforce the degree of the adjectival verb.  

 

(67)                   furrowed eyebrows and squinted eyes 

ELDERSISTERj-N   PRETTY-N                        (VERY-N) 

 'The elder sister very pretty. ' 
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a. ELDER SISTERj-N   b. PRETTY-N         c. VERY-N 

Figure 3.20 

 

3.4.4 Bi-clausal alternation 

Furthermore, it is observed that the comparative with two verbs has a 

corresponding bi-clausal alternation, whereas the comparative with one verb does not. 

As for bi-clausal alternation, the adjectival verbs occur in the syntactic position 

immediately following the NP arguments they modify, as exemplified in (68). 

 

(68) MR. WANGi-L  FAT[tense]-L MR. CHENj-R  FAT[lax]-R. 

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                      
a. MR. WANGi-L                            b. FAT[tense]-L 
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c. MR. CHENj-R                            d. FAT[lax]-R 

Figure 3.21 

 

Unlike comparative constructions with two verbs, in sentence (68) the adjectival 

verbs do not occur adjacently. The adjectival verb FAT undergoing tense modulation 

occurs after the NP argument MR. WANG, and the other adjectival verb FAT 

undergoing lax modulation follows the NP argument MR. CHEN, as shown in Figure 

3.21b and Figure 3.21d, respectively. In terms of syntactic structure, the comparative 

demonstrated in (68) seems to contain two clauses that are expressed linearly.  

The literature on spoken languages has shown that quite a few spoken languages 

make use of bi-clausal constructions to express comparison (Stassen 1985, 2001, 2005; 

Dixon 2008, 2012). See the comparatives in Amele shown in (69). 

 

(69) Amele 

Jo  i ben  (qa)  jo  eu  ben  ca . 

House   this  big   but   house  that  big   add 

'That house is bigger than this house.' 

(Dixon 2012: 360) 

 

The comparative in (69) compares two houses in terms of their size. This 

comparative juxtaposes two clauses which are linked by the conjunction qa 'but'. In 
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the first clause, the NP argument jo i 'this house' co-occurs with the adjective ben 'big'. 

As for the second clause, the NP argument jo eu 'that house' co-occurs with the 

adjective ben 'big' which is modified by the morpheme ca 'add.' Although these two 

clauses make use of the same adjective ben 'big', the lexical item ca 'add' is employed 

to demonstrate their difference. With the indication of ca 'add', the NP argument 

occurring in the first clause (i.e., jo i 'this house') is identified as the standard of the 

comparison, while the NP argument occurring in the second clause (i.e., jo eu 'that 

house') is identified as the comparee. These two clauses are combined together to 

form a bi-clausal comparative, denoting the meaning 'That house is bigger than this 

house.' 

Similar to the bi-clausal comparative in Amele shown in (69), the TSL 

comparative in (68) juxtaposes two structurally parallel clauses, in which one of them 

contains the NP argument as the comparee and the other contains the NP argument as 

the standard. Different from the bi-clausal comparatives, there is no conjunction word 

employed to link the clauses together. In addition, the two juxtaposed clauses should 

be assigned to the left side and the right side of the signing space, respectively. If the 

two clauses are articulated in neutral space, the sentence is interpreted as two 

declarative sentences without having comparative meaning, as exemplified in (70).  

 

(70) MR. WANGi-N   FAT[tense]-N   MR. CHENj-N  FAT[lax]-N. 

'Mr. Wang is very fat. Mr. Chen is a little fat.' 

 

 This section has shown that these two fundamental comparative constructions 

behave quite differently in terms of syntax and semantics. Although comparative 

constructions with two verbs can be interpreted in two different ways, i.e. superior 
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comparison and inferior comparison, the current study will focus on the discussion of 

superior comparison. Although comparative constructions with two verbs have 

bi-clausal alternation, most TSL signers prefer to place adjectival verbs adjacent to 

each other. Thus, the bi-clausal alternation will not be the focus of my investigation. 

 

 

3.5 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, we have pointed out that in TSL there are two basic comparative 

constructions, namely, comparatives with one verb and comparatives with two verbs, 

and that they have a close relationship with the signing space. These two 

constructions are the fundamental constructions from which all TSL comparatives are 

derived. These derived alternative constructions will be elaborated in the following 

chapters.  

For comparative constructions with one verb, in order to express comparatives, 

the signing space is divided into two parts, a right side and a left side. The compared 

NP arguments have to be assigned to the right side or the left side, respectively, to 

establish referential loci to which subsequent constituents may refer. After 

establishing referential loci for arguments, the constituents of the verbal predicate 

have to be directed or oriented toward the referential locus of the comparee. 

 As for comparative constructions with two verbs, there are two verbal 

predicates formed by the reduplication of the main adjectival verb. To show the 

difference between the compared arguments, it is obligatory for the verbal predicates 

to be presented in different degrees, such as intensive degree and approximate degree. 

The signs of the predicate denoting intensive degree are placed at the referential locus 
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of the comparee argument, while those of the predicate denoting approximate degree 

are placed at the referential locus of the standard argument. 

Lastly, we have shown that these two constructions behave quite differently with 

regard to many grammatical features. Semantically, the construction with two verbs 

may involve two possible interpretations, i.e. superior and inferior interpretations, 

whereas the construction with one verb has only a superior interpretation. 

Syntactically, the construction with two verbs has a corresponding bi-clausal 

alternation, while the construction with one verb do not. In addition, the construction 

with one verb differ from the construction with two verbs in that the construction with 

one verb can be used to express comparisons in which the reference points are 

realized by context rather than by NP arguments.  
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CHAPTER 4 

THE ROLES OF NP ARGUMENTS IN 

COMPARATIVES 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Drawing on the extensive data from a variety of spoken languages, it has been 

concluded that spoken languages resort to various strategies to distinguish the 

grammatical relations between separate NP arguments in comparative constructions. 

These strategies include comparative particles, locative morphemes, particular verbs, 

and so forth (Stassen 1985; Heine 1997; Dixon 2005), as exemplified in (1) and (2).   

 

(1) Hungarian 

Janos  nagyobb   József- nal. 

John   bigger   Joseph- at 

'John is bigger than Joseph.' 

(Ultan 1972: 133) 

 

The comparative in Hungarian shown in (1) compares two persons, i.e., John and 

Joseph, in terms of their build. The two compared items are presented as NP 

arguments. In Hungarian, the locative morpheme -nal is employed to serve as the 

marker of standard. In (1), the morpheme –nal is inflected on the NP argument József 

'Joseph', so this argument is identified as the standard. The NP argument that is not 

marked (i.e., Janos 'John') is recognized as the comparee. Example (1) shows that the 

relation of arguments is marked on NP arguments in Hungarian. In addition, some 

spoken languages mark the relation of arguments on the predicate rather than on NP 
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arguments, as the German comparative in (2) 

 

(2) German 

Sie  iibertrifft  ihn   an   Klugheit. 

she  surpasses  him  at   cleverness 

'She surpasses him in cleverness.' 

(Heine 1997: 121) 

 

The comparative in (2) compares two persons in terms of their cleverness. In (2), 

the relation of NP arguments is indicated by the verb iibertrifft 'surpass', in which the 

NP argument serving as the subject of the verb (i.e., sie 'she') is identified as the 

comparee, while the NP argument serving as the object (i.e., ihn 'him') is identified as 

the standard.  

The above examples show that the grammatical relations of arguments can be 

marked on either NP argument or predicate. With respect to TSL, we have proposed 

that TSL possesses two fundamental comparative constructions: (a) comparative 

constructions with one verb and (b) comparative constructions with two verbs. TSL 

does not use comparative particles or employ locative morphemes to indicate the 

relations of NP arguments in comparatives (i.e., comparee and standard). Instead, TSL 

signers derive the same effect by exploiting signing space, as exemplified in (3) and 

(4).    

 

(3) YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-R . 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 
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a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L  b. ELDER SISTERj-R    c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 4.1 

 

(4) YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-L . 

   'The younger sister is prettier than the elder sister.' 

 

In sentences (3) and (4), the elder sister and the younger sister are compared in 

terms of their appearances. Both sentences are comprised of the same lexical signs 

and obey the same word order. With respect to the spatial locations of NP arguments, 

both sentences are identical. The sign YOUNGER SISTER is articulated at the left 

side of the signing space and the sign ELDER SISTER is at the right side. However, 

these two sentences are interpreted in different ways.  

For example, the NP argument ELDER SISTER is interpreted as the comparee in 

(3), whereas it is understood as the standard in (4). Upon careful scrutiny, it is noted 

that the major difference between these two sentences resides in the spatial locations 

of adjectival verbs. The adjectival verb PRETTY is articulated at the right side of the 

signing space as shown in (3), whereas it is at the left side as shown in (4). Thus, it is 

reasonable to assume that the adjectival verb plays a role in determining the roles 

played by NP arguments. In addition, it is found that sometimes the determination of 

the roles of NP arguments may hinge on scalar adverbs rather than adjectival verbs, as 
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is illustrated in (5) and (6). 

 

(5)ELDER BROTHERi-L   YOUNGER BROTHERj-R     ANGRY-N 

   VERY-L     A LITTLE-R . 

'The elder brother is angrier than the younger brother.' 

 

       
a. ELDER BROTHERi-L  b. YOUNGER BROTHERj-R c. ANGRY-N 

 

  
d. VERY-L                  e. A LITTLE-R 

Figure 4.2 

 

(6) ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERj-R  ANGEY-N 

   VERY-R A LITTLE-L . 

'The younger brother is angrier than the elder brother.' 
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In sentences (5) and (6), two persons, i.e., the elder brother and the younger 

brother, are compared in terms of their degree of anger. Both sentences are 

constructed as comparative constructions with two verbs. They are composed of the 

same lexical signs, and these signs are presented in the same word order. In both 

sentences, NP arguments are assigned to the same spatial locations in the signing 

space. The adjectival verb, ANGRY is articulated in neutral space in both 

comparatives. Thus, this adjectival verb does not have the function of determining the 

roles that the NP arguments play in these comparatives. Therefore, how could the NP 

argument ELDER BROTHER be identified as the comparee in the comparative in (5) 

and as the standard in (6)? The major difference between these two sentences resides 

in the spatial locations of the scalar adverbs (i.e., VERY and A LITTLE). Unlike 

sentence (5), in (6) the reinforcing adverb VERY is articulated at the right side of the 

signing space, while the attenuating adverb A LITTLE is at the left side. Thus, it is 

plausible to posit that it is scalar adverbs rather than adjectival verbs that play a role in 

setting the relations of NP arguments in this type of comparatives.  

Furthermore, it is observed that sometimes certain negating words and phrases, 

such as NOT HAVE, can be recruited in comparatives and play a role in setting the 

relations of NP arguments, as shown in (7) and (8). 

 

(7) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R  PATIENT-N   VERYi-L  NOT HAVEj-R . 

'Miss Wang is more patient than Miss Chen.' 
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a. MISS WANGi-L                  b. MISS CHENj-R 

 

   
c. PATIENT-N         d. VERYi-L          e. NOT HAVEj-R 

Figure 4.3 

 

(8) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R  PATIENT-N  VERYi-R NOT HAVEj-L . 

'Miss Chen is more patient than Miss Wang.' 

 

In sentences (7) and (8), Miss Wang and Miss Chen are compared in terms of their 

patience. These two comparatives are composed of the same lexical signs and are 

presented in the same word order. At first glance, these two sentences are exactly 

identical. However, they are interpreted differently. Take the NP argument MISS 

WANG as an example. This argument is identified as the comparee in (7), whereas it 

is recognized as the standard in (8). After close scrutiny, it is found that the negating 

word equivalent to the English phrase NOT HAVE is articulated at the right side of 
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the signing space in (7), whereas it is at the left side in (8). These two comparatives 

show that negation words also play a role in determining the relations of NP 

arguments.  

The paired comparatives above demonstrate that TSL does not mark the relations 

of arguments on the NP arguments; rather, TSL signers exploit signing space and 

employ other constituents within comparatives (e.g., adjectival verbs, scalar adverbs, 

negation words) to set the relations. In addition, it should be pointed out that although 

sentences (5) and (7) are built as comparative constructions with two verbs, they show 

that only one of the predicates is expressed.   

Some research issues arise from the discussion above. First, how the roles of NP 

arguments are determined in TSL comparatives will be explored. The issue 

concerning the extent signing space plays in determining the relation between NP 

arguments will be elucidated as well. Last, possible alternative derived constructions 

will also be discussed. 

The following sections are organized as follows: Section 4.2 introduces the 

strategies employed in comparative constructions with one verb for determining the 

roles of NP arguments. Section 4.3 introduces the strategies employed in comparative 

constructions with two verbs. Relevant derivations will also be discussed, and Section 

4.4 provides concluding remarks.  
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4.2 Comparative constructions with one verb 

4.2.1 Ways to determine the roles of NP arguments 

In the literature on signed languages, it has been suggested that the grammatical 

relations of arguments are mainly indicated by agreement pattern exhibited by verbs 

(Padden 1990; Meir 1998, 1999; Tai and Su 2006). When a verb is used transitively, 

the grammatical relations of arguments can be set through the path movement of the 

verb or the non-manual markings accompanying the verb. However, as for adjectival 

verbs in TSL, they are usually used intransitively, so it is not necessary for them to 

exhibit an agreement pattern. As exemplified in (9), the adjectival verb THIN only 

carries one argument which is realized as the syntactic subject, so this adjectival verb 

does not possess an agreement pattern. 

 

(9) YOUNGER SISTERi-N   THIN-N   VERY-N. 

   'The younger sister is very thin.' 
 

   
a. YOUNGER SISTER  b. THIN              c. VERY 

 Figure 4.4 

 

Comparative constructions with one verb contain two NP arguments and an 

adjectival verb. Thus, two conditions need to be taken into consideration: (1) in TSL, 
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grammatical relations are not marked on NP arguments; (2) adjectival verbs are 

usually used intransitively, and they are incapable of exhibiting agreement patterns, as 

the adjectival verb THIN shown in (9). Considering these two conditions, we are 

interested in answering how to determine the relations of NP arguments in TSL 

comparatives. Note that, in the current discussion, the relations of NP arguments refer 

to the roles that the NP arguments play within a comparative (i.e., comparee or 

standard), rather than the roles that the NP arguments play in the syntactic structure 

(i.e., subject or object).  

There are three ways to determine the role of NP arguments. The first way to 

determine the role of NP arguments is to observe modified body orientation, as the 

TSL comparative shows in (10). 

 

(10) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  THIN-L . 

 'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen. ' 

 

                 
a.MR. WANGi-L                    b.MR. CHENj-R 
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c. THIN-L 

Figure 4.5 

 

 Sentence (10) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of their build. Both 

comparing items are presented as NP arguments. The NP argument MR. WANG is 

assigned to the left side of the signing space, while MR. CHEN is to the right side, as 

shown in Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b. The attribute compared is denoted by the 

adjectival verb THIN. The sign THIN is not articulated in neutral space; rather, it is 

oriented toward the left side to be associated with the referential locus of MR. WANG, 

as shown in Figure 4.5c (cf. Figure 4.4b). In this way, the NP argument associated 

with the adjectival verb is identified as the comparee, whereas the other NP argument 

is the standard. In other words, the roles of the NP arguments is determined by the 

adjectival verb.  

 The second way to determine NP arguments is to note that certain adjectival 

verbs can be directly articulated at the referential locus associated with the comparee, 

as illustrated in (11). 
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(11) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  THIN-L. 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                 
a.MR. WANGi-L                    b.MR. CHENj-R 

 

 
c. THIN-L 

Figure 4.6 

 

 Sentence (11) is basically the same as sentence (10) with regard to semantic 

interpretation and syntactic structure. The major difference between them lies in the 

form of the adjectival verb THIN. In sentence (11), the location of the adjectival verb 

THIN is modified and is directly articulated at the referential locus associated with 

MR. WANG, as shown in Figure 4.6c (cf. Figure 4.5c ); while in (10), the signer uses 

the body's orientation to achieve the same purpose. 

 The comparatives in (10) and (11) show that the roles of the NP arguments is 

determined by adjectival verbs. In addition, the form of adjectival verbs can determine 
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the interpretation of a comparative, as exemplified in (12).  

 

(12) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R THIN-R. 

'Mr. Chen is thinner than Mr. Wang.' 

 

 The difference between sentences (11) and (12) lies in the spatial location of the 

adjectival verb. Unlike (11), the adjectival verb THIN in (12) is articulated at the right 

side to be associated with the referential locus of the argument MR. CHEN. 

Consequently, the comparative in (12) is interpreted in an opposite way from the 

comparative in (11).  

 It should be noted that it is obligatory to modify adjectival verbs associated with 

a designated locus in comparative constructions with one verb. As shown in (13), 

when the adjectival verb THIN is articulated in neutral space, the sentence will be 

interpreted as a declarative sentence rather than a comparative one. 

 

(13) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  THIN-N. 

    'Mr. Wang and Mr. Chen are thin.' 

 

 The third way to distinguish between the comparative roles of NP arguments 

involves using the pointing sign. The signer clearly points out which NP argument is 

associated with the adjectival verb, as illustrated in (14).  

 

(14)MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  INDEX-L  THIN-N . 

    'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 
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a. MR. WANGi-L                    b. MR. CHENj-R 

 

  
c. INDEX-L               d. THIN-N 

Figure 4.7 

 

In sentence (14), a pointing sign, which is glossed as INDEX, is recruited. This 

sign is directed toward the left side of the signing space, pointing out that it is the NP 

argument MR. WANG associated with the adjectival verb THIN. This pointing sign 

can occur in the syntactic position either immediately preceding or following the 

adjectival verb. With the aid of the pointing sign, it is no longer obligatory for the 

adjectival verb to perform spatial association. Thus, the adjectival verb in (14) is 

articulated in neutral space as shown in Figure 4.7d, and the comparative still retains 

its interpretation. Example (14) shows that the pointing sign also plays a role in 

determining the roles of the NP arguments. If the pointing sign is directed to the right 

side to refer to the NP argument MR. CHEN, the comparative will be interpreted 
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differently, as exemplified in (15). 

 

(15) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  INDEX-R  THIN-N. 

    'Mr. Chen is thinner than Mr. Wang.' 

 

As a matter of fact, not all adjectival verbs in TSL can be modified to be 

associated with the referential loci of NP arguments. Some adjectival verbs, such as 

CHILDISH, PATIENT, and TIRED, show relatively little modification due to their 

articulatory limitations. When these verbs are used to form comparatives, being 

articulated in neutral space would result in ungrammatical sentences, as shown in 

(16).  

 

(16) *ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERj-R  CHILDISH-N. 

 

In (16), the adjectival verb CHILDISH is articulated in neutral space; as a result, 

the sentence is ungrammatical. To derive a grammatical sentence, one could employ 

the fourth method of pointing out which NP argument serves as the comparee of the 

comparative. This method uses reinforcing adverbs, and is illustrated in (17). 

 

(17) ELDER BROTHERi-L YOUNGER BROTHERj-R  CHILDISH-N VERY-R. 

'The younger brother is more childish than the elder brother.' 
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a. ELDER BROTHERi-L  b. YOUNGER BROTHERj-R   c. CHILDISH-N 

 

 
d. VERY-R 

Figure 4.8 

 

Sentence (17) compares the younger brother with the elder brother in terms of 

their childishness. The comparing items are presented as NP arguments. The NP 

argument ELDER BROTHER is signed by the left hand to be assigned to the left side 

of the signing space, while the NP argument YOUNGER BROTHER is expressed by 

the right hand to be assigned to the right side, as shown in Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8b. 

After establishing two referential loci, the adjectival verb CHILDISH is signed to 

assign the attribute compared. To produce the sign CHILDISH, one hand is presented 

in the handshape /Flat O/ which repeatedly taps on the chin while moving from one 

side to the other, as shown in Figure 4.8c. Due to its articulatory limitation, it is not 

easy for this adjectival verb to be articulated at a designated referential locus. Thus, 
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the adjectival verb is articulated in neutral space, and the relations of the NP 

arguments remain indeterminate. 

To set the relations, the reinforcing adverb VERY is employed and is directly 

articulated at the referential locus associated with the argument YOUNGER 

BROTHER, as shown in Figure 4.8d. That is, the reinforcing adverb is required for 

the purpose of setting the relations. If the reinforcing adverb VERY is articulated at 

the left side to be associated with the referential locus of the argument ELDER 

BROTHER, the given comparative will be interpreted in the opposite way, as shown 

in (18). 

 

(18) ELDER BROTHERi-L YOUNGER BROTHERj-R  CHILDISH-N VERY-L. 

'The elder brother is more childish than the younger brother.' 

 

Sentences (17) and (18) show that the NP argument associated with VERY is 

identified as the comparee, while the other argument is identified as the standard. 

Although the use of reinforcing adverbs is optional in comparative constructions with 

one verb, it is observed that there are two situations in which reinforcing adverbs will 

be recruited, as stated in (19). 

 

(19) a. When the comparative needs to emphasize the degree of the attribute 

compared, reinforcing adverbs are used to serve as degree markers. 

 

b. When the comparative contains an adjectival verb which is incapable of 

exhibiting spatial association, reinforcing adverbs are recruited to set the 

relation of arguments. 
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In summary, for comparative constructions with one verb, the relation of the two 

compared NP arguments can be set by means of four strategies:  

 

(20) a. modifying body orientation, while expressing adjectival verbs 

    b. modifying the location of adjectival verbs, 

    c. using a pointing sign,  

    d. using reinforcing adverbs.  

 

In comparative constructions with one verb, the NP argument associated with 

these strategies is identified as the comparee, while the other argument is the standard. 

To put it differently, the roles of the NP arguments can be determined by adjectival 

verbs, reinforcing adverbs, or a pointing sign in TSL comparative constructions with 

one verb. 

In summary, for comparative constructions with one verb, the roles of the NP 

arguments mainly hinge on the adjectival verb. When the adjectival verb cannot 

undergo modifications to be associated with a designated referential locus, reinforcing 

adverbs or a pointing sign will be used. The following section will be elaborate on 

modifications of the signs that are to be associated with certain referential locus. 

 

4.2.2 Spatial association performed by adjectival verbs 

At first glance, modifications on the forms of adjectival verbs in comparatives are 

roughly parallel to the agreement pattern performed by verbs. In the literature on 

signed languages, such modification can be analyzed in two ways: (a) agreement 

adjectives (MacLaughlin 1997), and (b) a pronoun clitic on adjectives (Padden 1990). 
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The approach of agreement adjectives is proposed according to the two-way 

distinction of verbs: (a) plain verbs and (b) agreement verbs. MacLaughlin (1997: 

204-205) proposes that adjectives in signed languages also have this type of two-way 

distinction: (a) plain adjectives and (b) agreement adjectives. Plain adjectives behave 

like plain verbs and do not exhibit agreement patterns manually, such as HAPPY and 

HUNGRY in ASL; whereas agreement adjectives, like agreement verbs, are capable 

of expressing agreement patterns manually, such as BIG and TALL in ASL. However, 

one question arises from this approach.  

As suggested by Bahan (1996), non-manual markings of verbs can be analyzed as 

agreement patterns expressed non-manually. When a verb is accompanied by 

non-manual markings, a signer's head may tilt in the direction toward the locus of the 

subject, while his/her eyes gaze toward the locus of the object (Bahan 1996). See the 

verb LIKE in TSL, exemplified in (21).  

 

(21) MISS CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R   LIKEji. 

'Mr. Wang likes Miss Chen.' 

 

                 
a. MISS CHENi                             b. MR. WANGj 
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c. LIKEji 

Figure 4.9 

 

 In (21), the verb LIKE is a plain verb and cannot move through signing space to 

show subject-object agreement. Instead, the signer makes use of non-manual 

markings to show agreement. As shown in Figure 4.9c, while expressing the verb 

LIKE, the signer's eyes gaze at the locus of the object, while the signer's body leans 

toward the locus of the subject. However, in TSL comparatives, the non-manual 

markings accompanying adjectival verbs do not comply with the generalization 

proposed by Bahan (1996), as exemplified in (22). 

 

(22) YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-R . 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

    
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L b. ELDER SISTERj-R   c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 4.10 
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In (22), while expressing the adjectival verb PRETTY, the signer's eyes gaze 

toward the referential locus of the NP argument serving as the comparee, and the body 

is oriented in the same direction. In this way, the NP argument ELDER SISTER is 

realized as the subject of this comparative. Such non-manual markings exhibited by 

adjectival verbs sharply contrast to those exhibited by the verb LIKE given in (21). 

Taken together, the approach of agreement adjectives proposed by MacLaughlin 

(1997) cannot provide a satisfactory account for the syntactic behaviors of adjectival 

verbs in TSL comparatives.   

With regard to the approach of pronoun clitics on adjectives, Padden (1990) 

contends that the modification on the form of a lexical sign to be associated with the 

referential locus of the intended referent is a phenomenon commonly found in plain 

verbs, nouns, and adjectives, as ASL examples show in (23) to(25). 

 

(23) WOMAN  WANT-a  WANT-b  WANT-c.
1 

 a. 'The womeni,j,k are each wanting.' 

 b. 'The woman wants thisi, that j and that onek, too.' 

 

(24) I  SEE  DOG-a  DOG-b  DOG-c. 

'I saw a dog here, there and there, too' 

 

(25) HAVE  CAR  LINE-OF  BLUE-a  BLUE-b  BLUE-c. 

'The is a line of blue cars.' 

(Padden 1990: 122) 

 

 

                                                 
1 The subscripts a, b, and c refer to the locus in the signing space.  
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In sentence (23), the plain verb WANT is expressed three times, and each time is 

associated with a different locus. The sentence is ambiguous as to whether the subject 

or the object is being marked. In (24), the noun DOG is expressed three times, and 

each noun is placed at a particular locus. In this way, the signing space represents the 

spatial layout of the dogs as they really are. Likewise, the adjective BLUE in (25) is 

expressed three times, and these adjectives are modified to be associated with the loci 

of the cars, respectively.  

The modification on lexical signs such as plain verbs, nouns and adjectives 

demonstrated in (23) to (25), is apparently different from the agreement pattern 

exhibited by agreement verbs. Thus, Padden claims that the agreement pattern 

exhibited by agreement verbs results from inflectional affix, while the modification on 

the form of adjectives is due to pronoun clitics. Padden's approach is based on Zwicky 

and Pullum's (1983) claim that "clitics exhibit a low degree of selection with respects 

to their hosts while affixes exhibit a higher degree of selection with respect to their 

stem." In this way, modifications on the verb WANT in (23), the noun DOG in (24), 

and the adjective BLUE in (25) are analyzed as pronoun cliticization in Padden's 

approach. The cliticized pronouns can be extracted and presented as an individual sign, 

as illustrated in (26). 

 

(26) S:  HAVE  CAR  LINE-OF  BLUE    BLUE     BLUE. 2 

W:                          INDEX-a  INDEX -b  INDEX -c. 

'There is a line of blue cars.' 

(Padden 1990: 122) 

                                                 
2 The capital S refers to the strong hand, or the so-called dominant hand, while W refers to the weak 

hand, or the so-called non-dominant hand. Padden (1990) uses RPO to stand for pronoun. To unify 

the notation in the study, RPO is superseded by INDEX. 
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Unlike sentence (25), all the adjectives in (26) are articulated in neutral space. 

Each adjective is produced by the strong hand. Each adjective accompanies a pointing 

sign, namely, a pronoun, which is produced by the weak hand. These three pointing 

signs are directed toward different loci in the signing space. 

Some doubts arise regarding the pronoun cliticization approach. First, in TSL 

comparatives, it is commonly found that when a pointing sign is recruited to refer to 

an intended argument, the adjectival verb still retains it modification to be associated 

with the referential locus of the comparee, as shown in (27). 

 

(27) GUAVAi-L  APPLEj-R  INDEX-R  HARD-R. 

'The apple is harder than the guava.' 

 

  
a. GUAVAi-L                b. APPLEj-R 

 

  
c.INDEX-R            d.HARD-R 

Figure 4.11 
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 Sentence (27) is a counter example challenging Padden's argument. In (27), two 

items, i.e., a guava and an apple, are compared in terms of their hardness. Both 

compared items are realized as NP arguments and are assigned to the left and to the 

right of the signing space respectively. A pointing sign is then employed and directed 

toward the right side, as shown in Figure 4.11c. It is supposed that when the pronoun 

is realized as an individual sign rather than being attached to the adjectival verb, the 

adjectival verb should be articulated in neutral space. However, it is found that while 

expressing the adjectival verb HARD, the signer's face and body retain the orientation 

toward the referential locus at the right, as shown in Figure 4.11d.  

Second, as exemplified in (28), to assign the constituents of a comparative to the 

right or the left of the signing space is an essential strategy in forming TSL 

comparatives. Thus, it seems redundant to analyze such phenomenon in the way that 

each lexical sign undergoes pronoun cliticization respectively, as shown in (29). 

Particularly, the signs MR. WANG and THIN are articulated by both hands, so it is 

impossible to express these signs and the pointing sign concurrently. Even though the 

lexical signs and the pointing signs are expressed linearly, the comparative is still 

regarded as a redundant expression, as shown in (30).  

 

(28) MR. WANGi-L   MR. CHENj-R      THIN-L . 

 'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen. ' 

 

(29) * S: MR. WANGi-N  MR. CHENj-N  THIN-N . 

 W: INDEX-L             INDEX-R    INDEX-L . 

 

(30) ?MR. WANGi-N   INDEX-L  MR. CHENj-N  INDEX-R THIN-N   INDEX-L. 
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The inappropriateness of (29) and (30) suggests that pronoun cliticization cannot 

offer a satisfactory account for the grammatical phenomena exhibited by adjectival 

verbs in TSL comparatives.  

The discussion above introduced two approaches to account for modification on 

forms of adjectival verbs in TSL comparatives and related problems are examined 

in-depth. Considering the problems mentioned, the current study will not adopt these 

two approaches. Instead, such modification will be analyzed as spatial association 

performed by adjectival verbs. 

As mentioned, the NP arguments in a comparative are assigned to the right and the 

left of the signing space respectively to establish referential loci. Such strategy is 

termed spatial association of referents (Winston 1995, Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006, 

Rinfret 2009). Following this viewpoint, the modification on forms of adjectival verbs 

will be analyzed as the spatial association performed by them for referential purposes. 

In this way, the modification of reinforcing adverbs can be accounted for as well, as 

exemplified (31). 

 

(31) YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R   INDEX-R   PRETTY-R  VERY-R. 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

 
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L             b. ELDER SISTERj-R 
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c. INDEX-R                        d. PRETTY-R 

 

 
e. VERY-R 

Figure 4.12 

 

Sentence (31) compares the elder sister with the younger sister in terms of their 

appearance. These two compared items are presented as NP arguments and they are 

expressed at the beginning of the sentence. After expressing the NP arguments, there 

are two referential loci established in the signing space. As shown in Figure 4.12d, the 

referential locus of the argument YOUNGER SISTER is set at the left side in the 

signing space, while the referential locus of the argument ELDER SISTER is at the 

right side. In this comparative, the lexical signs, such as the pointing sign INDEX, the 

adjectival verb PRETTY, and the reinforcing adverb VERY, are articulated at the 

referential locusat the right side to be associated with the NP argument ELDER 
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SISTER, as shown in Figure 4.12c to Figure 4.12e.  

For comparative constructions with one verb, the ways to determine the roles of 

NP argumentsare generalized in (32). The NP arguments are assigned to the left or the 

right of the signing space respectively. After establishing two referential loci, each 

constituent of the predicate, such as the poining sign (i.e., INDEX), the adjectival verb 

(i.e., V) and the reinforcing adverb, are modified to establish spatial assoication with 

one of the referential loci. The NP argument associated with these signs is identified 

as the comparee, while the other NP argument is as the standard. It should be noted 

that when the pointing sign or the reinforcing adverb are employed to set the relaiton, 

the adjectival verb can be either articulated in netural space or be assoicated with the 

referential locus of the comparee. 

 

(32) Comparative constructions with one verb                        

NPi-X  +  NPj-Y  + (INDEX-X) +  V-X/N+ (Reinforcing adverb-X) 

 

 

The referential locus of the comparee 

 

 

4.3 Comparative constructions with two verbs 

 Comparative constructions with two verbs are characterized by the reduplication 

of the main adjectival verb. The reduplicated adjectival verbs are expressed in 

different forms to convey different degrees of intensity, aiming at showing the 

contrast between the compared arguments. In this section, we will introduce some 

derivations of this construction. Based on our observation, two derivations are 
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identified, and they mainly differ in the meaning of their predicates: (a) the 

comparatives containing polar predicates and (b) the comparatives containing 

antonymous predicates. This section will look into how the roles of NP arguments are 

identified in this comparative construction and its derivations.  

 

4.3.1 The comparatives containing reduplicated predicates 

Comparatives containing reduplicated predicates refer to a comparative 

construction in which the adjectival verb is reduplicated to form two predicates. To 

show the difference between the compared items, it is obligatory for the reduplicated 

predicates to be presented in different forms to show differing degrees of intensity, 

such as intensive degrees and approximate degrees, as exemplified in (33).  

 

(33) MR. YAOi-R  MR. WANGj-L  TALL[tense]-R   TALL[lax]-L . 

   'Mr. Yao is taller than Mr. Wang.' 

 

                 
a.MR. YAOi-R                      b.MR. WANGj-L 
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c. TALL[tense]-R            d. TALL[lax]-L 

Figure 4.13 

 

Sentence (33) compares Mr. Yao with Mr. Wang with respect to their height. 

These two NP arguments are expressed first to establish referential loci in the signing 

space. The referential locus of the NP argument MR. YAO is set at the right side of 

the signing space, while that of the NP argument MR. WANG is set at the left side. 

Afterwards, the adjectival verb TALL is expressed to denote the attribute compared in 

this comparative. This adjectival verb is reduplicated and then presented in different 

degrees of intensity. One of them undergoes tense modulation by which the movement 

of the given sign is elongated to convey an intensive degree, as shown in Figure 4.13c. 

The other undergoes lax modulation by which the movement of the given sign is 

shortened to convey an approximate degree, as shown in Figure 4.13d.  

To identify the roles that the NP arguments play in this comparative, both 

adjectival verbs perform spatial association. The adjectival verb denoting intensive 

degree is articulated by the right hand so as to be associated with the referential locus 

of the argument MR. YAO, whereas the adjectival verb denoting approximate degree 

is signed by the left hand so as to be associated with the referential locus of the 

argument MR. WANG. In this way, the NP argument MR. YAO is identified as the 
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comparee, while the NP argument MR. WANG is identified as the standard. In other 

words, the roles that the NP arguments play in this comparative are determined by 

these two adjectival verbs.  

Further, it is obligatory for both adjectival verbs to establish a spatial association 

with the NP argument they refer to, otherwise the sentence will become 

ungrammatical. As shown in (34), both adjectival verbs are expressed in neutral space; 

as a result, the comparative is identified as ungrammatical. 

 

(34) *MR. YAOi-R  MR. WANGj-L  TALL[tense]-N  TALL[lax]-N. 

 

It is observed that the exchange of the syntactic positions for the two adjectival 

verbs does not affect the interpretation of the given comparative, whereas the 

exchange of their spatial associations does, as exemplified in (35) and (36).  

 

(35) MR. YAOi-R  MR. WANGj-L  TALL[lax]-L   TALL[tense]-R. 

    'Mr. Yao is taller than Mr. Wang.' 

 

(36) MR. YAOi-R  MR. WANGj-L  TALL[tense]-L TALL[lax]-R. 

    'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Yao.' 

 

As opposed to (33), in sentence (35) the adjectival verbs undergoing tense 

modulation occurs before another adjectival verb, but the comparative retains its 

interpretation. Also differing from the adjectival verb in (33), the adjectival verb in 

sentence (36) undergoing tense modulation is articulated at the left side of the signing 

space, while the adjectival verb undergoing lax modulation is at the right; as a result, 

the comparative is interpreted differently, namely 'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Yao.'  
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The examples above show that reduplicated adjectival verbs set the relation 

between the NP arguments and determine the interpretation of this type of TSL 

comparatives. The NP argument associated with the adjectival verb conveying an 

intensive degree is identified as the comparee, while the NP argument associated with 

the adjectival verb conveying an approximate degree is identified as the standard. 

As mentioned previously, not all adjectival verbs in TSL can undergo aspectual 

modulations (i.e., tense modulation and lax modulation) to show different degrees of 

intensity. Two types of scalar adverbs, i.e. reinforcing adverbs and attenuating adverbs, 

are recruited for this purpose instead. See the comparative containing the adjectival 

verb SMART exemplified in (37). 

 

(37) DOGi-L MONKEYj-R  SMART-R  VERY-R   SMART-L   MEDIOCRE-L . 

'Monkeys are smarter than dogs.' 

 

   
a. DOGi-L             b. MONKEYj-R        c. SMART-R 
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   d. VERY-R            e. SMART-L           f. MEDIOCRE-L 

Figure 4.14 

 

Sentence (37) compares two items, i.e., monkeys and dogs, in terms of their 

intelligence. The compared items are presented as NP arguments. The attribute being 

compared is denoted by the adjectival verb SMART, which is signed by one hand in 

the handshape /Bady O/, placing it at the temple of the head and then flicking up at 

the same time that the handshape gradually changes from /Bady O/ to /L/. Due to its 

articulatory limitation, it is not easy for the sign SMART to undergo aspectual 

modulation. Thus, two types of scalar adverbs are recruited. The reinforcing adverb 

VERY occurs in the position immediately following the first adjectival verb, while the 

attenuating adverb MEDIOCRE occurs in the position after the second one, as shown 

in Figure 4.14d and Figure 4.14f. With the aid of the adverbs, the first predicate 

conveys intensive degree, while the second predicate conveys approximate degree. 

The constituents of the first predicate (i.e., the adjectival verb SMART and the 

reinforcing adverb VERY) are oriented toward the right side of the signing space so as 

to be associated with the referential locus of the argument MONKEY, as shown in 

Figure 4.14c and Figure 4.14d. The constituents of the second predicate (i.e., the 

adjectival verb SMART and the attenuating adverb MEDIOCRE) are oriented toward 
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the left so as to be associated with the referential locus of the argument DOG, as 

shown in Figure 4.14e and Figure 4.14f. In this way, the NP argument MONKEY is 

identified as the comparee, while the NP argument DOG is the standard.  

Further, when scalar adverbs are employed, it is obligatory for them to exhibit 

spatial association, otherwise the comparative will become infelicitous, as shown in 

(38).  

 

(38)?DOGi-L  MONKEYj-R  SMART-R  VERY-N  SMART-L    MEDIOCRE-N. 

 

In sentence (38), both adverbs, VERY and MEDIOCRE, are articulated in neutral 

space, and the comparative becomes infelicitous. The discussion above assumes that 

scalar adverbs also play a role in determining the roles of the NP arguments. Example 

(37) shows that when two types of scalar adverbs are recruited, the reduplicated 

adjectival verbs are presented in the default form without conveying degree 

information, as the adjectival verbs, SMART, shows in Figure 4.14c and Figure 4.14e. 

To simplify the expression of comparatives, one of the reduplicated adjectival verbs 

tends to be omitted when scalar adverbs are employed, as shown in (39) to (41). 

 

(39) MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-R    VERY-R  

    HANDSOME-L MEDIOCRE-L. 

'Mr. Lin is more handsome than Mr. Chen.' 
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a.MR. CHENi-L                     b.MR. LINj-R 

 

   
   c. HANDSOME-R      d. VERY-R              e. MEDIOCRE-L 

Figure 4.15 

 

Sentence (39) compares Mr. Lin with Mr. Chen in terms of their looks. The NP 

argument MR. CHEN is assigned to the left side of the signing space, while MR. LIN 

is assigned to the right side. The attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb 

HANDSOME. Two scalar adverbs, VERY and MEDIOCRE, are recruited to convey 

degree information.  

To simplify the expression of the comparative, the adjectival verb occurring in the 

second predicate is omitted. The attenuating adverb MEDIOCRE is articulated at the 

left side so as to be associated with the referential locus of the NP argument MR. 

CHEN, as shown in Figure 4.15e. Sentence (39) shows that the adjectival verb 

occurring in the predicate, which also conveys approximate degree, is omitted. Also, it 
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is found that the adjective verb occurring in the predicate and conveying intensive 

degree can be omitted as well, as illustrated in (40). 

 

(40)MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-L MEDIOCRE-L 

 HANDSOME-R VERY-R . 

'Mr. Lin is more handsome than Mr. Chen.' 

 

 Sentence (40) differs from (39) in that in (40) the predicate denoting approximate 

degree occurs before the predicate with intensive degree. In (40), the adjectival verb 

denoting intensive degree is omitted. According to sentences (39) and (40), it is 

concluded that the omission of the verb correlates to the order of the adjectival verbs. 

Furthermore, when the reduplicated adjectival verbs are presented in the same form, it 

is the second rather than the first one that tends to be omitted. As exemplified in (41), 

the omission of the first adjectival verb renders the sentence ungrammatical.  

 

(41) *MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-R VERY-R   

     HANDSOME-L MEDIOCRE-L. 

 

In brief, when scalar adverbs are recruited, the reduplicated adjectival verbs can 

be presented without applying aspectual modulation. To simplify the expression, it is 

the second adjectival verb that tends to be omitted. In addition to the omission of the 

adjectival verb, there is an alternative construction that can be derived as well, as 

exemplified in (42).   
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(42) ELDER BROTHERi-L   YOUNGER BROTHERj-R  TIRED-N    

EXCESSIVELY-L   MEDIOCRE-R. 

'The elder brother is more tired than the younger brother.' 

 

       
a. ELDER BROTHERi-L  b. YOUNGER BROTHERj-R  c. TIRED-N 

 

  
d. EXCESSIVELY-L     e. MEDIOCRE-R 

Figure 4.16 

 

Sentence (42) compares the elder brother with the younger brother in terms of 

their tiredness. The NP argument ELDER BROTHER is assigned to the left side of 

the signing space, while the NP argument YOUNGER BROTHER to the left. The 

attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb TIRED. This sign is expressed 

once and is articulated in neutral space. Following that, two types of adverbs are 

expressed, the reinforcing adverb EXCESSIVELY is oriented toward the left side so 
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as to be associated with the referential locus of the argument ELDER BROTHER, and 

the attenuating adverb MEDIOCRE is oriented toward the right so as to be associated 

with the locus of the argument YOUNGER BROTHER, as shown in Figure 4.16d and 

Figure 4.16e.  

At first glance, the syntactic structure of sentence (42) is roughly the same as that 

of sentence (39). However, sentence (42) differs from sentence (39) in some respects, 

as illustrated in (43) to (46).  

 

(43) ELDER BROTHERi-L   YOUNGER BROTHERj-R   TIRED-N    

EXCESSIVELY-L   MEDIOCRE-R. 

'The elder brother is more tired than the younger brother.' 

 

(44) ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERj-R  TIRED-N    

MEDIOCRE-R  EXCESSIVELY-L . 

'The elder brother is more tired than the younger brother.' 

 

The example in (43) is the same as the comparative in (42). The major difference 

between sentences (43) and (44) resides in the word order of the scalar adverbs. These 

two comparatives show that when the adjectival verb is articulated in neutral space, 

the exchange of the syntactic positions for scalar adverbs does not affect the 

interpretation.  

The example in (45) is the same type of comparative construction as that used in 

(39). In both (45) and (46), the adjectival verb HANDSOME, is placed at the right 

side of the signing space. The difference between these two sentences resides in the 

word order of their scalar adverbs. It is observed that the exchange of the syntactic 
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positions for scalar adverbs will lead to ungrammaticality, as shown in (46). 

 

(45) MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-R   VERY-R  MEDIOCRE-L. 

'Mr. Lin is more handsome than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(46) *MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-R   MEDIOCRE-L   VERY-R. 

 

 In brief, when the adjectival verb is articulated in neutral space, the exchange of 

the syntactic positions for a scalar adverb is permitted and it does not affect the 

interpretation of the given comparative. However, when the adjectival verb is 

associated with a designated locus, the exchange of the syntactic positions for a scalar 

adverb is not allowed and it will lead to ungrammaticality.  

 Based on this kind of a generalization, it is presumable to assume that the 

adjectival verb HANDSOME in (39) belongs to a specific predicate, so the word 

order of the scalar adverbs occurring with HANDSOME are constrained, as shown in 

(47). It seems that the adjectival verb TIRED in (42) is the adjectival verb shared by 

both predicates, so the word order of the scalar adverbs is not constrained, as shown 

in (48).  

 

(47) MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R [HANDSOME-R VERY-R ] 

 [HANDSOME-L  MEDIOCRE-L]. 

'Mr. Lin is more handsome than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(48) ELDER BROTHERi-L YOUNGER BROTHERj-R TIRED-N 

[ TIRED-R MEDIOCRE-R ]  [TIRED-L EXCESSIVELY-L]. 

'The elder brother is more tired than the younger brother.' 
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The example in (47) demonstrates that the second adjectival verb is omitted, and 

the first adjectival verb retains its spatial association. Thus, the exchange of the 

syntactic position for the scalar adverbs will lead to ungrammaticality. In (48), the 

reduplicated adjectival verbs are incorporated as a single adjectival verb shared by 

both predicates, thus it is placed at the syntactic position preceding the two predicates. 

Notably, the shared adjectival verb has to be articulated in neutral space. Thus, the 

exchange of the syntactic position for the scalar adverbs will not lead to 

ungrammaticality. Such assumption can be attested by insertion of the lexical sign 

COMPARE, as illustrated in (49) and (50).  

 

(49) YOUNGER BROTHERi-R   ELDER BROTHERj-L HEAVY-N 

    COMPARE-N  VERY-R  A LITTLE-L . 

 'The younger brother is heavier than the elder brother.' 

 

       
a. YOUNGER BROTHERi-R b. ELDER BROTHERj-L  c. HEAVY-N 
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d. COMPARE-N         e. VERY-R             f. A LITTLE-L 

Figure 4.17 

 

 

(50) YOUNGER BROTHERi-R ELDER BROTHERj-L COMPARE-N 

 HEAVY-R   VERY-R  A LITTLE-L . 

 'The younger brother is heavier than the elder brother.' 

 

The lexical sign COMPARE is a specific marker used frequently in TSL 

comparatives.3 This lexical sign usually occurs in the position immediately preceding 

the verbal predicate(s). The comparative in (49) shows that if the adjectival verb is 

shared by both predicates, the lexical sign COMPARE occurs in the position 

immediately following the adjectival verb. The comparative in (50) shows that if the 

adjectival verb belongs to one of the predicates, the sign COMPARE occurs in the 

position immediately preceding the adjectival verb. The discussion above draws a 

distinction between two alternative forms of comparative constructions with two 

verbs and shows that different derivation processes lead to different grammatical 

phenomena associated with them.   

With respect to the relations of NP arguments, in (49) the adjectival verb HEAVY 

                                                 
3 The grammatical phenomena associated with the sign COMPARE will be elaborated in Chapter 6. 
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is expressed once and is articulated in neutral space. Thus, it is the scalar adverbs 

rather than the adjectival verb that determines the relations of the NP arguments. The 

NP argument associated with the reinforcing adverb, VERY, is identified as the 

comparee, while the NP argument associated with attenuating adverb, A LITTLE, is 

identified as the standard. In other words, these two scalar adverbs not merely convey 

information about the degree, but they also have the function of setting the relations 

of the NP arguments.  

For comparatives containing reduplicated predicates, the strategy of determining 

the roles that the NP arguments play is generalized in (51).   

 

(51)Comparative constructions with reduplicated adjectives 

 NPi-X  + NPj-Y + [V([tense])/ (Reinforcing adverb)]intensive -X 

   + [V([lax])/ (Attenuating adverb)]approximate -Y 

 

The referential locus of the standard    The referential locus of the comparee 

 

As shown in (51), after expressing the NP arguments, there are two referential 

loci establishing in the signing space (i.e., X and Y). The predicate denoting intensive 

degree is associated with one of the referential loci (i.e., X), whereas the predicate 

denoting approximate degree is associated with the referential locus at the 

contralateral side (i.e., Y). The NP argument that is associated with the signs, such as 

the adjectival verb undergoing tense modulation or the reinforcing adverb, is 

identified as the comparee. The NP argument that is associated with the signs, such as 

the adjectival verb undergoing lax modulation or the attenuating adverb, is identified 
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as the standard. 

 

4.3.2 The comparatives containing polar predicates 

 The comparatives exemplified in the last section make use of aspectual 

modulation on adjectival verbs and the modification of scalar adverbs to show the 

contrast between the arguments being compared. In addition, it is found that negation 

words can be employed to negate one of the reduplicated adjectival verbs. In this way, 

the two predicates denote antithetic meanings from each other. Thus, such predicates 

are called polar predicates. The study on comparatives in spoken languages has 

shown that some spoken languages make use of polar predicates, such as tall/not tall, 

big/not big, and so forth, to form comparatives, as the comparative in Hixkaryana 

shows in (52).     

 

(52) Hixkaryana  

 Kaw-ohra naha  Waraka,  kaw  naha  Kaywerye. 

 tall-not  he-is  Waraka,   tall  he-is  Kaywerye 

 'Kaywerye is taller than Waraka.'  

(Stassen 1985:185) 

 

In (52), the comparative in Hixkaryana compares the heights of two persons, i.e., 

Kaywerye and Waraka. These two comparing items are presented as NP arguments, 

and they occur in different clauses. In the first clause, the NP argument Warak occurs 

with the adjective kaw 'tall', which is negated by the negation morpheme -ohra 'not.' 

In the second clause, the NP argument Kaywerye occurs with the adjective kaw. As for 

these two clauses, their predicates, i.e., kaw 'tall' and kaw-ohra 'not tall', denote 
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opposite meanings from each other. That is, this comparative is formed by two 

structurally parallel clauses in which the predicates denote the antithetic meaning. 

 As far as signed languages are concerned, it has been revealed that signed 

languages employ a complicated system to express the notion of negation 

(Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999; Meir 2004; Zeshan 2004; Ke 2006; Zeshan 2006; 

Johnston and Schembri 2007). TSL, Ke (2006) points out that principle negation in 

TSL can be expressed by means of various morphological processes and certain 

lexical items. Morphological processes include affixation, compounding and 

suppletion. With regard to lexical items, NOT HAVE and NO are the two most 

frequently used negation words. Ke (2006) conducts a careful examination of the 

compatibility of the negation words (i.e., NOT HAVE and NO) with four types of 

eventuality (i.e., states, activities, accomplishments, and achievements). She 

concludes that the negation word NO can only occur in activities and 

accomplishments, while NOT HAVE can occur in all types of eventualities. 

 It is observed that NOT HAVE can be used in comparatives, but NO cannot. 

Semantically, adjectival verbs denote properties that hold for a certain period of time 

lack semantic feature dynamicity due to their incompatibility with agentive adverbs. 

Thus, adjectival verbs are subsumed as state verbs. That is the reason for the 

incompatibility of the negation word NO with TSL comparatives. See the TSL 

comparative employing the negation word NOT HAVE, shown in (53). 
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(53) CARi-L  SCOOTERj-R  CLEAN-L  VERY-L  CLEAN-R  NOT HAVE-R.4 

    'The car is cleaner than the scooter.'  

 

   
a. CARi-L              b. SCOOTERj-R        c. CLEAN-L 

 

   
d. VERY-L             e. CLEAN-R            f. NOT HAVE-R 

Figure 4.18 

  

Sentence (53) compares the car with the scooter in terms of their cleanness. The 

NP argument CAR is assigned to the left side of the signing space, while the NP 

argument SCOTTER to the right side. In this comparative, the adjectival verb 

CLEAN is reduplicated, forming two predicates. For the first predicate, the adjectival 

                                                 
4 As mentioned in Chapter 3, comparative constructions with two verbs have superior interpretation 

and inferior comparisons. Such dual interpretations still remain when this construction employs polar 

predicates. Sentence (53) has a superior interpretation 'The car is cleaner than the scooter' and an 

inferior comparison 'The scooter is less clean than the car'. The current study will focus on the 

superior interpretation. 
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verb is modified by the reinforcing adverb VERY, and both signs are articulated at the 

referential locus of the NP argument CAR, as shown in Figure 4.18c and Figure 4.18d. 

As for the second predicate, the adjectival verb is negated by the negation word NOT 

HAVE, and both signs are articulated at the referential locus of the NP argument 

SCOOTER, as shown in Figure 4.18e and Figure 4.18f. In other words, the NP 

argument associated with the predicate without the negation word is identified as the 

comparee, whereas the NP argument associated with the predicate with the negation 

word is identified as the standard.  

 At first glance, comparative in (53) is presented in the syntactic structure that 

complies with a typical two-verb comparative construction. However, it should be 

noted that when the negation word that means NOT HAVE is employed, the 

expression of degree information (i.e., intensive and approximate degree) become 

unnecessary. As shown in (54), the omission of the reinforcing adverb VERY is also 

acceptable. That is, when negation word meaning NOT HAVE is used in a 

comparative constructions with two verbs, the predicate that is not modified by the 

negation word can be presented in the form of positive degree or intensive degree. 

 

(54) CARi-L  SCOOTERj-R  CLEAN-L   VERY-L  CLEAN-R  NOT HAVE-R. 

    'The car is clearer than the scooter.'  

 

 However, the predicate modified by the negation word cannot be presented in an 

approximate degree, as shown in (55) and (56).  
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(55) *CARi-L  SCOOTERj-R  CLEAN-L  VERY-L 

CLEAN-R MEDIOCRE-R  NOT HAVE-R. 

  

(56) *MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHENj-L  TALL[tense]-R TALL[lax]-L NOT HAVE-L . 

 

 In (55), when the second predicate is modified by the attenuating modifier 

MEDIOCRE, modifying the negation word for NOT HAVE will result in 

ungrammaticality. The semantic scope of the negation word NOT HAVE covers the 

whole second predicate, so that the attenuating adverb is negated as well and derives 

semantic infelicity. Likewise, in (56), the adjectival verb undergoing lax modulation 

cannot be negated by the negation word, because the negation will deny the 

approximate degree conveyed by the adjectival verb. In addition to the negation word 

for NOT HAVE, the negative modal NOT ABLE can also be recruited to form polar 

predicates, as shown in (57). 

 

(57) CATi-L  DOGj-R  HUNGRY-N VERY-R  NOT ABLE-L .
5 

    'The dog is hungrier than the cat.' 

                                                 
5 Sentence (57) also has an inferior interpretation, namely 'The cat is less hungry than the dog.' The 

current discussion focuses on superior comparison. 
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a. CATi-L              b. DOGj-R             c. HUNGRY-N 

 

  
   d. VERY-R                 e. NOT ABLE-L 

Figure 4.19 

 

Sentence (57) compares the dog with the cat in terms of their degree of hunger. 

The NP argument CAT is assigned to the left of the signing space, while the NP 

argument DOG is assigned to the right. Note that the adjectival verb HUNGRY is 

articulated in neutral space, serving as the adjectival verb shared by both predicates, 

as shown in Figure 4.19c. Afterwards, the reinforcing adverb VERY is articulated at 

the right side to be associated with the NP argument DOG, as shown in Figure 4.19d. 

The negative modal NOT ABLE is articulated at the left side to be associated with the 

NP argument CAT, as shown in Figure 4.19e. 

In (57), the NP argument associated with the reinforcing adverb VERY is 
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identified as the comparee, while the NP argument associated with the negation word 

meaning NOT ABLE serves as the standard. Following Lin and Chang (2011), the 

sign NOT ABLE in (57) can be analyzed as a negative epistemic modal which 

conveys the signer’s commitment to the proposition, 'The cat is hungry.' Further, if the 

spatial locations of the adverb VERY and the negation word NOT ABLE are 

exchanged, the comparative will be interpreted in the opposite way, as exemplified in 

(58) and (59). 

 

(58) CATi-L  DOGj-R  HUNGRY-N  VERY-R  NOT ABLE-L. 

    'The dog is hungrier than the cat.' 

 

(59) CATi-L  DOGj-R  HUNGRY-N  VERY-L  NOT ABLE-R. 

    'The cat is hungrier than the dog.' 

 

 Sentence (58) is the same comparative as sentence (57). Unlike (57), in (59) the 

adverb VERY is articulated at the left side and the negative modal NOT ABLE is at 

the right side. As a result, the comparative is interpreted in the opposite way, namely 

'The cat is hungrier than the dog.' Examples in (57) and (59) show that the negation 

words also play a role in determining the roles of the NP arguments. In general, the 

NP argument associated with the negation words is identified as the standard. With 

respect to the comparatives containing polar predicates, ways to identify the roles that 

the NP arguments play are generalized in (60). 
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(60) Comparative constructions with polar predicates 

NPi-X+ NPj-Y+[V +(Reinforcing adverb)]-X+ [V + Negation]-Y 

 

   The referential locus of the comparee    The referential locus of the standard 

 

The comparative construction given in (60) contains two predicates formed by 

the reduplication of the main adjectival verb. The NP arguments are assigned to the 

left and the right of the signing space respectively, establishing two referential loci. 

The predicate that is not negated establishes spatial association with one of the 

referential loci (i.e., X), whereas the predicate that is negated by the negation word is 

associated with the referential locus at the contralateral side (i.e., Y). The NP 

argument that is associated with the constituents of the former predicate, such as the 

adjectival verb or the reinforcing adverb, is identified as the comparee. The NP 

argument that is associated with the negation word is identified as the standard. 

 

4.3.3 Comparatives containing antonymous predicates 

 Aside from polar predicates, adjectival verbs denoting antonymous meanings 

(e.g., such as tall/short, smart/stupid) can also be employed to derive the comparative 

reading. Previous studies on spoken languages have revealed that the employment of 

antonymous predicates to express the notion of comparison is a common strategy in 

some spoken languages (Ultan 1972; Andersen 1983; Stassen 1985; Dixon 2008). See 

the comparatives of Samoan and Amele shown in (61) and (62), respectively. 
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(61) Samoan  

De  šičo,  he   wašte. 

This  bad  that  good 

    'This is worse than that.'  

(Stassen 1985:187) 

 

(62) Amele 

Jo  i ben   jo  eu  nag. 

House   this  big    house  that  small. 

'That house is bigger than this house.' 

(Stassen 2005: 491) 

 

The comparative in Samoan shown in (61) compares two items and they are 

presented as pronouns. In this comparative, the antonymous adjectives, i.e., šičo 'bad' 

and wašte 'good', are recruited to form antonymous predicates. The adjective šičo 'bad' 

co-occurs with the pronominal de 'this', and the adjective wašte 'good' co-occurs with 

the pronominal he 'that.' In this way, the sentence is interpreted as 'this is worse than 

that.' 

In (62), the comparative in Amele compares two houses in terms of their size. This 

comparative juxtaposes two clauses which contain antonymous adjectives, i.e., ben 

'big' and nag 'small.' The NP argument jo i 'this house' co-occurs with the adjective 

ben 'big', while the NP argument jo eu 'that house' co-occurs with the adjective nag 

'small.' These two examples show that antonymous adjectives can be used to form 

comparatives in Samoan and Amele. Likewise, TSL can employ antonymous 

adjectives to form the comparatives with antonymous predicates, as shown in (63). 
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(63) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R   PRETTY-L   UGLY-R . 

a. 'Miss Wang is prettier than Miss Chen.' 

b. 'Miss Chen is uglier than Miss Wang.' 

 

                 
a. MISS WANGi-L                   b. MISS CHENj-R 

 

  
c. PRETTY-L         d. UGLY-R 

Figure 4.20  

 

 Sentence (63) compares Miss Wang with Miss Chen in terms of their looks. The 

NP argument MISS WANG is assigned to the left of the signing space, while the NP 

arguemnt MISS CHEN is assigned to the right. In this comparative, the antonymous 

adjectival verbs, i.e., PRETTY and UGLY, are employed. The adjectival verb 

PRETTY is oriented toward the left side of the signing space to be associated with the 

referential locus of the argument MISS WANG, as shown in Figure 4.20c. The 

adjectival verb UGLY is directed toward the right side to be associated with the 
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referential locus of the argument MISS CHEN, as shown in Figure 4.20d.  

It is worth noting that there are two different adjectival verbs recruited in this 

comparative, therefore this comparative involves two possible compared attributes; 

one is prettiness and the other is ugliness. Based on the attribute prettiness, the 

comparative is interpreted as 'Miss Wang is prettier than Miss Chen.' Based on the 

attribute ugliness, the comparative can be interpreted as 'Miss Chen is uglier than 

Miss Wang.'  

 Furthermore, the antonymous adjectival verbs can be modified by reinforcing 

adverbs to enlarge the disparity between the compared items, as shown in (64). 

 

(64) MONKEYi-R  DOGj-L   SMART-R   VERY-R  STUPID -L   VERY-L. 

 'Monkeys are much smarter than dogs.' 

 

   
a. MONKEYi-R         b. DOGj-L             c. SMART-R 
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   d. VERY-R             e. STUPID-L           f. VERY-L 

Figure 4.21 

 

 In (64), the antonymous adjectival verbs, SMART and STUPID, are employed to 

constitute the comparative. Both adjectival verbs can be modified by the reinforcing 

adverb VERY, to enlarge the contrast between the compared arguments. However, if 

the adjectival verbs are modified by attenuating adverbs and the disparity between the 

compared arguments is reduced accordingly, the comparative becomes unacceptable. 

As shown in (65), when both adjectival verbs are modified by the attenuating adverb 

MEDIOCRE, the comparative is ungrammaitcal. Taken together, the comparatives 

containing antonymous predicates can only be modified by reinforcing adverbs in 

order to emphasize or enlarge the disparity between the compared arguments.  

 

(65) ? MONKEYi-R  DOGj-L  SMART-R   MEDIOCRE-R 

      STUPID-L    MEDIOCRE-L. 

 

As for the comparatives containing antonymous predicates, the strategy for 

determining the roles that the NP arguments play is generalized in (66). 
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(66) Comparative constructions with antonymous predicates 

NPi-X  +  NPj-Y  + [V +(Reinforcing adverb)]-X+  

    [the antonym of V+(Reinforcing adverb)]-Y 

 

    The referential locus of the standard    The referential locus of the comparee 

 

 In (66), The NP arguments are assigned to the left and the right of the signing 

space (i.e., X and Y). After establishing two referential loci, the adjectival verb 

denoting the attribute compared (i.e., V) is modified to be associated with one of the 

referential loci (i.e., X), whereas the antonym of the given adjectival verb is 

associated with the referential locus at the contralateral side (i.e., Y). The NP 

argument associated with the adjectival verb at issue is identified as the comparee (i.e., 

NPi), while the NP argument associated with the antonym of the given adjectival verb 

is identified as the standard (i.e., NPj). These verbs can be modified by reinforcing 

adverbs so as to enlarge the disparity between the two compared NP arguments.  

 

 

4.4 Concluding remarks 

 This chapter has discussed the strategies employed to identify the roles NP 

arguments play in comparative constructions. In TSL comparatives, the compared NP 

arguments are assigned to the right and to the left of the signing space respectively to 

establish referential loci. The following constituents (e.g., adjectival verbs, scalar 

adverbs, and negation words) can be modified to establish the spatial association with 

their intended referential locus. Such modification is analyzed as spatial association 
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exhibited by lexical signs rather than by an agreement pattern or pronoun cliticization. 

 In comparative constructions with one verb, the constituents of the predicate, 

such as adjectival verbs, reinforcing adverbs, or a pointing sign, can be recruited to 

point out which argument fills the role of the comparee.  

 In comparative constructions with two verbs, three derivations are identified: (a) 

comparatives with reduplicated predicates, (b) comparatives with polar predicates and 

(c) comparatives with antonymous predicates. We have shown that signs such as 

adjectival verbs with tense modulation and reinforcing adverbs can be employed to 

indicate which argument serves as the comparee. Other signs, such as adjectival verbs 

with lax modulation, attenuating adverbs, and antonyms of given adjectival verbs and 

negation words, can be used to point out which argument serves as the standard.   
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CHAPTER 5 

THE USE OF 'EXCEED' VERBS IN COMPARATIVES 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 has introduced how the roles of NP arguments are identified in two 

types of comparative constructions. Specifically, the compared NP arguments are 

assigned to the right and the left of the signing space respectively so as to establish 

referential loci. The constituents of predicates (e.g., adjectival verbs, scalar adverbs 

and so forth) will establish spatial association with the referential loci. In this way, the 

roles that the NP arguments play can be inferred from the constituents associated with 

the arguments. 

Further, it is found that certain lexical signs, such as SURPASS, DEFEAT, and 

OUTRANGE, are frequently employed in TSL comparatives. These lexical signs 

behave like verbs and denote the meaning of 'to exceed' or 'to surpass'. Thus, these 

verbs are called 'exceed' verbs in the current study. See the comparative containing the 

lexical sign DEFEAT exemplified in (1). 

 

(1) MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-N  DEFEATji . 

'Mr. Lin is more handsome than Mr. Chen.'  
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a. MR. CHENi-L                             b. MR. LINj-R 

 

  
c. HANDSOME-N        d. DEFEATji 

Figure 5.1 

 

Sentence (1) compares Mr. Lin with Mr. Chen in terms of their looks. The NP 

argument MR. CHEN is assigned to the left side of the signing space, while the NP 

argument MR. LIN is assigned to the right side. The attribute being compared is 

denoted by the adjectival verb HANDSOME. Note that this adjectival verb is 

articulated in neutral space rather than being associated with a specific referential 

locus, as shown in Figure 5.1c. Thus, the relations of the NP arguments (i.e., 

comparee and standard) remain indeterminate. In such situations, reinforcing adverbs 

are supposed to be recruited to set the relations; however, no adverb appears in 

sentence (1). Instead, the sign DEFEAT is employed, and it is placed at the 

sentence-final position. This sign contains a path movement which moves from the 
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locus associated with the NP argument MR. LIN to that of the NP argument MR. 

CHEN, as shown Figure 5.1d. Through the path movement, the roles that the NP 

arguments play in this comparative can be identified. If the path movement of the sign 

DEFEAT is moved in the opposite direction, the comparative will be interpreted 

differently, as shown in (2).  

 

(2) MR. CHENi-L MR. LINj-R HANDSOME-N DEFEATij . 

'Mr. Chen is more handsome than Mr. Lin.'  

 

The initial point of the path movement of the sign DEFEAT in (2) corresponds to 

the locus of the NP argument MR. CHEN, whereas the endpoint corresponds to that of 

the NP argument MR. LIN. Consequently, the comparative is interpreted as 'Mr. Chen 

is more handsome than Mr. Lin.' Examples (1) and (2) show that the path movement 

of the sign DEFEAT is crucial in determining the interpretation of comparatives at 

issue. The omission of this kind of path movement would result in an ungrammatical 

sentence. As shown in (3), the sign DEFEAT is expressed in citation form and is 

articulated in neutral space. The comparative is identified as ungrammatical, because 

the relations of the NP arguments remain indeterminate. 

 

(3) *MR. CHENi-L  MR. LINj-R  HANDSOME-N  DEFEAT-N. 

 

It is also found that lexical signs such as DEFEAT, SURPASS, and DEFEAT, 

behave differently when they are employed in comparatives, as exemplified in (4) and 

(5). 
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(4) ?COFFEEi-L  TEAj-R  EXPENSIVE-L  DEFEATij. 

 

(5) COFFEEi-L    TEAj-R  EXPENSIVE-L  SURPASSij. 

   'Coffee is more expensive than tea.' 

 

 Examples (4) and (5) compare two items, i.e., coffee and tea, in terms of their 

price. These two sentences are basically identical, except for the employment of the 

lexical signs, i.e., SURPASS and DEFEAT. It is found that the use of the sign 

DEFEAT results in semantic infelicity in (4), whereas the employment of the sign 

SURPASS is acceptable in (5). Thus, the restrictions associated with these lexical 

signs need to be further examined in our study. 

 Moreover, it is observed that the form of these three lexical signs can be 

modified to convey particular information. See the sign DEFEAT demonstrated in (6). 

 

(6) THESE FARMERSi-L MR. WANGj-R  SMART-R 

   DEFEATji(which is accompanied by multiple short movements). 

'Mr. Wang is smarter than each of these farmers.' 

 

                   
a. THESE FARMERSi-L               b. MR. WANGj-R 
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d. SMART-R         e. DEFEATji 

                     (which is accompanied by multiple short movements) 

Figure 5.2 

 

The comparative in (6) compares Mr. Wang with other farmers in terms of their 

intelligence. These compared items are presented as two NP arguments. The NP 

argument THESE FARMERS is assigned to the left side of the signing space, while 

the NP argument MR. WANG is assigned to the right side. The adjectival verb 

SMART is modified to be associated with the referential locus at the right side, as 

shown in Figure 5.2d. In this comparative, the sign DEFEAT contains a long path 

movement which is followed by several short movements, as shown in Figure 5.2e (cf. 

Figure 5.1d). With the aid of several of these short movements, the NP argument 

serving as the standard has an individualized interpretation. 

The discussion above raises some research questions. First, what is the function of 

the lexical signs, SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE, in TSL comparatives? 

Second, what are the grammatical phenomena associated with these signs? 

The answers to the questions above will be elaborated in the following sections: 

Section 5.2 introduces forms and functions of 'exceed' verbs; Section 5.3 expounds 

grammatical phenomena associated with 'exceed' verbs. Section 5.4 introduces 

alternative forms of 'exceed' verbs and their corresponding meanings; Section 5.5 
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offers concluding remarks.  

 

 

5.2 Forms and functons of 'exceed' verbs 

For comparative constructions with one verb, the roles of the NP arguments are 

determined by the predicate. Specifically, the constituents of the predicate (e.g., 

adjectival verbs and reinforcing adverbs) establish spatial associations with 

designated referential loci. The NP argument associated with them will be identified 

as the comparee, as exemplified in (7). 

 

(7) YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-R. 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

    
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L b. ELDER SISTERj-R    c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 5.3 

 

As illustrated in (7), the NP arguments are assigned to the right and the left areas 

within the signing space, respectively. While expressing the adjectival verb PRETTY, 

the signer's body leans toward the right side to be associated with the referential locus 

at the right. The argument associated with the adjectival verb is identified as the 

comparee. The spatial association performed by the adjectival verb is essential to this 
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comparative. Without this association, the comparative would be regarded as 

ungrammatical. However, it is observed that when the 'exceed' verb, i.e., SURPASS, 

is employed, it is no longer obligatory for the adjectival verb to perform spatial 

associations, as exemplified in (8). 

 

(8) YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R    PRETTY-N   SURPASSji . 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

   
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L b. ELDER SISTERj-R   c. PRETTY-N 

 

 
   d. SURPASSji 

Figure 5.4 

 

Sentence (8) differs from sentence (7) in two respects, including the form of the 

adjectival verb and the use of the lexical sign SURPASS. When the sign SURPASS is 

recruited, the adjectival verb PRETTY does not associated with a particular side; 
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instead, it is articulated in neutral space, as shown in Figure 5.4c. The omission of 

spatial association implies that the adjectival verb PRETTY does not have the 

function of determining which argument serves as the comparee. The lexical sign 

SURPASS is recruited and appears after the adjectival verb. This sign contains a path 

movement which moves from the locus of the NP argument ELDER SISTER to that 

of the NP argument YOUNGER SISTER, as shown in Figure 5.4d. The sign 

SURPASS behaves like an agreement verb and determines the relation of the NP 

arguments through its path movement.  

In fact, literature on spoken languages has shown that the employment of certain 

transitive verbs is a fairly common strategy used for comparative constructions 

(Stassen 1985; Heine 1997; Aikhenvald and Dixon 2006). See the comparatives in 

Yorbua and Hausa, as exemplified in (9) and (10), respectively. 

 

(9) Yorbua 

    Ile  mi  kere  ju  tiwon. 

    house my  small exceed theirs 

    'My house is smaller than theirs.' 

(Stassen 1985: 165) 

 

(10) Hausa 

Bellò  yā  fi   Mūsā  girmā. 

Bello  he   surpass  Musa  tallness 

'Bello is taller than Musa.' 

(Kraft and Kirk-Greene 1973: 132) 
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In (9), the comparative in Yorbua compares two items, i.e., my house and their 

house, in terms of their size. Both items are presented as NP arguments. The attribute 

compared is denoted by the adjective kere 'small'. In addition, the verb ju 'exceed' is 

employed and is placed at the syntactic position immediately preceding the NP 

argument tiwon 'theirs.' This verb serves as the marker of the standard. The argument 

introduced by the verb ju 'exceed' (i.e., ile mi 'my house') is identified as the standard, 

while the NP argument that is not marked (i.e., tiwon 'theirs') is identified as the 

comparee. 

 With respect to the comparative shown in (10), two persons are compared in 

terms of their height. The attribute compared is denoted by the noun girmā 'tallness'. 

The verb fi 'surpass' is employed to set the relations of the NP arguments. The NP 

argument serving as the subject of the verb fi 'surpass' (i.e., Bellò) functions as the 

role of comparee, whereas the NP argument serving as the object (i.e., Mūsā) 

functions as the role of standard. 

Examples in (9) and (10) show that certain verbs are recruited to serve as the 

marker for the standard in comparatives. Drawing on the extensive data for spoken 

languages, Stassen (1985) concludes that the verbs recruited in comparatives have two 

features in common. First, these verbs are characterized as transitive verbs which can 

assign a grammatical case (e.g., accusative case) to the NP argument serving as the 

standard. The second shared feature is that these verbs usually denote the meaning of 

'to exceed' or 'to surpass.'  

There are three lexical signs in TSL comparatives meet these two requirements: 

SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE. Semantically, these three signs are near 

synonyms, and they denote the meaning of 'to exceed' or 'to surpass'. Syntactically, 
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these lexical signs in TSL are usually used as transitive verbs. Notably, these verbs are 

subsumed as agreement verbs since they can perform subject-object agreement 

patterns by moving through the signing space. The following discussion will 

introduce the expressions for these verbs.  

The sign SURPASS is a frequently used verb in TSL comparatives. The sign 

SURPASS has two variants, as illustrated in Figure 5.5a and Figure 5.5b. 

 

                  
a. SURPASS-1                   b. SURPASS-2 

Figure 5.5: Variants of SURPASS 

 

To express the sign SURPASS-1, one hand in the handshape /Baby O/ gradually 

changes to /L/, while moving across the chest, as shown in Figure 5.5a. The sign 

SURPASS-2 is produced by using one hand in the handshape /L/ moving across the 

chest, as in Figure 5.5b. The difference between these two signs lies in the variation of 

handshapes. Judging from my observation, the sign SURPASS-2 is a variant derived 

from the sign SURPASS-1 for ease of articulation. See another lexical sign, DEFEAT, 

shown in Figure 5.6. 
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DEFEAT 

Figure 5.6 

 

The sign DEFEAT is a verb usually used in contexts related to battles, contests, 

or games, denoting the meaning that one wins over the other. To produce the sign 

DEFEAT, both hands are signed in the handshape /Open A/. One of the hands strikes 

the other with force, as shown in Figure 5.6. Regarding the motivation of 

word-formation, the hand which strikes the other hand stands for the one that won in 

the contest, while the hand which is struck down represents the one being defeated.  

The sign OUTRANGE has two variants as well, as illustrated in Figure 5.7a and 

Figure 5.7b. 

 

 
a. OUTRANGE-1 

 
b. OUTRANGE-2 

Figure 5.7: Variants of OUTRANGE 
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 To express the sign OUTRANGE-1, one hand is signed in the handshape 

/Curved-Index-Middle/ and the other hand uses the same handshape but with the 

middle finger bending. The former hand is moved to be in contact with the latter, 

accompanying an arc movement, as shown in Figure 5.7a. For ease of articulation, 

OUTRANGE-2 is derived. The major difference between these two variants resides in 

their handshapes. To express the sign OUTRANGE-2, two hands are joined together, 

in which one hand is in the handshape /L/ and the other in /Baby O/. Then the 

conjoined handshapes are moved in an arc movement from the lateral side of the 

signing space to the contralateral side, as shown in Figure 5.7b. Although both signs 

SURPASS and OUTRANGE have representational variants, these variants are 

basically derived to facilitate articulation and they do not possess syntactic or 

semantic differences.  

It is worth noting that all these verbs are characterized by containing a path 

movement. In sign language studies, three types of verbs are identified according to 

the grammatical information the verbs carry: plain verbs, agreement verbs, and spatial 

verbs (Padden 1983, 1990; Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999; Meir 2002; Tai and Su 

2006; Johnston and Schembri 2007). With agreement verbs, information about who is 

carrying out the action, and who or what is affected by the action is shown by the 

movement of the verbs (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999; Meir 2001). Generally 

speaking, a typical agreement verb contains a path movement in which the starting 

point of the movement corresponds to the subject, while the end point corresponds to 

the object.  

Verbs such as SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE in TSL are subsumed as 

agreement verbs for the reason that these verbs contain a path movement which 
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allows them to indicate the grammatical relations of the NP arguments in a sentence 

(i.e., subject and object). When these verbs are employed in comparatives, they 

maintain their ability to indicate the relations of NP arguments remains, as 

exemplified in (11) and (12). 

 

(11) MATHi-R  ENGLISHj-L  SURPASSij   EASY-N . 

'Math is easier than English.' 

 

    
a. MATHi-R             b. ENGLISHj-L         c. SURPASSij 

 

 
d. EASY-N 

Figure 5.8 

 

The comparative in (11) shows that the NP arguments are assigned to the left and 

right of the signing space, respectively. The verb SURPASS contains a path 

movement in which the initial point of the path corresponds to the locus of the NP 
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argument MATH, while the endpoint corresponds to the NP argument ENGLISH, as 

shown in Figure 5.8c. In this way, the NP argument associated with the intial point of 

the path movement is identified as the subject, while the NP argument associated with 

the endpoint is identified as the object. In this comparative, the subject is recognized 

as the comparee, and the object is the standard. With the aid of the verb SURPASS, 

the roles that the NP arguments play in this comparative are identified. Thus, it is not 

necessary for the adjectival verb EASY to have a spatial association, as shown in 

Figure 5.8d. Sentence (11) is roughly interpreted as 'Math surpasses English in terms 

of its easiness.' If the path movement of SURPASS is reversed (i.e., travels in the 

opposite direction), the sentence will be interpreted differently, as exemplified in (12). 

 

(12) MATHi-R  ENGLISHj-L   SURPASSji   EASY-N . 

'English is easier than Math.' 

 

Sentence (12) is basically the same as sentence (11), except for the direction of 

SURPASS. In (12), the verb SURPASS moves from the referential locus of the NP 

argument ENGLISH to that of the NP argument MATH. Through the path movement, 

the argument ENGLISH is identified as the compree, while the argument MATH 

serves as the standard. As a result, sentence (12) takes on an opposite interpretation 

from sentence (11). 

As shown in sentences (11) and (12), when the verb SURPASS is recruited, it is 

not necessary for the adjectival verb to perform spatial association. The roles of the 

NP arguments can be identified by the verb SURPASS. Now let's see the comparative 

containing the verb OUTRANGE as shown in (13). 
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(13) MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R     HEAVY-R OUTRANGEji . 

 'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a.MR. CHENi-L                     b.MR. WANGj-R 

 

  
c. HEAVY-R         d. OUTRANGEji 

Figure 5.9 

 

In sentence (13), Mr. Wang and Mr. Chen are compared in terms of their weight. 

The NP argument MR. CHEN is assigned to the left side of the signing space and the 

NP argument MR. WANG is assigned to the right side. In this comparative, the verb 

OUTRANGE is employed. It is accompanied by a path movement, as shown in 

Figure 5.9d. The NP argument associated with the initial point of the path movement 

is identified as the subject (i.e., MR. WANG), while the NP argument associated with 

the endpoint is identified as the object (i.e., MR. CHEN). The subject is recognized as 

the comparee of this comparative construction, while the object is recognized as the 
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standard. Further, although the verb OUTRANGE is employed to define the relations 

of the NP arguments, the adjectival verb HEAVY still retains its spatial association, as 

shown in Figure 5.9c. It should be noted that the relations indicated by the adjectival 

verb should comply with the relations indicated by the verb OUTRANGE, or it will 

lead to ungrammaticality, as exemplified in (14).  

 

(14) *MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R   HEAVY-L  OUTRANGEji . 

 

In (14), according to the spatial association of the adjectival verb HEAVY, the NP 

argument MR. CHEN is identified as the comparee. However, according to the path 

movement of the verb OUTRANGE, the NP argument MR. CHEN is identified as the 

standard due to the fact that its referential locus is associated with the endpoint of the 

path movement. Such contradiction results in an ungrammatical sentence. See the 

comparative containing DEFEAT as shown in (15). 

 

(15) DOGi-L  CATj-R  HEAVY-N  DEFEATij . 

    'The dog is heavier than the cat.' 

 

   
a. DOGi-L                      b. CATj-R              c. HEAVY-N 
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d. DEFEATij 

Figure 5.10 

 

Sentence (15) compares the weight of the dog with the weight of the cat. The NP 

argument DOG is assigned to the left of the signing space, while the NP argument 

CAT is assigned to the right side. The attribute being compared is denoted by the 

adjectival verb HEAVY. This adjectival verb is articulated in neutral space, as in 

Figure 5.10c. To determine the relations of the NP arguments, the verb DEFEAT is 

recruited. The verb DEFEAT contains a path movement which moves from the left to 

the right, as shown in Figure 5.10d. The NP argument associated with the initial point 

of the path movement is identified as the comparee, while the NP argument associated 

with the endpoint is identified as the standard. This sentence is roughly interpreted as 

''The dog defeats the cat in terms of their heaviness.' 

In this section, three lexical signs are introduced, including the verbs SURPASS, 

OUTRANGE, and DEFEAT. These lexical signs are near synonyms denoting a 

meaning related to 'to exceed' and 'to surpass.' In addition, these lexical signs are 

subsumed as agreement verbs since all of them contain a path movement which can 

move through signing space to indicate the grammatical relations of NP arguments. 

The grammatical relations formed by 'exceed' verbs clearly delineate the roles that NP 
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arguments play in comparatives. When 'exceed' verbs are employed, it is not 

necessary for the adjectival verb to perform spatial association. In the next section, the 

grammatical phenomena associated with these 'exceed' verbs will be examined.   

 

 

5.3 Grammatical phenomena associated with 'exceed' verbs 

5.3.1 The syntactic distribution of 'exceed' verbs 

 The verbs SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE behave similarly with regard 

to syntactic distribution. All of theseverbs can occur in the syntactic position 

following or preceding the adjectival verb in a comparative. Different syntactic 

positions of 'exceed' verbs will not lead to different interpretations, as exemplified in 

(16) and (17). 

 

(16) TEACHER WANGi-R  TEACHER CHANGj-L   SURPASSij   FAT-N.   

  'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chang.' 

 

                  
a. TEACHER WANGi-R              b. TEACHER CHANGj-L 
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 c. SURPASSij                                           d. FAT-N 

Figure 5.11 

 

(17) TEACHER WANGi-R  TEACHER CHANGj-L FAT-N SURPASSij.   

  'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chang.' 

 

 The comparatives in (16) and (17) are formed based on comparative 

constructions with one verb, and the lexical sign SURPASS is recruited. The sign 

SURPASS in (16) occurs in the syntactic position immediately preceding the 

adjectival verb FAT, whereas the sign SURPASS in (17) occurs in the position 

immediately following the adjectival verb. The sign, SURPASS, is presented in the 

same form in both (16) and (17). Both of them contain a path movement which moves 

from the referential locus of the NP argument TEACHER WANG to that of 

TEACHER CHANG. In addition, due to the use of SURPASS, the adjectival verb 

FAT in both sentences is articulated in neutral space.  

When a comparative employs a reinforcing adverb to intensify the degree 

information, 'exceed' verbs cannot appear in the syntactic position between the 

adjectival verb and the reinforcing adverb, as exemplified in (18) to (20).  
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(18) MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R   HEAVY-R  VERY-R  OUTRANGEji . 

 'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(19) MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R   OUTRANGEji  HEAVY-R  VERY-R . 

'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(20) ?MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R   HEAVY-R  OUTRANGEji  VERY-R . 

 

 When the reinforcing adverb VERY is employed in the comparative, the verb 

OUTRANGE can occur in the syntactic position immediately following the adverb as 

in (18) or the position preceding the adjectival verb as in (19), but it cannot occur in 

the position between the adjectival verb and the adverb as in (20). In other words, 

'exceed' verbs can only occur either before or after the predicate.  

Furthermore, some of the data collected seem to show that 'exceed' verbs can 

occur in the syntactic position between the NP arguments as exemplified in (21). 

However, such expression is regarded as a sentence developed under the grammar of 

Chinese, as shown in (22). This study focues mainly on the investigation of Taiwan 

natural sign language rather than Signed Chinese, so the sentence (21) will not be 

discussed.   

 

(21)?MATHi-R  SURPASSij   ENGLISHj-L  EASY-N. 

 

(22) Shuxue   bi   yingwen  jiandan.  

    Math  COM  English  easy 

    'Math is easier than English.' 
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 As aforementioned, when 'exceed' verbs are employed in comparative 

constructions with one verb, it is not necessary for the adjectival verb to perform 

spatial association. When the spatial association is performed, the relations of NP 

arguments indicated by the adjectival verb should comply with that indicated by 

'exceed' verbs, or it will lead to semantic infelicity. However, it is observed that such 

contradiction may be accepted in certain circumstances, as illustrated in (23).  

 

(23) MR. CHENi-L  MR. WANGj-R  SURPASSji  HEAVY-L. 

'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MR. CHENi                      b. MR. WANGj 

 

                     
c. SURPASSji                              d. HEAVY-L 

Figure 5.12 
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 The comparative in (23) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of their 

weight. The NP argument MR. CHEN is assigned to the left side, while the NP 

argument MR. WANG is assigned to the right. In this comparative, the verb 

SURPASS is employed and is placed at the syntactic position preceding the adjectival 

verb HEAVY. The verb SURPASS contains a path movement in which the initial 

point of the movement corresponds to the referential locus of MR. WANG, while the 

endpoint corresponds to the referential locus of MR. CHEN, as shown in Figure 5.12c. 

Through the path movement, the NP argument MR. WANG is identified as the 

comparee, while the NP argument MR. CHEN serves as the standard.  

As for the adjectival verb HEAVY, it is articulated at the left of the signing space, 

as shown in Figure 5.12d. Based on the spatial association exhibited by the adjectival 

verb, the NP argument MR. CHEN is supposed to be analyzed as the comparee. Thus, 

there is a semantic contradiction between the relations of the NP arguments as pointed 

out by the verb SURPASS and the relations of the NP arguments as indicated by the 

adjectival verb HEAVY. The current study will analyze the grammatical phenomenon 

known as location assimilation, which refers to the phenomenon of a lexical sign’s 

location being influenced by a preceding or a following lexical sign (Johnston and 

Schembri 2007: 115). 

Assimilation refers to the phonological process of spreading a feature from one 

segment to another segment or segments in natural connected speech (Pavlík 2009). 

With respect to the direction of feature spreading, assimilation can be further divided 

into two types: progressive assimilation and regressive assimilation (Pavlík 2009: 8). 

Progressive assimilation refers to a sequence of segments AB in which segment A 

exerts influence on segment B, while regressive assimilation refers to a sequence of 
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segments AB in which segment B exerts influence on segment A (Pavlík 2009: 8).  

 In the light of assimilation, the leftward spatial association exhibited by HEAVY 

is analyzed as the result from location assimilation. Specifically, the spatial location of 

the adjectival verb HEAVY is influenced by the endpoint of the path movement of 

SURPASS, as illustrated in (24). 

 

(24) MR. CHENi-L  MR. WANGj-R   SURPASSji       HEAVYi . 

'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

  Progressive location assimilation 

 

Thus, the sign HEAVY is articulated at the left side of the singing space. Note that 

the process of such assimilation usually occurs in the environment such that the 

'exceed' verb precedes the adjectival verb in a comparative. However, it should be 

pointed out that this type of phonological assimilation does not affect the 

grammaticality of comparatives. 

 Based on our observation, the 'exceed' verbs are usually employed in 

comparative constructions with one verb rather than comparative constructions with 

two verbs. A possible explanation for this tendency is that for comparative 

constructions with two verbs, the relations of NP arguments can be clearly identified 

by the two predicates. Specifically, all the constituents of the predicates can be used to 

set the relations; thus, it is unnecessary to employ 'exceed' verbs. Still, our data shows 

that when 'exceed' verbs are employed in comparative constructions with two verbs, 

the comparatives are still acceptable, as shown in (25) and (26). 
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(25) MR. WANGi-L   MR. CHENj-R  FAT[tense]-L  FAT[lax]-R  DEFEATij.  

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(26) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R DEFEATij   FAT[tense]-L  FAT[lax]-R.  

    'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chen.' 

 

 When 'exceed' verbs are employed in comparative constructions with two verbs, 

they can occur in syntactic position preceding or following the two verbal predicates, 

but they cannot occur in the position between the two verbal predicates as shown in 

(27). 

 

(27)*MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  FAT[tense]-L  DEFEATij   FAT[lax]-R .  

 

In summary, the syntactic structures of two types of comparative constructions 

with 'exceed' verbs are generalized in (28) and (29).  

 

(28) Comparative constructions with one verb employing 'exceed' verbs 

NPi-X + NPj-Y + V-X + (reinforcing adverb-X) + 'Exceed' Vij 

 

 

(29) Comparative constructions with two verbs employing 'exceed' verbs 

NPi-X+ NPj-Y+  [V([tense])/(reinforcing adverb)]intensive-X+ 

[V([lax])/(attenuating adverb)]approximate-Y+ 'Exceed' Vij 

 

In these two constructions, the 'exceed' verb (i.e., 'exceed' V) can occur in 

syntactic position either following or preceding the verbal predicate(s). The 'exceed' 

verb contains a path movement. The NP argument associated with the initial point of 

the path movement is identified as the comparee (e.g., NPi), while the NP argument 
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associated with the endpoint is identified as the standard (e.g., NPj).  

 

5.3.2 The restrictions of the use of 'exceed' verbs 

Although the 'exceed' verbs, i.e., SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE, are 

near synonyms and have the same syntactic distribution, there are still some different 

restrictions associated with them respectively. Observation from the data collected 

suggests that the verb SURPASS can be used in any context, but the verbs DEFEAT 

and OUTRANGE cannot. As far as the verb DEFEAT is concerned, there are certain 

restrictions associated with it when employed in comparatives, as illustrated in (30) 

and (31).   

 

(30) COFFEEi-L  TEAj-R  EXPENSIVE   SURPASSij. 

    'Coffee is more expensive than tea.' 

 

(31) ?COFFEEi-L  TEAj-R  EXPENSIVE   DEFEATij. 

  

 Sentence (30) compares two items, i.e., coffee and tea, in terms of their price. 

The verb SURPASS is recruited. This verb contains a path movement which moves 

from the locus of the NP argument COFFEE to that of the NP argument TEA. 

However, when the verb SURPASS is superseded by the verb DEFEAT, the sentence 

becomes semantically infelicitous. As shown in (31), the verb DEFEAT moves in the 

same direction as that of the verb SURPASS, but the comparative is still unacceptable. 

Further, it is observed that the verb DEFEAT cannot co-occur with certain adjectival 

verbs, as shown in (32) to (35). 
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(32) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  TALL  SURPASSij. 

    'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(33) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  TALL  DEFEATij. 

    'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(34) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  SHORT  SURPASSji. 

    'Mr. Chen is shorter than Mr. Lin.' 

 

(35)?MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  SHORT  DEFEATji. 

 

 The comparatives in (32) to (35) compare two persons, Mr. Wang and Mr. Chen, 

in terms of their height. When the attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb 

TALL, both verbs SURPASS and DEFEAT can be employed, as shown in (32) and 

(33). However, when the attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb SHORT, 

the use of the verb DEFEAT will lead to semantic infelicity, as shown in (35). 

 To probe into the cause of the infelicity of sentences (31) and (35), some 

semantic restrictions are generalized. The verb DEFEAT denotes the meaning 'to win 

a victory over someone in a competition' or 'to cause someone to fail'. When the verb 

DEFEAT is employed in (31), it is unreasonable to paraphrase the sentence as 'Coffee 

wins a victory over tea in a competition' or 'Coffee causes tea to fail.' Thus, the verb 

DEFEAT can only be employed in comparatives in which the NP arguments are 

animate (i.e., have semantic animacy). Based on this observation, the unacceptability 

of sentences (36) and (37) can be satisfactorily accounted for. The compared items in 

(36) and (37) are inanimate, so these comparatives are incompatible with the verb 

DEFEAT. 
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(36)?MATHi-L  ENGLISHj-R  EASY  DEFEATji. 

 

(37)?WOODi-L IRONj-R     HARD  DEFEATji. 

 

 Furthermore, sentences (34) and (35) show that the verb DEFEAT can co-occur 

with the adjectival verb TALL but not the adjectival verb SHORT. When describing 

the height of a person, the adjective verb TALL is usually regarded as a superior term, 

while the adjective verb SHORT is considered an inferior term according to the 

current mainstream of social trends. In sentence (35), when DEFEAT co-occurs with 

SHORT, the sentence is roughly interpreted as 'Mr. Chen wins over Mr. Wang in terms 

of their shortness.' This interpretation would semantically odd for many TSL signers. 

Thus, when the verb DEFEAT is employed in comparatives, it is only compatible with 

the adjectival verbs denoting a superior meaning. Based on this assumption, it is 

reasonable to predict that DEFEAT cannot occur with adjectival verbs such as UGLY, 

POOR, and so forth, as given in (38) and (39).  

 

(38)? YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R   UGLY-N   DEFEATij . 

 

(39)? MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  POOR DEFEATji. 

 

In summary, the verb DEFEAT can only be employed in comparatives in which the 

compared NP arguments are semantically animate. In addition, the verb DEFEAT can 

only co-occur with adjectival verbs which denote a superior meaning. With respect to 

the verb OUTRANGE, it can only be used in certain contexts, as exemplified in (40) 

to (43). Note that sentences (40) and (41) describe the situation in which Mr. Wang is 
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100kg and Mr. Chen is 50kg. Sentences (42) and (43) describe the situation in which 

Mr. Wang is 100kg and Mr. Chen is 95kg. 

 

(40) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  HEAVY  SURPASSij . 

    'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(41) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  HEAVY  OUTRANGEij . 

    'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(42) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  HEAVY  SURPASSij . 

    'Mr. Wang is heavier than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(43)?MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  HEAVY  OUTRANGEij . 

 

In examples (40) to (43), Mr. Wang and Mr. Chen are compared in terms of their 

weight. If Mr. Chen’s weight is only half of Mr. Wang's weight, both verbs SURPASS 

and OUTRANGE can be employed in the comparatives, as shown in (40) and (41). If 

Mr. Wang is 5kg heavier than Mr. Chen, the use of the verb SURPASS is still 

acceptable, as shown in (42). However, the use of the verb OUTRANGE will lead to 

semantic infelicity in the same context, as shown in (43). Judging from the contrast 

between (41) and (43), it is generalized that the verb OUTRANGE is recruited when 

the signer intends to emphasize that the disparity between the compared arguments is 

huge.  

Further, when 'exceed' verbs are employed in comparatives, their semantic 

meaning will be retained. These verbs can contribute their meaning to the 

comparatives in which they occur. As a result, comparatives that employ different 
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'exceed' verbs may be interpreted differently. As exemplified in (44) and (45), the verb 

SURPASS denotes a neutral meaning, whereas the verb OUTRANGE conveys the 

meaning that there is a huge disparity between the compared items. 

 

(44) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R TALL   SURPASSij. 

  'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(45) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R TALL OUTRANGEij. 

  'Mr. Wang is much taller than Mr. Chen.' 

 

In summary, although the 'exceed' verbs, SURPASS, DEFEAT, and 

OUTRANGE are near synonyms and possess similar syntactic behaviors, there are 

certain semantic restrictions associated with them, as summarized in Table 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1: Semantic restrictions of 'exceed' verbs 

'Exceed' verbs Semantic restrictions 

SURPASS without restriction 

DEFEAT The compared items should be animate (with regard to 

semantics). In addition, the adjectival verb should convey a 

trait that is widely acknowledged as superior. 

OUTRANGE There should be a huge disparity between the two compared 

items. 
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5.4 Alternative forms of 'exceed' verbs 

'Exceed' verbs are characterized as agreement verbs and are able to show the 

grammatical relations of NP arguments through their path movement. Aside from 

grammatical relations, Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999: 135) suggest that agreement 

verbs can be modified to show information regarding the number of the referent. 

Likewise, it is observed that the 'exceed' verbs in TSL—SURPASS, DEFEAT, and 

OUTRANGE—can be modified to show information regarding the number of the 

compared items, as illustrated in (46). 

 

(46) INDEX-L  PIGSTY-L  THEYi-L  ITj-R HEAVY-R   SURPASS[exhaustive] ji. 

   'This pig is heavier than all the other pigs in the pigsty.' 

 

   
a. INDEX-L              b. PIGSTY-L 

 

   
   c. THEYi-L                 d. ITj-R              e. HEAVY-R 
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f. SURPASS[exhaustive]ji 

Figure 5.13 

 

The comparative in (46) compares a pig with other pigs in the pigsty in terms of 

their weight. These compared items are presented as two NP arguments. At the 

beginning of the sentence, the signs INDEX PIGSTY 'this pigsty' are signed first to 

specify the location of the compared items. The NP argument THEY is assigned to the 

left side of the signing space, while the NP argument IT is assigned to the right, as 

shown in Figure 5.13c and Figure 5.13d, respectively. The adjectival verb HEAVY is 

articulated at the right to associate it with the NP argument IT. With this spatial 

association, the NP argument IT is identified as the comparee. In addition, the verb 

SURPASS is employed. This verb contains a path movement moving from the right 

side to the left side. Note that this long path movement is followed by an extra 

horizontal arc movement, as shown in Figure 5.13f.  

In sign language literature, this type of horizontal arc movement following the 

main path movement of agreement verbs is called the exhaustive form of agreement 

verbs (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006; Meir and Sandler 2008). In a sentence, if an 

agreement verb is presented in its exhaustive form, it can convey a collective 

interpretation of the object. Thus, when an 'exceed' verb is presented in the exhaustive 
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form in a comparative, it conveys a collective interpretation of the NP argument 

serving as the standard. Thus, in (46) the NP argument THEY can be interpreted as 'all 

of the other pigs.' 

Not all 'exceed' verbs can be modified with an exhaustive form. It is found that the 

verb DEFEAT is incompatible with the exhaustive form due to its articulatory 

limitation, but DEFEAT can resort to another strategy to show information regarding 

the number of compared items, as illustrated in (47).  

 

(47) THESE FARMERSi-L MR. WANGj-R  SMART-R DEFEAT[multiple] ji. 

'Mr. Wang is smarter than each of these farmers.' 

 

 
a.THESE FARMERSi-L              b.MR. WANGj-R 

 

   
c. SMART-R          d. DEFEAT[multiple]ji 

Figure 5.14 
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 Example (47) compares Mr. Wang with other farmers in terms of their 

intelligence. These compared items are presented as two NP arguments. The argument 

THESE FARMERS is assigned to the left of the signing space, while MR. WANG is 

assigned to the right. The adjectival verb SMART is oriented toward the referential 

locus at the right, as shown in Figure 5.14c. 

In this comparative, the verb DEFEAT is employed. This verb contains a long path 

movement which moves from the right side of the signing space to the left. In addition, 

this path movement is accompanied by several short movements in which the right 

hand repeatedly punches the left hand along an arc path, as shown in Figure 5.14d. 

This type of sequence of short movements along an arced path is called multiple form 

of agreement verbs (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006; Meir and Sandler 2008). When an 

agreement verb is modified to its multiple form, it conveys a distributive 

interpretation of the object. In the same vein, when the verb DEFEAT is expressed in 

the multiple form in a comparative, the NP argument serving as the standard (i.e., 

THESE FARMERS) will carry a distributive interpretation. The comparative in (47) 

can be roughly interpreted as 'Mr. Wang wins over each farmer in terms of their 

intelligence.'  

Contrary to the verb DEFEAT, the verb OUTRANGE is only compatible with the 

exhaustive form, but not the multiple form, as exemplified in (48). 
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(48) MY CLASSMATEi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   OUTRANGE[exhaustive]ji 

    PRETTY-N . 

 'My elder sister is prettier than all of my classmates.' 

 

                                 
a. MY CLASSMATESi                             b. ELDER SISTERj 

 

                    
c. OUTRANGE[exhaustive]ji                         e. PRETTY 

Figure 5.15 

 

Example (48) compares the elder sister with the signer's classmates in terms of 

their looks. These compared items are presented as two NP arguments. The NP 

argument MY CLASSMATES is assigned to the left side of the signing space, while 

the NP argument ELDER SISTER is assigned to the right side. After establishing the 

two referential loci, the verb OUTRANGE is expressed. This verb is modified to the 

exhaustive form. It contains a long path movement and a horizontal arc movement, as 
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shown in Figure 5.15c. The exhaustive form of OUTRANGE conveys a collective 

interpretation of the NP argument that serves as the standard. 

In brief, in TSL comparatives, the 'exceed' verb can be modified in two different 

forms: an exhaustive form and a multiple form, as illustrated in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2: Exhaustive form and multiple form of 'exceed' verbs 

Exhaustive form of 'exceed' verbs Multiple form of 'exceed' verbs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a collective interpretation of standard a distributive interpretation of standard 

 

The exhaustive form of 'exceed' verbs features a horizontal arc movement, 

conveying a collective interpretation of the standard. The multiple form of 'exceed' 

verbs features a sequence of short movements along an arced path, conveying a 

distributive interpretation of the standard. In TSL comparatives, SURPASS can be 

modified into both the exhaustive form and the multiple form. DEFEAT is 

incompatible with the exhaustive form, whereas OUTRANGE is incompatible with 

the multiple form, as summarized in Table 5.3. 

 

 

 

Standard

Comparee 

Standard

Comparee
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Table 5.3: Forms of 'exceed' verbs in TSL comparatives 

 Exhaustive form Multiple form 

SURPASS   

DEFEAT   

OUTRANGE   

 

 

5.5 Concluding remarks 

 This chapter has identified three agreement verbs in TSL, namely, SURPASS, 

DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE. These verbs are characterized by containing a path 

movement which can move through the signing space to indicate the grammatical 

relations of NP arguments. When 'exceed' verbs are employed in comparatives, the 

roles that NP arguments play can be identified by their path movement. The initial 

point of the path movement corresponds to the referential locus of the NP argument as 

the comparee, while the endpoint corresponds to the referential locus of the NP 

argument serving as the standard.  

 Syntactically speaking, these 'exceed' verbs have the same distribution. They also 

have the function of determining the roles of NP arguments. However, semantically, 

some restrictions are associated with the verbs DEFEAT and OUTRANGE. For 

instance, the verb DEFEAT is only compatible with compared items that are animate, 

and the verb OUTRANGE can only be used in situations in which there is a dramatic 

disparity between the compared items with regard to the attribute being compared. 

 Moreover, these verbs can be modified to either an exhaustive form or a multiple 

form to convey information about the number of the compared items. Specifically, 
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when an 'exceed' verb is presented in the exhaustive form, it conveys a collective 

interpretation of the standard. When an 'exceed' verb is presented in the multiple form, 

it conveys a distributive interpretation of the standard.  
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CHAPTER 6 

THE USE OF EVALUATIVE SIGNS IN COMPARATIVES 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 has shown that certain agreement verbs, i.e., SURPASS, DEFEAT, and 

OUTRANGE, are employed in TSL comparatives. These verbs are capable of 

exhibiting subject-object agreement to set the relations of NP arguments. Asides from 

these verbs, certain lexical signs, i.e., WIN, BEST, INSUFFICIENT, EYE 

CATCHING, and so forth, which do not possess agreement patterns, are also 

employed frequently in TSL comparatives, as illustrated in the following examples. 

 

(1) MISS CHENi-L  MISS WANGj-R VIVACIOUS[lax]-L   

VIVACIOUS[tense]-R   EYE CATCHING-R. 

   'Miss Wang is more vivacious than Miss Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MISS CHENi-L                    b. MISS WANGj-R 
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c. VIVACIOUS[lax]-L      d. VIVACIOUS[tense]-R        e. EYE CATCHING-R 

Figure 6.1 

 

 Sentence (1) compares Miss Wang with Miss Chen in terms of their 

vivaciousness. This comparison is the type of comparative constructions with two 

verbs. The NP argument MISS CHEN is assigned to the left side of the signing space, 

while the NP argument MISS WANG is assigned to the right side. The attribute 

compared is denoted by the adjectival verb VIVACIOUS. The adjectival verb is 

reduplicated and then represented in different forms. One of the adjectival verbs is 

accompanied by a relaxed facial expression to convey an approximate degree, while 

the other adjectival verb is accompanied by furrowed brows and squinted eyes to 

convey an intensive degree. The former adjectival verb is oriented toward the left side, 

while the latter is oriented toward the right side, as shown in Figure 6.1c and Figure 

6.1d, respectively. 

 At the end of the comparative, the lexical sign EYE CATCHING is expressed. 

This lexical sign does not contain a path movement; instead, it is oriented toward the 

right side of the signing space, as shown in Figure 6.1e. This lexical sign can only 

appear in the position following the adjectival verb conveying an intensive degree 

rather than the one conveying an approximate degree, as exemplified in (2).  
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(2) *MISS CHENi-L MISS WANGj-R   VIVACIOUS[tense]-R 

    VIVACIOUS[lax]-L  EYE CATCHING-L. 

 

 In (2), the sign EYE CATCHING occurs in the position immediately following 

the adjectival verb that undergoes lax modulation. In addition, this sign is oriented 

toward the left side. However, the comparative is judged as ungrammatical. See 

another lexical sign INSUFFICIENT, demonstrated in (3). 

 

(3) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[tense]-R  TALL[lax]-L  INSUFFICIENT-L . 

'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chang.' 

 

                   
a. MR. WANGi-R                    b. MR. CHANGj-L 

 

   
c. TALL[tense]-R        d. TALL[lax]-L        e. INSUFFICIENT-L 

Figure 6.2 
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Sentence (3) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chang with respect to their height. The 

NP argument MR. WANG is assigned to the right of the signing space, while MR. 

CHANG is assigned to the left side. The adjectival verb TALL is reduplicated, one 

iteration of which undergoes tense modulation, while the other undergoes lax 

modulation. The former is articulated at the right so as to be associated with the 

referential locus of the NP argument MR. WANG, while the latter is articulated on the 

left to be associated with the referential locus of the argument MR. CHANG, as 

shown in Figure 6.2c and Figure 6.2d.  

 Further, the lexical sign INSUFFICIENT is recruited. It occurs after the 

adjectival verb undergoing lax modulation, as shown in Figure 6.2e. Interestingly, 

unlike the sign EYE CATCHING in (1), it is observed that this sign INSUFFICIENT 

seems incompatible with the adjectival verb undergoing tense modulation, as shown 

in (4). 

 

(4) *MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[lax]-L  TALL[tense]-R  INSUFFICIENT-R. 

 

 In (4), the sign INSUFFICIENT occurs in the position immediately following the 

adjectival verb with tense modulation. This sign is oriented toward the same 

referential locus as that of the preceding adjectival verb; however, the sentence is 

ungrammatical. At first glance, the sign EYE CATCHING in (1) and the sign 

INSUFFICIENT in (3) behave like specific modifiers for adjectival verbs. In fact, 

these lexical signs have the function of determining the roles of NP arguments in TSL 

comparatives, as shown in (5). 
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(5) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R  PATIENT-N  STRONG-L   INSUFFICIENT-R. 

'Miss Wang is more patient than Miss Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MISS WANGi-L                   b. MISS CHENj-R 

 

   
c. PATIENT-N              d. STRONG-L              e. INSUFFICIENT-R 

Figure 6.3 

 

 Sentence (5) compares Miss Wang with Miss Chen in terms of their patience. 

This is a comparative construction with two verbs, in which two adjectival verbs are 

incorporated as one single lexical sign. In (5), the NP argument MISS WANG is 

assigned to the left side, while the NP argument MISS CHEN is assigned to the right 

side. The attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb PATIENT. Note that 

PATIENT is expressed in neutral space and serves as the adjectival verb shared by 

both predicates. Thus, the relations of the NP arguments cannot be inferred from the 

adjectival verb. 
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 To determine their relations, two lexical signs are employed. The lexical sign 

STRONG is articulated at the left side so as to be associated with the referential locus 

of the argument MISS WANG, while the sign INSUFFICIENT is articulated at the 

right so as to be associated with the referential locus of the argument MISS CHEN, as 

shown in Figure 6.3d and Figure 6.3e. The NP argument associated with the sign 

STRONG is identified as the comparee, and the NP argument associated with the sign 

INSUFFICIENT is identified as the standard.  

 The above examples show that, unlike 'exceed' verbs, certain lexical signs 

employed in TSL comparatives do not have agreement patterns; rather, they establish 

spatial relations with certain referential loci. Furthermore, it is observed that there is 

one lexical sign which neither involves path movement nor exhibits spatial 

association, as exemplified in (6).  

 

(6) YOUNGER SISTERi-L ELDER SISTERj-R  COMPARE  PRETTY-R. 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

      
a. YOUNGER SISTERi   b. ELDER SISTERj        c. COMPARE 
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d. PRETTY-R 

Figure 6.4 

 

Sentence (6) compares the elder sister with the younger sister in terms of their 

appearance. This comparison is formed in comparative constructions with one verb. 

The NP argument YOUNGER SISTER is assigned to the left side of the signing space, 

while the NP argument ELDER SISTER is assigned to the right. The attribute 

compared is denoted by the adjectival verb PRETTY, which is oriented toward the 

referential locus of the NP argument ELDER SISTER, as shown in Figure 6.4d. In 

this comparative, the lexical sign COMPARE occurs in the syntactic position 

immediately preceding the adjectival verb. This sign is expressed in neutral space and 

does not contain a path movement, as shown in Figure 6.4c. 

It is observed that the sign COMPARE cannot be modified to be associated with 

a designated referential locus. As shown in (7), the sign COMPARE is articulated at 

the right side of the signing space; as a result, the comparative is regarded as 

ungrammatical.   

 

(7) *YOUNGER SISTERi-L ELDER SISTERj-R  COMPARE-R  PRETTY-R. 
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Some questions arise based on the above discussion. First, what are these lexical 

signs that do not possess agreement pattern and what are the grammatical properties 

associated with them? Second, what are the functions of these lexical signs when 

employed in comparatives? Answers to these research questions will be discussed in 

further detail in the following sections: Section 6.2 discusses the lexical signs 

concerning the signer's evaluation or comment; also, relevant grammatical 

phenomena associated with these lexical signs will be examined; Section 6.3 

discusses how evaluative lexical signs behave in comparative constructions with one 

verb; Section 6.4 examines how evaluative lexical signs behave in comparative 

constructions with two verbs Section 6.5 investigates syntactic behaviors and 

semantic functions of the lexical sign COMPARE; Section 6.6 offers concluding 

remarks. 

 

 

6.2 Evaluative lexical signs 

Drawing upon the data collected hitherto, it is found that there are various lexical 

signs that do not form agreement patterns, but that are employed in TSL comparatives 

(e.g., WIN, EXCELLENT, BARE, LOUSY, etc.). Unlike 'exceed' verbs, these lexical 

signs can establish spatial association with a designated referential locus. 

Semantically, though these lexical signs are not near synonyms, all of them convey a 

meaning concerned with the signer's personal evaluation or comment on the compared 

items. Thus, these lexical signs are termed evaluative lexical signs in this study. See 

the lexical sign WIN exemplified in (8).  
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(8) TEACHER WANGi-R   TEACHER CHANGi-L   FAT-R   WIN-R. 

'Mr. Wang is fatter than Mr. Chang.' 

 

                 
a. TEACHER WANGi-R              b. TEACHER CHANGi-L 

 

  
c. FAT-R                  d. WIN-R 

   Figure 6.5 

 

Sentence (8) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chang with respect to their build. This 

comparative is formed in comparative constructions with one verb. The two compared 

NP arguments are assigned on the right and left sides of the signing space respectively. 

Afterwards, the adjectival verb FAT is articulated at the right so as to be associated 

with the referential locus of the argument TEACHER WANG, as exemplified in    

Figure 6.5c. Through this type of spatial association, the NP argument TEACHER 

WANG is identified as the comparee.  

As shown in    Figure 6.5d, the lexical sign WIN is recruited and is placed at the 
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syntactic position following the adjectival verb FAT. Although the adjectival verb FAT 

and the lexical sign WIN occur adjacently and are oriented toward the same locus, the 

sign WIN does not serve as the modifier for the adjectival verb. Instead, the sign WIN 

conveys the signer's evaluation or comment on the NP argument TEACHER WANG. 

See another evaluative lexical sign INSUFFICIENT, shown in (9). 

 

(9) MR. WANGi-R MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[tense]-R  TALL[lax]-L   INSUFFICIENT-L . 

'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chang.' 

 

                  
a. MR. WANGi-R                    b. MR. CHANGj-L 

 

   
c. TALL[tense]-R           d. TALL[lax]-L        e. INSUFFICIENT-L 

Figure 6.6 

 

 Sentence (9) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chang with respect to their height. 

This sentence is a comparative construction with two verbs. The two NP arguments 
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are assigned on the right and left sides of the signing space respectively. In this 

comparative, the adjectival verb TALL is reduplicated and is then presented in 

different forms to demonstrate different degrees of intensity. The adjectival verb 

undergoing tense modulation is articulated at the right side to be associated with the 

referential locus of the argument MR. WANG. The adjectival verb undergoing lax 

modulation is articulated at the left side to be associated with the referential locus of 

the argument MR. CHANG, as shown in Figure 6.6c and Figure 6.6d. The roles that 

the NP arguments play in this comparative are determined by these kinds of spatial 

associations. Note that the lexical sign INSUFFICIENT is employed and is placed at 

the syntactic position that follows the adjectival verb undergoing lax modulation. 

While expressing INSUFFICIENT, the signer's body is oriented toward the left so as 

to be associated with the referential locus of the argument MR. CHANG, as shown in 

Figure 6.2e.  

As shown in (8) and (9), both lexical signs, WIN and INSUFFICIENT, are 

related to the signer's evaluation or comment. However, they behave differently in 

their usages. For instance, the sign WIN has to be articulated at the referential locus of 

the argument that functions as the comparee, as exemplified in (10) and (11). 

 

(10) MR. WANGi-R    MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[lax]-L  TALL[tense]-R  WIN-R. 

'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chang.' 

 

(11) *MR. WANGi-R   MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[lax]-L  TALL[tense]-R   WIN-L. 

 

 In the above examples, Mr. Wang and Mr. Chang are compared in terms of their 

height. In these two examples, the NP argument MR. WANG serves as the comparee, 
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which is assigned to the right side of the signing space. It is found that the lexical sign 

WIN has to be articulated at the referential locus of the argument MR. WANG as in 

(10), or it will lead to ungrammaticality as shown in (11).  

 On the contrary, when the sign INSUFFICIENT is employed in comparatives, it 

has to be articulated at the referential locus of the argument serving as the standard. 

As the examples show in (12) and (13), the NP argument serving as the standard (in 

this case, MR. CHANG) is assigned to the left side of the signing space. It is observed 

that the lexical sign INSUFFICIENT has to be articulated at the referential locus of 

the argument that is standard. If it is articulated at the right to be associated with the 

argument that is the comparee (i.e., MR. CHANG) as shown in (13), the sentence 

becomes ungrammatical.   

 

(12) MR. WANGi-R   MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[tense]-R  TALL[lax]-L  INSUFFICIENT-L. 

'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chang.' 

 

(13) *MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHANGj-L TALL[tense]-R  TALL[lax]-L  INSUFFICIENT-R. 

 

According to the collocation pattern demonstrated above, we divide evaluative 

lexical signs into two types: (a) positive lexical signs, and (b) negative lexical signs. 

Positive lexical signs refer to the signs employed in comparatives for expressing the 

signer's superior evaluation of the NP argument serving as the comparee. Negative 

lexical signs refer to the signs employed in comparatives for expressing the signer's 

inferior evaluation of the NP argument serving as the standard. See the positive lexical 

signs illustrated in Figure 6.7 to Figure 6.13. 
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WIN 

Figure 6.7 

 
EXCELLENT 

Figure 6.8 

 
STRONG 

Figure 6.9 

 

 To express the sign WIN, one hand in the handshape /Open B/ touches the mouth, 

and then moves upward so that the palm faces outward, as shown in Figure 6.7. The 

sign EXCELLENT is signed by using one hand in the handshape /Open A/ moving 

forward, as given in Figure 6.8. To articulate the sign STRONG, one hand is signed in 

the handshape /Open A/, and the forearm is pulled toward the body, as in Figure 6.9. 

 

 
EYE CATCHING 

Figure 6.10 

 
UNIQUE 

Figure 6.11 

 
TOP 

Figure 6.12 

 

The sign EYE CATCHING is articulated by using one hand in the handshape 

/Bent L/ in which the index finger touches the eye bag, and the head slightly leans 

backward, accompanying a facial expression of surprise, as shown in Figure 6.10. As 
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for the sign UNIQUE, when this lexical sign is used in comparatives, it denotes that 

the property of the comparee is distinctive from the standard. To articulate the sign 

UNIQUE, one hand in the handshape /Open B/, with the palm facing downward, is 

held in front of the chest, and the other hand in the handshape /1/ is thrust between the 

fingers of the held hand, as given in Figure 6.11. The sign TOP is employed when the 

attribute compared is relevant to skills, such as cooking, painting and so on. To 

express the sign TOP, one hand in the handshape /Open B/, with the palm facing 

downward, is held in front of the chest, and the other hand in the handshape /Bent B/ 

then comes up from the underneath to touch the palm of the held hand, as illustrated 

in Figure 6.12. 

 

 
a. BEST-1 b. BEST-2 

Figure 6.13: The variant of BEST 

 

The sign BEST is usually employed in the comparative in which the NP 

argument serving as the standard is plural. The sign BEST has two variants. To 

articulate the sign BEST-1, one hand is in the handshape /1/ and its palm rotates from 

outward to inward, as shown in Figure 6.13a. The sign BEST-2 is articulated by one 

hand in the handshape /Open A/ being held in front of the chest and the other hand in 
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the handshape /1/ flipping the thumb of the held hand, as illustrated in Figure 6.13b. 

See the negative lexical signs demonstrated in Figure 6.14 to Figure 6.18. 

 

 
LOSE 

Figure 6.14 

 
INSUFFICIENT 

Figure 6.15 

 

To express the sign LOSE, one hand in the handshape /Open B/ touches the mouth, 

and then moves downward so that the palm faces upward, as in Figure 6.14. To 

articulate the sign INSUFFICIENT, one hand in the handshape /Open B/ with the 

palm facing upward is held in front of chest, and the other hand in the handshape /F/, 

with the palm facing upward, rubbing the palm of the held hand and then the 

handshape becoming /Bent 5/, as shown in Figure 6.15.  

 

 
SO SO 

Figure 6.16 

 
LOUSY 

Figure 6.17 

 
RELUCTANT 

Figure 6.18 
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The lexical sign SO SO is articulated by using one hand in the handshape /Y/ 

shaking back and forth repeatedly, as given in Figure 6.16. The sign LOUSY is 

articulated by using one hand in the handshape /I/ waving downward, as in Figure 

6.17. To express the sign RELUCTANT, one hand is presented in the handshape /I/ 

touching the chin, as in Figure 6.18. 

The above discussion has introduced evaluative lexical signs that are frequently 

used in TSL comparatives. Syntactically, these lexical signs cannot perform 

agreement patterns. Semantically, these lexical signs are not near synonyms. They are 

classified into two types: Positive lexical signs are related to the NP argument serving 

as the comparee, whereas negative lexical signs are related to the NP argument 

serving as the standard. The following sections will discuss how these evaluative 

lexical signs behave in TSL comparative constructions. 

 

 

6.3 Evaluative lexical signs in comparative constructions with one 
verb 

In comparative constructions with one verb, the NP arguments are signed first 

and then followed by a single predicate. The NP argument associated with the 

constituents of the predicate (e.g., the adjectival verb and the reinforcing adverb) is 

identified as the comparee. It is observed that positive lexical signs are frequently 

employed in this construction, as illustrated in (14). 
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(14) YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-N   WIN-R . 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

      
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L  b. ELDER SISTERj-R   c. PRETTY-N 

 

 
d. WIN-R 

Figure 6.19 

 

Sentence (14) compares the elder sister with the younger sister in terms of their 

appearance. This comparative construction is of the type with one verb. In this 

comparative, the positive lexical sign WIN is employed and is placed at the syntactic 

position following the adjectival verb PRETTY. Note that when the lexical sign WIN 

is recruited, it is no longer necessary for the adjectival verb to perform spatial 

associations, as shown in Figure 6.19c.  

Instead, the relations of the NP arguments hinge on the evaluative lexical sign 

WIN. As shown in Figure 6.19d, the sign WIN is modified and is oriented toward the 
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referential locus at the right side of the signing space. The NP argument associated 

withthe sign WIN (i.e., ELDER SISTER) is identified as the comparee, while the 

other NP argument (i.e., YOUNGER SISTER) is identified as the standard. In other 

words, the positive evaluative lexical signs do not merely convey the signer's superior 

evaluation of the comparee argument, but they also serve the function of determining 

the roles of the NP arguments. This observation can be attested by the example in 

(15).  

 

(15)YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-N   WIN-L . 

 'The younger sister is prettier than the elder sister.' 

 

Sentence (15) is basically the same as sentence (14), except for the spatial location 

of the sign WIN. In (15), the sign WIN is articulated on the left to be associated with 

the referential locus of the argument YOUNGER SISTER. Consequently, the 

comparative in (15) denotes the meaning that is opposite of that in (14).  

In addition, it is observed that evaluative lexical signs tend to occur after 

thepredicate. Preposing them may lead to infelicity, as shown in (16).  

 

(16) ?YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R  WIN-L  PRETTY-N . 

 

 Sentence (16) is basically the same as sentence (15), except for the syntactic 

position of the sign WIN. In (16), since the lexical sign WIN occurs in the position 

immediately preceding the predicate, the comparative is regarded as infelicitous. A 

possible explanation for this type of syntactic constraint may hinge on the evaluative 

meaning that these lexical signs convey. Lin and Chang (2011) suggest that in TSL 
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there is a correlation between syntactic position and the degree of the signers' 

subjectivity. They examine deontic modals in TSL and point out that when a deontic 

modal occurs in the postverbal position, it can convey stronger subjectivity than the 

identical modal occurring in the preverbal position. Based on this observation, it is 

reasonable to posit that due to their function of conveying signers' comment or 

evaluation, evaluative lexical signs involve strong subjectivity; thus, they tend to 

occur in the position following the predicate. Furthermore, it is noted that negative 

lexical signs cannot be used in comparative constructions with one verb, as shown in 

(17). 

 

(17)*YOUNGER SISTERi-L   ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-N  INSUFFICIENT-R. 

 

In (17), the use of the negative lexical sign INSUFFICIENT derives the 

ungrammaticality of this comparative. The reason for the ungrammaticality is that 

comparative constructions with one verb mainly emphasize the description of the 

comparee. However, negative lexical signs are related to comments about the standard. 

Thus, application of negative lexical signs will lead to semantic infelicity. 

In summary, the syntactic structure of comparative constructions with one verb 

that employ positive lexical signs are generalized in (18). When a positive lexical sign 

is employed, it occurs in the position following the predicate. In addition, the positive 

lexical sign has to establish a spatial association with one of the referential loci (i.e., 

X). The NP argument associated with the positive lexical sign is identified as the 

comparee (i.e., NPi). 
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(18) Comparative constructions with one verb employing evaluative lexical signs 

    NPi-X + NPj-Y+V-X/N+ (Reinforcing adverb-X) + Positive lexical sign-X 

 

                                       The referential locus of the comparee 

 

6.4 Evaluative lexical signs in comparative constructions with two 

verbs  

 In comparative constructions with two verbs, the two NP arguments are signed 

first and then followed by two predicates. One of the predicates is concerned with the 

NP argument serving as the comparee, while the other predicate is concerned with the 

NP argument serving as the standard. It is observed that both types of evaluative 

lexical signs can be employed in this kind of comparative construction. See the 

positive lexical sign EYE CATCHING exemplified in (19). 

 

(19) MISS CHENi-L  MISS WANGj-R VIVACIOUS[lax]-L   

VIVACIOUS[tense]-R  EYE CATCHING-R. 

    'Miss Wang is more vivacious than Miss Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MISS CHENi-L                    b. MISS WANGj-R 
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c. VIVACIOUS[lax]-L          d. VIVACIOUS[tense]-R       e. EYE CATCHING-R 

Figure 6.20 

 

 Sentence (19) compares Miss Wang with Miss Chen in terms of their 

vivaciousness. The NP argument MISS CHEN is assigned to the left side of the 

signing space, while the NP argument MISS WANG is assigned to the right. The 

adjectival verb VIVACIOUS is reduplicated and is then presented in different forms 

to convey varying degrees of intensity. The adjectival verb undergoing lax modulation 

is oriented toward the left side of the signing space, while the predicate undergoing 

tense modulation is oriented toward the right side, as shown Figure 6.20c and Figure 

6.20d, respectively. 

 In addition, the positive lexical sign EYE CATCHING is employed. Note that it 

is obligatory for this lexical sign to establish a spatial association with the referential 

locus of the NP argument that functions as the comparee. As is shown in Figure 6.20e, 

EYE CATCHING is oriented toward the right so as to be associated with the 

referential locus of the argument MISS WANG. If the sign EYE CATCHING is 

articulated in neutral space as in (20) or at the referential locus of the standard as in 

(21), the comparative will become ungrammatical.  
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(20) ?MISS CHENi-L MISS WANGj-R VIVACIOUS[lax]-L   

VIVACIOUS[tense]-R  EYE CATCHING-N. 

 

(21) *MISS CHENi-L MISS WANGj-R VIVACIOUS[lax]-L   

VIVACIOUS[tense]-R  EYE CATCHING-L. 

 

 In terms of syntactic distribution, positive lexical signs can only occur after the 

predicate that is concerned with the comparee, or it will lead to infelicity, as 

exemplified in (22) and (23). 

 

(22) ?MISS CHENi-L   MISS WANGj-R  VIVACIOUS[lax]-L   

     EYE CATCHING-R    VIVACIOUS[tense]-R . 

 

(23) ?MISS CHENi-L MISS WANGj-R VIVACIOUS[tense]-R 

     VIVACIOUS[lax]-L   EYE CATCHING-R . 

 

 The sign, EYE CATCHING, is oriented toward the referential locus of the 

argument serving as the comparee in both (22) and (23). However, as shown in (22), 

the sign EYE CATCHING should not precede the adjectival verb that undergoes tense 

modulation. Further, as in (23), the sign EYE CATCHING cannot follow the 

adjectival verb that undergoes lax modulation. Taken together, when positive lexical 

signs are employed in comparative constructions with two verbs, they can only occur 

after the predicate that is concerned with the comparee.  

 Aside from positive lexical signs, negative lexical signs can also be employed in 
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this type of comparative construction, but they behave differently from positive 

lexical signs, as exemplified in (24) to (26). 

 

(24) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHANGj-L TALL[tense]-R TALL[lax]-L 

    INSUFFICIENT-L. 

 'Mr. Wang is taller than Mr. Chang.' 

 

(25) *MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[tense]-R TALL[lax]-L 

     INSUFFICIENT-N. 

 

(26) *MR. WANGi-R MR. CHANGj-L TALL[tense]-R TALL[lax]-L 

     INSUFFICIENT-R. 

 

 Negative lexical signs convey the signer's inferior evaluation of the standard, so 

it is obligatory for them to perform a spatial association with the referential locus of 

the argument serving as the standard. As shown in (24), this comparative compares 

Mr. Wang with Mr. Chang with respect to their height. The lexical sign 

INSUFFICIENT is employed. This lexical sign occurs after the adjectival verb 

undergoing lax modulation. If the sign INSUFFICIENT is articulated in neutral space 

as in (25) or at the right side to be associated with the argument serving as comparee 

as in (26), it will lead to ungrammaticality. 

 In terms of syntactic distribution, negative lexical signs can only occur after the 

predicate that is concerned with the standard; otherwise it will lead to infelicity, as 

exemplified in (27) and (28). 
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(27) ?MR. WANGi-R MR. CHANGj-L  TALL[tense]-R 

 INSUFFICIENT-L TALL[lax]-L. 

 

(28) ?MR. WANGi-RMR. CHANGj-L  TALL[lax]-L 

     TALL[tense]-R  INSUFFICIENT-L. 

 

 The sign, INSUFFICIENT, is articulated at the referential locus of the argument 

serving as standard (i.e., MR. CHANG) in both (27) and (28). However, it is observed 

that this sign cannot occur in the position preceding the adjectival verb that undergoes 

lax modulation as in (27), nor following the adjectival verb that undergoes tense 

modulation as in (28). In other terms, when negative lexical signs are recruited in 

comparative constructions with two verbs, they can only occur after the predicate that 

is concerned with the standard.  

 Moreover, it is observed that in comparative constructions with two verbs, both 

types of evaluative lexical signs can be used in combination, as illustrated in (29). 

 

(29) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R  PATIENT-N    STRONG-L 

    INSUFFICIENT-R.1 

 'Miss Wang is more patient than Miss Chen.' 

 

                                                 
1 Sentence (29) also has an inferior interpretation, namely 'Miss Chen is less patient than Miss Wang.' 
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a. MISS WANGi-L                   b. MISS CHENj-R 

 

   
c. PATIENT-N              d. STRONG-L         e. INSUFFICIENT-R 

Figure 6.21 

 

 Sentence (29) compares Miss Wang with Miss Chen in terms of their patience. 

This comparison is built on comparative constructions with two verbs, in which the 

reduplicated adjectival verbs are incorporated as a single adjectival verb. The NP 

argument MISS WANG is assigned to the left, while the NP argument MISS CHEN is 

assigned to the right. The attribute being compared is denoted by the adjectival verb 

PATIENT. Note that PATIENT is expressed once and is articulated in neutral space. 

Afterwards, the positive lexical sign STRONG is articulated at the referential locus on 

the left side of the signing space, while the negative lexical sign INSUFFICIENT is 

articulated at the referential locus on the right side, as shown in Figure 6.21d and 

Figure 6.21e, respectively. The NP argument associated with the sign STRONG (i.e., 
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MISS WANG) is identified as the comparee, while the NP argument associated with 

the sign INSUFFICIENT (i.e., MISS CHEN) is identified as the standard. It is 

observed that if the spatial locations of these two lexical signs are exchanged, the 

comparative will be interpreted differently, as shown in (30). 

 

(30) MISS WANGi-L  MISS CHENj-R PATIENT-N  STRONG-R  INSUFFICIENT-L. 
'Miss Chen is more patient than Miss Wang.' 

 

In (30), the sign STRONG is oriented toward the referential locus at the right 

side of the signing space, while the sign INSUFFICIENT is oriented toward the 

referential locus at the left side; as a result, the comparative renders an opposite 

interpretation. 

In brief, evaluative lexical signs not only convey signers' evaluation or comment 

on the compared NP arguments, but they also have the function of determining the 

roles of the NP arguments. The latter function is similar to that of scalar adverbs. Our 

data shows that both scalar adverbs and evaluative lexical signs can be used in 

combination to define the relations of the NP arguments in a comparative, as shown in 

(31).  

 

(31) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R RICH-N    VERY-L SO SO-R.2 

 'Mr. Wang is richer than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                                                 
2 Sentence (31) also has an inferior interpretation, namely 'Mr. Chen is less rich than Mr. Wang.' 
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a. MR. WANGi-L                    b. MR. CHENj-R 

 

   
c. RICH-N            d. VERY-L           e. SO SO-R 

Figure 6.22 

 

Sentence (31) compares Mr. Wang and Mr. Chen in terms of their wealth. Two NP 

arguments are assigned to the left and right sides of the signing space, respectively. 

The adjectival verb RICH is articulated in neutral space, as shown in Figure 6.22c. 

Afterwards, the reinforcing adverb VERY is articulated on the left, while the negative 

evaluative lexical sign SO SO is articulated on the right. In this way, the NP argument 

associated with the adverb VERY (i.e., MR. WANG) is identified as the comparee, 

while the NP argument associated with the sign SO SO (i.e., MR. CHEN) is identified 

as the standard. The possible combinations of evaluative lexical signs with scalar 

adverbs are summarized in Figure 6.23. 
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 Positive lexical sign  Negative lexical sign  

     

 Reinforcing adverbs  Attenuating adverbs  

 

Figure 6.23 

 

As shown in Figure 6.23, two-way arrows indicate the possible combinatorial 

variations. The combination between negative lexical signs and attenuating adverbs is 

not permitted. Interestingly, it is found that positive lexical signs can be used in 

conjunction with reinforcing adverbs, as exemplified in (32).  

 

(32) ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERj-R SMART-N   

    VERY-R  STRONG-L. 

    'The elder brother is smarter than the younger brother.' 

 

       
a. ELDER BROTHERi-L  b. YOUNGER BROTHERj-R c. SMART-N 
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d. VERY-R             e. STRONG-L 

Figure 6.24 

 

The comparative in (32) compares the elder brother with the younger brother in 

terms of their intelligence. In this comparative, the positive lexical sign STRONG and 

the reinforcing adverb VERY are employed. As mentioned previously, both signs can 

establish spatial associations with the NP argument that serves as the comparee. 

However, as shown in (32), these two signs are oriented toward different loci. The 

adverb VERY is articulated at the right to be associated with the argument 

YOUNGER BROTHER, whereas the sign STRONG is oriented toward the left to be 

associated with the argument ELDER BROTHER, as shown in Figure 6.24d and 

Figure 6.24e. In this way, the relation of NP arguments established by the adverb 

VERY does not comply with the relation of NP arguments established by the positive 

lexical sign STRONG. However, such disaccord between these two signs does not 

lead to semantic contradiction.  

It is observed that when positive lexical signs and reinforcing adverbs are 

recruited concurrently in a comparative and are oriented toward different loci, it is the 

positive lexical signs rather than the reinforcing adverbs that determine which NP 

argument serves as the comparee. Thus, in (32), the NP argument associated with the 
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sign STRONG is identified as the comparee, while the NP argument associated with 

the sign VERY is the standard. The comparative is roughly interpreted as 'The 

younger brother is very smart. The elder brother is even smarter than him.' 

In summary, the syntactic structure of comparative constructions with two verbs 

employing evaluative lexical signs is generalized in (33). Two referential loci for NP 

arguments are established. The positive lexical sign occurs after the predicate to 

denote an intensive degree, and they are modified so as to be associated with one of 

the referential loci (i.e., X). The negative lexical sign occurs after the verbal predicate 

denoting an approximate degree, and they are modified so as to be associated with the 

other referential locus (i.e., Y). The NP argument associated with the positive lexical 

sign is identified as the comparee, while the NP argument associated with the negative 

lexical sign is identified as the standard. 

 

(33)Comparative constructions with two verbs employing evaluative lexical signs 

NPi-X+ NPj-Y+[V([tense])/(Reinforcing adverb)]intensive–X+Positive lexical sign-X 

+[V([lax]) +(Attenuating adverb)]approximate-Y+Negative lexical sign-Y 

 

 

                                 The referential locus of the standard 

                                       The referential locus of the comparee 

 

 

6.5 The lexical sign COMPARE 

TSL comparatives are characterized by assigning the NP arguments to the right 

and left of the signing space to establish the referential loci, for the purpose of 

facilitating subsequent references to the arguments. However, associating a referent 
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with a certain locus in the signing space is also frequently used in TSL discourse. 

When comparatives are used in discourse, the rightward and leftward spatial 

association of the compared arguments in comparatives may be interpreted mistakenly, 

as exemplified in (34). 

 

(34) a. INDEX-L  DESKi  INDEX-R  CHAIRj  MAKE  FINISH . 

    b.? IRONj-R  WOODi-L  HARDEN-R 

    c. SO  TWO OF THEMi,j   USE   IRON  MAKE   

'This desk and that chair were finished. Iron is harder than wood, so the desk and 

the chair are made of iron.  

 

 As the discourse segment shows in (34), this discourse focuses on the description 

of the desk and the chair. In the beginning of the context, two NP arguments are 

introduced. With the aid of the pointing sign INDEX, the argument DESK is assigned 

to the left side of the signing space and the argument CHAIR is assigned to the right 

side. Thus, there are two referential loci established in the signing space concurrently. 

Afterwards, two other NP arguments, IRON and WOOD, are introduced to make a 

comparison in terms of their hardness. This comparative is done with one-verb 

comparative construction. The NP argument IRON is assigned to the right side and 

the NP argument WOOD is assigned to the left side. As a result, there are four 

referential loci in the signing space. The spatial association performed by IRON and 

WOOD may be mistakenly interpreted as 'the desk is made of wood, while the chair is 

made of iron.' To avoid such ambiguity, the sign COMPARE is employed to 

emphasize that the sentence currently being uttered is a comparative sentence. This 
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sign has two variants, as shown in Figure 6.25. The only difference between these two 

variants lies in their handshape. 

 

 
a. COMPARE-1 

 
b. COMPARE-2 

Figure 6.25: Two variants of COMPARE 

 

To express the sign COMPARE-1, two hands are represented in the handshape /1/ 

and take turns moving up and down in front of the chest, as show in Figure 6.25a. As 

for the sign COMPARE-2, it is articulated by using two hands in the handshape /Open 

B/ taking turns moving up and down in front of the chest, as in Figure 6.25b. Judging 

from our observation, COMPARE-1 is used more frequently than COMPARE-2. These 

two variants behave similarly in terms of their meaning and function.  

In TSL, the sign COMPARE does not behave like other verbs, because it cannot 

stand alone to serve as the predicate of a sentence. In addition to this difference, this 

lexical sign also cannot be marked by aspect markers (e.g., MIDDLE and FINISH), 

and it cannot be modified to convey aspectual information (e.g., durative aspect and 

progressive aspect). We posit that the sign COMPARE is not a verb; rather, it is a 

specific lexical sign for TSL comparatives. See the comparative containing the sign 

COMPARE exemplified in (35). 
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(35) ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERi-R  COMPARE  TALL-L. 

'The elder brother is taller than the younger brother.' 

 

        
a. ELDER BROTHERi-L  b. YOUNGER BROTHERi-R  c. COMPARE-N 

 

 
d. TALL-L 

Figure 6.26 

 

In sentence (35), the elder brother and the younger brother are compared in terms 

of their height. This comparative is formed using comparative constructions with one 

verb. The NP argument ELDER BROTHER is assigned to the left side of the signing 

space, while the NP argument YOUNGER BROTHER is assigned to the right side, as 

shown in Figure 6.26a and Figure 6.26b. Following that, the sign COMPARE is 

articulated in neutral space, as in Figure 6.26c. At the end of the sentence, the 

adjectival verb TALL is expressed by the left hand so as to be associated with the 
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referential locus on the left. The NP argument associated with the adjectival verb (i.e., 

ELDER BROTHER) is identified as the comparee, while the other NP argument is 

identified as the standard.  

As illustrated in (35), the sign COMPARE appears in the syntactic position 

between the NP argument YOUNGER BROTHER and the adjectival verb TALL. 

This distribution leads us to wonder whether or not COMPARE is a lexical sign 

serving as the marker of the standard. In fact, it is not obligatory for the sign 

COMPARE to occur in the syntactic position adjacent to the NP argument that is 

standard. As illustrated in (36), when the sign COMPARE occurs following the NP 

argument as the comparee (i.e., ELDER BROTHER), the comparative still retains its 

grammaticality. 

 

(36) YOUNGER BROTHERi-R ELDER BROTHERi-L COMPARE TALL-L. 

'The elder brother is taller than the younger brother.' 

 

When the sign COMPARE is employed in comparative constructions with one 

verb, it cannot occur in the post-verbal position as in (37); nor can it occur between 

the two NP arguments as in (38).  

 

(37) *ELDER BROTHERi-L YOUNGER BROTHERi-R TALL-L COMPARE. 

 

(38) *ELDER BROTHERi-LCOMPAREYOUNGER BROTHERi-RTALL-L.3
 

 

 

                                                 
3 The word order in sentence (38) is regarded as Signed Chinese rather than nature sign language.  
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Likewise, when the sign COMPARE is employed in comparative constructions 

with two verbs, it is placed at the position following the NP arguments and preceding 

the verbal predicates, as shown in (39).  

 

(39) ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERi-R  COMPARE 

TALL[tense]-L  TALL[lax]-R. 

'The elder brother is taller than the younger brother.' 

 

 Furthermore, in comparative constructions with two verbs, the sign COMPARE 

cannot occur in the sentence-final position as in (40), nor in the position between the 

two predicates as in (41), nor in the position between the NP arguments as in (42). 

 

(40)*ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERi-R 

 TALL[tense]-L  TALL[lax]-R  COMPARE. 

 

(41) *ELDER BROTHERi-L  YOUNGER BROTHERi-R 

     TALL[tense]-L  COMPARE    TALL[lax]-R. 

 

(42) *ELDER BROTHERi-L  COMPARE   YOUNGER BROTHERi-R 

 TALL[tense]-L TALL[lax]-R. 

 

In terms of spatial location, the sign COMPARE cannot be modified to be 

associated with a designated referential locus. If the sign COMPARE is articulated on 

the left as in (43) or on the right as in (44), it will lead to ungrammaticality. 
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(43) *ELDER BROTHERi-L YOUNGER BROTHERi-R COMPARE-L 

TALL[tense]-L  TALL[lax]-R. 

 

(44) *ELDER BROTHERi-L YOUNGER BROTHERi-R COMPARE-R 

TALL[lax]-R  TALL[tense]-L. 

 

In brief, the sign COMPARE only occurs in the syntactic position which 

immediately follows the NP arguments and precedes the predicates. Further, unlike 

evaluative lexical signs, the sign COMPARE cannot be modified to establish a spatial 

association with a designated locus. Based on such syntactic behaviors, we 

tentativelyassume that the sign COMPARE is a specific lexical sign for TSL 

comparatives, thathas the function of emphasizing that the current sentenceis a 

comparative.  

Furthermore, it is noted that the sign COMPARE can also be used to indicate 

which two arguments are being compared in the current comparative sentence, as 

exemplified in (45). 

 

(45) MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R Ik-N   COMPAREj, k      FAT[intensive]-R 

    COMPAREi,k  FAT[approximate]-N. 

 'Mr. Wang is fatter than me, and I am fatter than Mr. Chen.' 
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a. MR. CHENi-L                     b. MR. WANGj-R 

 

   
c. Ik-N                     d. COMPAREj, k         e. FAT[intensive]-R 

 

  
f. COMPAREi,k            g. FAT[approximate]-N 

Figure 6.27 

 

Example (45) is intended to express two comparisons, in which three persons are 

compared with each other with respect to their build. These three compared items are 

presented as NP arguments, and they are signed at the beginning of the discourse. The 
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NP argument MR. CHEN is assigned to the left side of the signing space, while the 

NP argument MR. WANG is assigned to the right side, as shown in Figure 6.27a and 

Figure 6.27b. The signer's physical location stands for the first person singular 

pronoun, as in Figure 6.27c. Thus, there are three referential loci established in the 

signing space. In the first comparative, to illustrate which two arguments are being 

compared, the sign COMPARE is employed .In the sign COMPARE, one of the 

extended index fingers is located at the referential locus of the argument MR. WANG, 

and the other is lcoated proximally at the signer’s chest, indicating that the NP 

arguments being compared are the signer and the argument MR. WANG, as shown in 

Figure 6.27d. The adjectival verb FAT is then directly articulated at the referential 

locus associated with MR. WANG, indicating that Mr. Wang is the comparee of the 

first comparative, as shown in Figure 6.27e. 

Subsequently, the second comparative is expressed. Since referential loci of the 

NP arguments have been established and these loci still remain effective in the signing 

space, it is not necessary to repeat the comparing arguments. Instead, the sign 

COMPARE is recruited again but it is represented in different forms. In order to 

express the second COMPARE, one of the extended index fingers is located at the 

locus for MR. CHEN, and the other at the signer’s chest, indicating that the NP 

arguments being compared are the signer and the argument MR. CHEN, as shown in 

Figure 6.27f. Then, while expressing FAT, the signer’s body and head slightly lean 

rightward, indicating that the referent associated with this adjectival verb is the signer 

himself, as in Figure 6.27g.  

Comparing Figure 6.27d with Figure 6.27f reveals that the sign COMPARE can 

be modified in accordance with the referential loci of the compared arguments. To be 
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specific, the sign COMPARE is articulated with two index fingers which are located 

at the loci of the NP arguments being compared, respectively. Note that, unlike 

agreement verbs, such modification does not carry information about the subject or 

the object; rather, it just indicates which two arguments are being compared in the 

current sentence. 

In summary, the sign COMPARE is a lexical sign specific to TSL comparatives. 

It possesses the function of emphasizing that the current utterance is a comparative 

construction. If a discourse segment involves more than two referential loci 

established in the signing space, the sign COMPARE will be employed to point out 

which two arguments of the three are currently being compared. 

When the sign COMPARE is used in comparative constructions with one verb, 

there are some associated grammatical phenomena. As aforementioned, comparative 

constructions with one verb are featured by structuring the signing space into two 

sides. Each lexical sign within the comparative is assigned to either the left or the 

right, respectively. However, when COMPARE is employed, it can only be articulated 

in neutral space, as exemplified in (46).  

 

(46) MR. WANGi-L   MR. CHENj-R  COMPARE-N  THIN-L . 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 
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a.MR. WANGi-L                    b.MR. CHENj-R 

 

   
c. COMPARE-N           d.THIN-L 

Figure 6.28 

 

Sentence (46) compares Mr. Chen and Mr. Wang in terms of their thinness. The 

NP argument MR. WANG is assigned to the left side of the signing space, while MR. 

CHEN is assigned to the right side, as shown in Figure 6.28a and Figure 6.28b. After 

establishing two referential loci, the sign COMPARE is articulated in neutral space, 

without being associated with the right or the left, as in Figure 6.28c. The adjectival 

verb THIN is modified and directly articulated at the referential locus on the right side, 

as in Figure 6.28d. The argument associated with the adjectival verb (i.e., MR. 

WANG) is identified as the comparee. 

Note that the adjectival verb THIN can occur in the syntactic position preceding 

the sign COMPARE, but the spatial association of the adjectival verb has to be 
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removed. Thus, the preposed adjectival verb will lose the function of defining the NP 

arguments’ relations. In a situation like this, positive evaluative lexical signs can be 

recruited to define the relations of the NP arguments, as shown in (47). 

 

(47) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  THIN-N   COMPARE-N      WIN-L. 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a.MR. WANGi-L                    b.MR. CHENj-R 

 

   
c. THIN-N             d. COMPARE-N         e. WIN-L 

Figure 6.29 

 

 Differing from sentence (46), in (47), the adjectival verb THIN occurs in the 

position preceding the sign COMPARE, and is articulated in neutral space, as shown 

in Figure 6.29c. To set the relations of the NP arguments, the positive evaluative 

lexical sign WIN is employed, which is articulated on the left so as to be associated 
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with the argument MR. WANG, as shown in Figure 6.29e. In addition to evaluative 

lexical signs, reinforcing adverbs (e.g. VERY in (48)) and 'exceed' verbs (e.g., 

SURPASS in (49)) can be resorted to for remedying the configuration as well. 

 

(48) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R   THIN-N  COMPARE-N   VERY-L. 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(49) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R    THIN-N  COMPARE-N   SURPASSij. 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 

 

Likewise, when the sign COMPARE is used in comparative constructions with 

two verbs, the reduplicated adjectival verbs can be incorporated into a single 

adjectival verb. As exemplified in (50) to (51), when the reduplicated adjectival verb 

THIN occurs in the syntactic position preceding the sign COMPARE, it is expressed 

in neutral space. Thus, to determine the relations of the NP arguments, scalar adverbs 

(e.g., VERY and MEDIOCRE in (50)), 'exceed' verbs (e.g., SURPASS in (51)) and 

evaluative lexical signs (e.g., EYE CATCHING and SO SO in (52)) can be recruited. 

 

(50) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R  THIN-N   COMPARE -N 

VERY-L   MEDIOCRE-R. 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(51) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHENj-R   THIN-N   COMPARE-N   SURPASSij. 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 
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(52) MR. WANGi-L   MR. CHENj-R   THIN-N   COMPARE-N 

 EYE CATCHING-L   SO SO-R. 

'Mr. Wang is thinner than Mr. Chen.' 

 

In brief, when the sign COMPARE is employed in comparatives, adjectival verbs 

can occur in the position immediately preceding the sign COMPARE, but these 

adjectival verbs have to be articulated in neutral space. To determine the relations of 

NP arguments, scalar adverbs, 'exceed' verbs, or evaluative lexical signs will be 

employed.  

 

 

6.6 Concluding remarks 

 This chapter has introduced the lexical signs which do not possess agreement 

patterns in TSL comparatives. These signs are divided into two classes based on their 

functions: (a) evaluative lexical signs and (b) the sign COMPARE. Evaluative lexical 

signs convey the meaning that the utterance is concerned with the signer's personal 

evaluation or comment. We identified two types of evaluative lexical signs: (a) 

positive lexical signs and (b) negative lexical signs, suggesting that these lexical signs 

also have the function of identifying the roles that the NP arguments play in a 

comparative. An NP argument associated with a positive lexical sign is identified as a 

comparee, while an NP argument associated with a negative lexical sign is identified 

as a standard.  

 As far as the lexical sign COMPARE is concerned, it is incapable of performing 

an agreement pattern or of having a spatial association. Rather, it functions as the 

marker to emphasize that the sentence currently being expressed is a comparative 
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sentence. In addition, when a discourse segment involves more than two referential 

loci, the sign COMPARE can be employed to indicate which two referents are 

compared in the current sentence.  
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CHATPER 7 

THE USE OF ADVERBS IN COMPARATIVES 

 

7.1 Introduction 

As introduced, TSL has two fundamental types of comparative constructions: (a) 

comparative constructions with one verb, and (b) comparative constructions with two 

verbs. Detailed discussion has been offered on NP argument roles are identified in a 

comparative. With respect to the comparatives discussed in previous chapters, the 

attributes compared, namely, the parameters of comparison, are denoted by adjectival 

verbs. However, it should be pointed out that not all comparatives encode their 

parameter of comparison through adjectival verbs, as exemplified in (1) and (2). 

 

(1)YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R PRETTY-R. 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

(2)* DOGi-L         CATj-R      JUMP-R. 

 

The comparative in (1) is in the type of comparative constructions with one verb. 

This comparative compares the elder sister with the younger sister with respect to 

their prettiness. The attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb PRETTY. To 

determine the relations of the NP arguments, the adjectival verb is articulated at the 

right side of the signing space so as to be associated with the referential locus of the 

argument ELDER SISTER.  

Likewise, sentence (2) is formed in the same way as sentence (1). At the 
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beginning of the sentence, the NP arguments are expressed and are assigned to the left 

and the right of the signing space respectively. The verb JUMP is articulated on the 

right to be associated with the referential locus of the argument CAT. Note that 

although this sentence is formed in a way that complies with comparative 

constructions with one verb, the sentence is still judged as ungrammatical. Only when 

adding an extra adverb can the sentence become grammatical and be interpreted as a 

comparative sentence, as illustrated in (3). 

 

(3) DOGi-L   CATj-R JUMP-R     HIGH-R. 

   'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

   
a. DOGi-L             b. CATj-R             c. JUMP-R 

 

 
d. HIGH-R 

Figure 7.1 
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Sentence (3) compares the cat with the dog in terms of the jumping action they 

perform. The major difference between sentences (2) and (3) resides in the use of the 

lexical sign HIGH. This sign occurs in the syntactic position following the verb JUMP, 

serving as the adverb modifying the verb. Similar to the verb JUMP, the adverb HIGH 

is articulated on the right side to be associated with the referential locus of the 

argument CAT, as shown in Figure 7.1d. With the aid of the adverb, the comparative 

becomes grammatical. This grammatical phenomenon also appears in comparative 

constructions with two verbs, as exemplified in (4) to (6). 

 

(4) MR. YAOi-R MR. WANGj-L  TALL[tense]-R TALL[lax]-L . 

    'Mr. Yao is taller than Mr. Wang.' 

 

The comparative in (4) compares Mr. Yao with Mr. Wang with respect to their 

height. This comparative is formed as a comparative construction with two verbs. One 

of the arguments is assigned to the left of the signing space, and the other is assigned 

to the right. The attribute compared is denoted by the adjectival verb TALL, which is 

reduplicated in this comparative. The adjectival verb undergoing tense modulation is 

articulated on the right, while the adjectival verb undergoing lax modulation is 

articulated on the left. In this way, the NP argument MR. YAO is identified as the 

comparee, while the NP argument MR. WANG serves as the standard.  

It is noted that the example given in (5) is constructed in a way that complies 

with the syntactic structure of sentence (4), but the sentence may derive ambiguous 

interpretations.   
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(5) DOGi-L RABBITj-R  JUMP[tense]-R+JUMP[lax]-L . 

   a. 'The rabbit jumps better than the dog.' 

 b. 'The rabbit jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

  
a. DOGi-L              b. RABBITj-R           c. JUMP(with a long movement)-R 

+JUMP(with a short movement)-L 

Figure 7.2 

 

The comparative in (5) compares the rabbit with the dog in terms of the jumping 

action they carry out. Similar to (4), this comparative is formed in the comparative 

construction with two verbs. The compared NP arguments are signed first and are 

assigned to the left and right sides of the signing space, respectively. Afterwards, the 

jumping action is encoded in the verb JUMP, which is reduplicated. The reduplicated 

verbs are expressed simultaneously by both hands. The verb expressed by the right 

hand contains a long path movement, while the verb signed by the left hand contains a 

short path movement, as illustrated in Figure 7.2c. It has been suggested that in signed 

languages, manner information can be signaled by the use of different words or can be 

incorporated into verb forms (Johnston and Schembri 2007). In (5), the manner 

information, i.e., high and low, are incorporated into the verbs respectively. 

However, such expression may lead to ambiguous interpretations. The attribute 

compared may be understood as either their jumping skill or the height of the jumping 
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action. Based on the former attribute, the comparative is interpreted as 'The rabbit 

jumps better than the dog'. Based on the later attribute, the comparative is interpreted 

as 'The rabbit jumps higher than the dog.' To disambiguate this comparative, the 

manner information should be encoded as different words rather than being 

incorporated into the verb forms, as exemplified in (6).  

 

(6) DOGi-L   RABBITj-R  JUMP-R +JUMP-L   LOW-L   HIGH-R. 

   'The rabbit jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

   
a. DOGi-L               b. RABBITj-R          c. JUMP-R+JUMP-L 

 

  
d. LOW-L              e. HIGH-R 

Figure 7.3 

 

Similar to (5), the reduplicated verbs JUMP in (6) are expressed simultaneously, 

except that they are expressed in the same form as each other, without incorporating 
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manner information, as shown in Figure 7.3c. Afterwards, two lexical signs denoting 

antithetic meanings are recruited. The sign LOW is expressed by the left hand, while 

the sign HIGH is expressed by the right hand, as shown in Figure 7.3d and Figure 

7.3e. These two lexical signs serve as adverbs modifying the verbs.  

Further, it is observed that these two adverbs seem to play a role in determining 

the relations of the NP arguments. If the spatial locations of the two adverbs are 

exchanged, the comparative will be interpreted in the opposite way, as exemplified in 

(7).  

 

(7) DOGi-L   RABBITj-R  JUMP-R +JUMP-L   LOW-R  HIGH-L. 

   'The dog jumps higher than the rabbit.' 

 

Unlike (6), in (7), the adverb LOW is placed at the right side and the adverb 

HIGH is made on the left side; as a result, the comparative denotes the meaning 

opposite to that of sentence (6). Two research questions arise in view of the discussion 

above. First, why do certain comparatives need to recruit adverbs and what is the 

purpose for the use of these adverbs? Second, how do these adverbs behave in 

different comparatives and what are the grammatical phenomena associated with 

them? 

The answers to these questions will be offered with a thorough discussion in the 

sections that follow: Section 7.2 introduces the situation for recruiting adverbs in 

comparatives; Section 7.3 discusses how the adverbs behave in comparative 

constructions with one verb; Section 7.4 expounds how the adverbs behave in 

comparative constructions with two verbs; besides, the related grammatical 

phenomena will be examined; Section 7.5 offers concluding remarks.  
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7.2 The adverbs specifying the attribute compared 

With respect to typical TSL comparative constructions, the attribute being 

compared is denoted by the adjectival verb, which serves as the head of the predicate, 

as illustrated in (8).  

 

(8) YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-R . 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

    
a. YOUNGER SISTERi-L b. ELDER SISTERj-R    c. PRETTY-R 

Figure 7.4 

 

The comparative in (8) is the type of comparative constructions with one verb. 

The NP arguments are assigned to the left and right sides of the signing space, 

respectively. The adjectival verb PRETTY is oriented toward the right to be 

associated with the referential locus of the argument ELDER SISTER, as shown in 

Figure 7.4c.  

In this comparative, the compared attribute is denoted by the adjectival verb. 

However, such generalization shown in (8) cannot account for the comparatives in 

which the head of the predicate does not provide specific information about the 

attribute compared, as shown in (9). 
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(9) *DOGi-L  CATj-R   JUMP-R. 

 

   
a. DOGi-L             b. CATj-R             c. JUMP-R 

Figure 7.5 

 

In sentence (9), the NP arguments are assigned to the left and the right 

respectively. The verb JUMP is articulated on the right to be associated with the NP 

argument CAT. Generally, sentence (9) is constructed in the same way as sentence (8), 

but sentence (9) is judged as ungrammatical. Only when adding the adverb, HIGH, 

can the sentence become grammatical, as shown in (10). 

 

(10) DOGi-L  CATj-R JUMP-R   HIGH-R. 

    'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

    
a. DOGi-L             b. CATj-R              c. JUMP-R 
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d. HIGH-R 

Figure 7.6 

 

The difference between sentences (9) and (10) resides in the application of the 

adverb HIGH. In (10), the adverb HIGH is employed and is articulated at the right 

side to be associated with the referential locus of the argument CAT, as shown in 

Figure 7.6. Examples in (9) and (10) show that the use of adverbs is obligatory for this 

comparative. 

Following the research findings on spoken languages, the comparative in (10) is 

generally analyzed as an event comparative (Kuo and Sung 2010), a verbal 

comparative (Wellwood et al. 2012), or an adverbial comparative (Beck 2011). 

According to Kuo and Sung (2010), as well as Wellwood et al. (2012), comparatives 

can be roughly classified into two types in terms of the items being compared: (a) 

entity comparatives, and (b) event comparatives. Entity comparatives, as the name 

suggests, refer to those comparatives which compares two entities, while event 

comparatives refer to comparatives that compare two events, as illustrated in the 

English examples in (11) and (12). 
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(11) Kevin is fatter than Mark.                          (Entity comparative) 

 

(12) Kevin runs faster than Mark does.                    (Event comparative) 

 

 Sentence (11) compares two entities, Kevin and Mark, in terms of their build. 

Sentence (12) compares two events, Kevin runs and Mark runs, in terms of their 

running speed. These two comparatives encode their compared attributes, the 

parameter of comparison, in different ways. In sentence (11), the compared attribute is 

denoted by the adjectival verb fatter. In sentence (12), the parameter of comparison is 

denoted by the verb phrase runs faster.  

 As discussed previously, when adjectives are used predicatively in TSL, they 

behave like verbs, which is why they are referred to as adjectival verbs. Semantically, 

adjectival verbs denote a stative property which holds for a certain period of time. In 

terms of eventuality, the semantic feature of adjectival verbs complies with the 

definition of state events. A state event refers to an event that denotes a stative 

property that holds for some period of time but lacks continuous tenses (Vendler 1967; 

Smith 1997; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997; Chang 2001, 2003). This occurs in English 

state events, as shown in (13) and (14). 

 

(13) Tigers are striped. 

 

(14) Susan is happy. 

(Smith 1997: 33-34) 

 

Semantically, sentence (13) describes that tigers have black or brown lines on 

their body. This feature is an inherent property possessed by tigers, so this sentence is 
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regarded as a state event, and the verb striped is analyzed as a stative verb. Sentence 

(14) is analyzed as a state event as well, because it denotes a joyful feeling owned by 

the argument Susan, which feeling may hold for a certain period of time. Thus, the 

adjectival verb happy is subsumed as a stative verb. 

In fact, eventuality can be classified into several types, such as states, activities, 

accomplishments, achievements, and semelfactives (Smith 1997; Van Valin and 

LaPolla 1997). One of the essential features that distinguishes state events from other 

types of events is the semantic property of dynamism. Unlike other types of events, 

state events do not possess dynamism. Due to the lack of this property, state events do 

not appear as imperatives or complements of persuade/force, nor do they occur with 

agentive adverbials, or in the imperfective (Chang 2001: 35). It is noted that the 

syntactic behavior of adjectival verbs in TSL complies with the generalization 

proposed by Chang (2001), as illustrated in (15a) to (15d). 

 

(15) a. * PRETTY!                                           (imperatives) 

 

b. *I  FORCEMISS WANG  PRETTY.             (complements of force) 

 

c. * MISS WANG  PRETTY  DELIRATELY.          (agentive adverbials) 

 

d. *MISS WANG  PRETTY  MIDDLE.                   (imperfectives) 

 

Based on their semantic properties and syntactic behavior, adjectival verbs in 

TSL are subsumed as stative verbs, and the events evoked by them are state events. In 

light of eventuality, the current study classified the verbs occurring in TSL 

comparatives into two types: (a) stative verbs (e.g., PRETTY and TALL) and (b) 
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dynamic verbs (e.g., JUMP and RUN). In view of this two-way distinction, the 

comparative in (16) can be analyzed as comparing two state events (i.e., 'The elder 

sister is pretty' and 'the younger sister is pretty), whereas the comparative in (17) can 

be analyzed as comparing two dynamic events (i.e., 'The cat jumps' and 'the dog 

jumps'). In other words, the comparatives in (16) and (17) can be subsumed as event 

comparatives following the viewpoints of Kuo, Sung (2010), and Wellwood et al. 

(2012). Thus, it is necessary to draw a distinction between entity comparatives and 

event comparatives in TSL. 

 

(16) YOUNGER SISTERi-L  ELDER SISTERj-R   PRETTY-R . 

'The elder sister is prettier than the younger sister.' 

 

(17) DOGi-L  CATj-R JUMP-R   HIGH-R. 

    'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

Furthermore, as suggested by Yeh (1993) and Chang (2003), stative verbs can be 

modified by the reinforcing adverb very, while dynamic verbs cannot. It is noted that 

verbs in TSL also conform to this generalization, as illustrated in (18) to (21).The 

stative verbs, PRETTY and LOVE, can be modified by the reinforcing adverb VERY, 

as shown in (18) and (19). Nevertheless, the dynamic verbs, RUN and JUMP, are 

incompatible with the adverb VERY, as shown in (20) and (21). 

 

(18) ELDER SISTER  PRETTY    VERY.                     (stative verb) 

    'The elder brother is very pretty.' 

 

(19)FATHER  MOTHER   LOVE    VERY.                   (stative verb) 

'(My) father loves mom very much.' 
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(20) *CAT  RUN    VERY                                (dynamic verb) 

 

(21) *CAT  JUMP   VERY                                (dynamic verb) 

 

Yeh (1993) and Chang (2003) well note this collocation pattern, but in-depth 

discussion is not offered. In the viewpoint of this paper, a stative verb holds a stative 

property for a certain period of time. That is, a stative verb only involves a single 

attribute, and the function of the reinforcing adverb VERY is to reinforce the intensity 

of this attribute. Thus, when a stative verb, i.e. an adjectival verb, co-occurs with a 

reinforcing adverb, the adverb can directly modify the attribute denoted by the stative 

verb. Take the stative verb PRETTY as an example. The verb PRETTY contains a 

single attribute, prettiness. This is gradable, so it can be modified by the adverb VERY, 

as illustrated in Table 7.1.  

 

Table 7.1: Stative verbs vs. dynamic verbs: Facets of property 

Verb types Stative verb Dynamic verb  

Lexicon  PRETTY RUN 

   

Facets of attribute prettiness Manner  path   instrument  duration

 

 

  

  FAST   FAR  SHOES    LONG 

 

Reinforcing adverb VERY VERY 
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Dynamic verbs consist of successive stages represented by the stage property 

(Smith 1997). A dynamic verb may involve more than one facet or attribute. Take the 

dynamic verb RUN in TSL as an example. The verb RUN may involve diverse facets 

of attribute, such as instrument, manner, path, frequency, and duration. Some 

attributes can be encoded as adverbs, such as FAST, FAR, and LONG, whereas some 

attributes cannot, such as SHOES. If the attribute is gradable, it can be modified by 

the reinforcing adverb VERY. As illustrated in , adverbs such as FAST, FAR and 

LONG denote attributes which are gradable, so they can be modified by the adverb 

VERY. 

Based on the discussion, the ungrammaticality of the comparatives in (22) and 

(23) below may result from the semantic property of the dynamic verb JUMP. In (22), 

the verb JUMP involves more than one facet of attribute, so the addressee cannot 

identify which attribute is currently being compared. As a result, the comparative is 

unacceptable. Likewise, in (23), due to its involvement of various attributes, the 

dynamic verb JUMP cannot directly be modified by the reinforcing adverb VERY.  

 

(22) *DOGi-L  CATj-R   JUMP-R. 

     'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

(23) *DOGi-L  CATj-R   JUMP-R   VERY-R. 

 

To make sentences (22) and (23) grammatical, adverbs that specify the compared 

attribute should be employed. As shown in (24), when the adverb HIGH is recruited to 

specify the attribute compared, the comparative becomes grammatical. Likewise, in 

(25), since the attribute compared has been specified by the adverb HIGH, the 
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modification of the reinforcing adverb VERY is permitted.  

 

(24) DOGi-L  CATj-R JUMP-R   HIGH-R. 

    'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

(25) DOGi-L  CATj-R JUMP-R   HIGH-R  VERY-R. 

    'The cat jumps much higher than the dog.' 

 

In brief, the verbs employed in TSL comparatives are classified into two types: (a) 

stative verbs, and (b) dynamic verbs. In comparatives, adjectival verbs (e.g., TALL 

and PATIENT) are subsumed as stative verbs which denote a stative property lasting 

for a certain period of time, so that they can be used solely to denote the attribute 

compared and can be modified by reinforcing adverbs. Dynamic verbs, on the other 

hand, usually involve more than one attribute. When dynamic verbs are employed to 

form comparatives, an extra adverb is required so as to help specify which attribute is 

being compared. The sections that follow will elaborate on how adverbs that specify 

the compared attribute behave in TSL comparatives.  

 

 

7.3 Adverbs in comparative constructions with one verb 

As mentioned previously, when the verbal predicate of a comparative is formed 

with dynamic verbs, the recruitment of adverbs is obligatory for the purpose of 

specifying the compared attribute of the comparative. When these adverbs are 

recruited in comparative constructions with one verb, they can define the relations of 

NP arguments, as exemplified in (26) and (27). 
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(26) MR. WANGi-R   MR. CHENj-L   RUN-N    FAR-R. 

'Mr. Wang ran farther than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                 
a.MR. WANGi-R                    b.MR. CHENj-L 

 

  
c. RUN               d. FAR-R 

Figure 7.7 

 

The comparative in (26) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen with respect to the 

path of the running event performed by them. The NP argument MR. WANG is 

assigned to the right side of the signing space, while the NP argument MR. CHEN is 

assigned to the left side, as shown in Figure 7.7a and Figure 7.7b. The verb RUN is 

articulated in neutral space, as in Figure 7.7c.  

The verb RUN is compatible with agentive adverbs, so it is considered to be a 

dynamic verb. The running event denoted by the verb RUN involves various facets of 
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attributes. To specify the attribute being compared, the adverb FAR is employed. It 

should be noted that FAR is directly articulated at the referential locus on the right 

side. The NP argument associated with the adverb is identified as the comparee, while 

the other NP argument is the standard.  

It is found that if the adverb is articulated on the left side of the signing space 

rather than the right side, the given comparative will be interpreted differently, as 

shown in (27). That is to say, in addition to specifying the attribute compared, the 

adverb FAR also holds the function of determining the relations of the NP arguments.  

 

(27) MR. WANGi-R   MR. CHENj-L   RUN-N  FAR-L. 

 'Mr. Chen ran farther than Mr. Wang.' 

 

Examples in (26) and (27) show that the adverb FAR occurs in the syntactic 

position following the verb RUN. In fact, certain adverbs, like frequency adverbs, 

tend to occur in the syntactic position preceding the verb, as shown in (28).  

 

(28) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHENj-L  OFTEN-N RUN-N  VERY-R . 

'Mr. Wang jogs more often than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MR. WANGi-R                    b. MR. CHENj-L 
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c. OFTEN-N                d. RUN-N                  e. VERY-R 

Figure 7.8 

 

In sentence (28), Mr. Wang and Mr. Chen are compared in terms of the frequency 

of the running event they perform. The NP argument MR. WANG is assigned to the 

right side of the signing space, while the NP argument MR. CHEN is assigned to the 

left side. Note that the verb RUN is a dynamic verb which involves various facets of 

attribute, so the adverb OFTEN is recruited to indicate that the attribute currently 

being compared is the frequency of the running event. In (28), the adverb OFTEN 

occurs preceding the verb RUN and is articulated in neutral space, as shown in Figure 

7.8c. Consequently, the relations of the NP arguments remain indeterminate.  

The reinforcing adverb VERY is used to determine the relations. This adverb is 

articulated at the referential locus on the right side, as shown in Figure 7.8e. In this 

way, the NP argument associated with the adverb VERY (i.e., MR. WANG) is 

identified as the comparee. It should be noted that the adverb VERY is used to modify 

the adverb OFTEN; however, sentence (28) shows that it is not necessary for the 

reinforcing adverb VERY to occur in the syntactic position immediately adjacent to 

the adverb OFTEN. Their relation can be bridged by utilizing the referential locus set 

in the signing space. 
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The comparative in (28) shows that if the adverbs recruited do not exhibit spatial 

association to define the relations of the NP arguments, reinforcing adverbs will be 

used. In addition, it is found that 'exceed' verbs or positive evaluative lexical signs can 

be employed for the same function. See the comparative using the verb SURPASS 

exemplified in (29).   

 

(29) MR. CHENi-L  MR. WANGj-R  RUN-N  FAST-N   SURPASSji . 

    'Mr. Wang runs faster than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MR. CHENi-L                     b. MR. WANGj-R 

 

 
c. RUN-N                d. FAST-N              e. SURPASSji 

Figure 7.9 

 

The comparative in (29) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of the speed 

of their running event. Both compared items are presented as NP arguments. These 
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arguments are assigned on the left and right of the signing space, respectively. This 

comparative contains the dynamic verb RUN. Thus, the adverb FAST is employed to 

specify the attribute to be compared. In (29), the verb RUN and the adverb FAST are 

articulated in neutral space, as illustrated in Figure 7.9c and Figure 7.9d. To determine 

the relations of the NP arguments, the verb SURPASS is employed. The sign 

SURPASS contains a path movement which moves from the right side to the left side. 

The NP argument associated with the initial point of the path is identified as the 

comparee, while the NP argument associated with the endpoint is identified as the 

standard. In this way, the roles that the NP arguments play in this comparative are 

determined.  

When 'exceed' verbs are employed, they can occur either in the syntactic position 

following or preceding the verbal predicate, as exemplified in (29) and (30). However, 

'exceed' verbs cannot occur in the syntactic position between the dynamic verb and 

the adverb as in (31).   

 

(30) MR. CHENi-L  MR. WANGj-R   SURPASSji  RUN-N  FAST-N . 

    'Mr. Wang runs faster than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(31) ?MR. CHENi-L  MR. WANGj-R   RUN-N   SURPASSji  FAST-N . 

 

Aside from 'exceed' verbs, positive evaluative lexical signs can be employed to 

determine the relations of NP arguments as well. When positive evaluative lexical 

signs are employed, they can only occur in the syntactic position following the verbal 

predicate. Besides, the lexical signs should be modified so as to be associated with the 

referential locus of the comparee, as exemplified in (32) and (33). When the positive 
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lexical sign STRONG is articulated in neutral space, the comparative will be judged 

as ungrammatical.   

 

(32) MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R   RUN-N   FAST-N   STRONG-R . 

    'Mr. Wang runs faster than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(33) *MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R   RUN-N   FAST-N   STRONG-N . 

 

In summary, the syntactic structure of comparative constructions with one 

dynamic verb is generalized in (34). To specify the attribute compared, an adverb will 

be employed. The adverb usually occurs in the syntactic position immediately 

following the verb it modifies. In addition to specifying the attribute, the adverb is 

also capable of performing spatial associations. The NP argument associated with the 

adverb is identified as the comparee. If the adverb does not perform a spatial 

association, reinforcing adverbs, 'exceed' verbs, or positive evaluative lexical signs 

will be recruited to define the relations of the NP arguments.  

 

(34) Comparative constructions with one dynamic verb: 

NPi-X + NPj-Y + V-X/N + ADVBER-X + (Reinforcing adverb-X) + ('Exceed'Vij) + 

(Positive lexical sign-X). 

 

 

7.4 Adverbs in comparative constructions with two verbs 

TSL comparative constructions with two verbs contain two predicates which can 

be represented as: (a) reduplicated predicates, (b) polar predicates, and (c) 
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antonymous predicates. With reduplicated predicates, reduplicated adjectival verbs 

can undergo different aspectual modulations (e.g. tense modulation and lax 

modulation) to convey different degrees of intensity. However, if a reduplicated 

predicate is formed by a dynamic verb rather than an adjectival verb, it is the adverb 

rather than the dynamic verb that undergoes aspectual modulation to convey different 

degrees of intensity, as illustrated in (35).  

 

(35)DOGi-L  CATj-R   JUMP-R    HIGH[tense]-R   HIGH[lax]-L. 

 'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

   
a. DOGi-L              b. CATj-R             c. JUMP-R 

 

  
d. HIGH[tense]-R            e. HIGH[lax]-L 

Figure 7.10 
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The comparative in (35) compares the cat with the dog in terms of the height of 

the jumping event. The two compared items are presented as NP arguments, and they 

are assigned to the left and right sides of the signing space, respectively. Afterwards, 

two verbal predicates are expressed. As for the first verbal predicate, the verb JUMP 

and the adverb HIGH are articulated at the right side to be associated with the 

referential locus of the argument CAT. Note that it is the adverb rather than the verb 

that undergoes tense modulation, as shown in Figure 7.10d. In the second clause, the 

verb is omitted, and the adverb which undergoes lax modulation is articulated at the 

referential locus of the argument DOG, as shown in Figure 7.10e. 

 As discussed previously, for comparative constructions with two verbs, if the 

attribute compared is denoted by an adjectival verb, the adjectival verb will be 

reduplicated and undergo different aspectual modulations. As exemplified in (36), the 

adjectival verb TALL is reduplicated, one of the iterations of which undergoes tense 

modulation, while the other undergoes lax modulation. However, if the attribute being 

compared is denoted by a dynamic verb and an adverb concurrently, the degree 

information is encoded on the adverb rather than the verb, as illustrated in (37) and 

(38). In(37), one of the adverbs undergoes tense modulation to convey intensive 

degree, while the other undergoes lax modulation to convey approximate degree. As 

shown in (38), if the verbs undergo aspectual modulations rather than the adverbs, the 

given comparative becomes ungrammatical.     

 

(36) DOGi-L  CATj-R   TALL[tense]-R  TALL[lax]-L               . 

'The cat is taller than the dog.' 
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(37) DOGi-L   CATj-R   JUMP-R     HIGH[tense]-R   JUMP-L   HIGH[lax]-L. 

'The cat jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

(38)*DOGi-L  CATj-R  JUMP[tense]-R  HIGH-R   JUMP[lax]-L    HIGH-L . 

 

In addition, the adverbs that denote different degrees of frequency can be 

employed as well, as illustrated in (39). 

 

(39) MR. CHENi-L  MR. WANGj-R   RUN-R  OFTEN-R 

    RUN-L OCCASIONALLY-L. 

    'Mr. Wang runs more often than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MR. CHENi-L                     b.MR. WANGj-R 

 

   
c.RUN-R              d.OFTEN-R            e.RUN-L 
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f. OCCASIONALLY-L 

Figure 7.11 

 

The comparative in (39) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of the 

frequency of the running event they have performed. The two compared items are 

presented as two NP arguments, and they are assigned to the left and right sides of the 

signing space, respectively. The attribute being compared is specified by the 

frequency adverbs OFTEN and OCCASIONALLY. These two adverbs are not 

antonyms, but they differ in their degree of frequency. As for the first verbal predicate, 

the verb RUN is modified by OFTEN, indicating that the running event happens 

regularly or many times. Both signs are articulated on the right side to be associated 

with the referential locus of the argument MR. WANG, as shown in Figure 7.11c and 

Figure 7.11d. With regard to the second predicate, the verb RUN is modified by 

OCCASIONALLY, indicating that the running event does not happen regularly. Both 

signs are articulated on the left side in order to be associated with the referential locus 

of the argument MR. CHEN, as shown in Figure 7.11e and Figure 7.11f.  

In this comparative, the roles that the NP arguments play are determined by the 

adverbs. The NP argument associated with the adverb that denotes a greater degree (in 

this case, MR. WANG) is identified as the comparee, while the NP argument 
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associated with the adverb denoting a lower degree (i.e., MR. CHEN) is identified as 

the standard.  

Aside from the using adverbs to denote varying degrees of intensity, adverbs that 

denote antithetical meanings from each other can be employed as well, as illustrated 

in (40). 

 

(40) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHENj-L   RUN-N  FAST-R  SLOW-L . 

    'Mr. Wang runs faster than Mr. Chen.' 

 

                  
a. MR. WANGi-R                    b. MR. CHENj-L 

 

   
c. RUN-N             d. FAST-R               e. SLOW-L 

Figure 7.12 

 

 Sentence (40) compares Mr. Wang with Mr. Chen in terms of the speed of the 

running event. This is an example of comparative constructions with two verbs, in 
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which the reduplicated verbs are combined as a single verb shared by both predicates. 

Thus, the verb RUN is articulated in neutral space. Afterwards, the antonymous 

adverbs are recruited. The adverb FAST is expressed by the right hand so as to be 

associated with the referential locus on the right side, while the adverb SLOW is 

signed by the left hand so as to be associated with the referential locus on the left, as 

shown in Figure 7.12d and Figure 7.12e. The NP argument associated with the adverb 

FAST is identified as the comparee, while the NP argument associated with the adverb 

SLOW is identified as the standard. 

As mentioned, when the compared attribute is assigned by the adjectival verb, 

the adjectival verbs denoting antonymous meanings can be employed to form 

antonymous predicates, such as the adjectival verbs TALL and SHORT shown in (41). 

Note that when the compared attribute is denoted by both a dynamic verb and an 

adverb concurrently, it is the adverb rather than the verb that denotes an antonymous 

meaning, and is used to form an antonymous predicate. The adverbs FAST and 

SLOW shown in (42) exemplify this. 

 

(41) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHENj-L  TALL-R  SHORT-L. 

    'Mr. Wang runs faster than Mr. Chen.' 

 

(42) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHENj-L   RUN-N  FAST-R  SLOW-L. 

    'Mr. Wang runs faster than Mr. Chen.' 

 

 The adverbs recruited not only specify the attribute being compared but also 

have the function of determining the relations of the NP arguments. When the spatial 

locations for the adverbs in (42) are exchanged, the comparative will be interpreted in 
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the opposite way, as shown in (43). 

 

(43) MR. WANGi-R  MR. CHENj-L  RUN-N  FAST-L  SLOW-R . 

    'Mr. Chen runs faster than Mr. Wang.' 

 

 The above examples show that the manner of the running event is encoded 

through individual lexical signs, namely, adverbs. Previous literature on signed 

languages has suggested that the manner of an event can be expressed through 

individual lexical signs (e.g. adverbs), can be incorporated into the verb (i.e., change 

in movement), or can be represented on classifier predicates (Sutton-Spence and Woll 

1999; Johnston and Schembri 2007; Chang 2008). As far as TSL comparatives are 

concerned, if manner information is presented on the classifier predicate rather than 

on the adverb, it will result in ambiguous interpretations.  

 

(44) MR. WANGi-L  MR. CHANGj-R    RUN-N 

    HUNMANcl-j-RUN-FAST-R+ HUNMANcl-i-RUN-SLOW-L . 

 a. 'Mr. Chang runs faster than Mr. Wang.' 

 b. 'Mr. Chang arrived earlier than Mr. Wang by running.' 

 

                   
a. MR. WANGi-L                     b. MR. CHANGj-R 
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c. RUN-N              d. HUNMANcl-j-RUN-FAST-R 

                       + HUNMANcl-i-RUN-SLOW-L 

Figure 7.13 

 

 Sentence (44) compares Mr. Chang with Mr. Wang in terms of the speed of the 

running event they performed. Unlike in (40), information regarding manner, i.e., fast 

and slow, is encoded on the classifier predicate. As shown in Figure 7.13d, the 

handshape /Y/of the right hand stands for Mr. Chang, while the handshape /Y/ of the 

left hand stands for Mr. Wang. The handshape /Y/ of the right hand moves forward 

and across the handshape /Y/of the left hand to express that Mr. Chang runs faster 

than Mr. Wang. Although the manner information is visually demonstrated by means 

of the classifier predicate, the attribute compared may still be interpreted in two 

different ways, including the speed of the running event and the arrival time of the 

two people. Based on the former attribute, the comparative is interpreted as 'Mr. 

Chang runs faster than Mr. Wang.' Based on the latter attribute, the comparative is 

interpreted as 'Mr. Chang arrived earlier than Mr. Wang by running.'  

 Likewise, if the information about manner is directly incorporated into a 

dynamic verb, it may still derive an ambiguous interpretation, as illustrated in (45).  
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(45) DOGi-L RABBITj-R  JUMP-HIGH-R+ JUMP-LOW-L. 

 a. 'The rabbit jumps better than the dog.' 

 b. 'The rabbit jumps higher than the dog.' 

 

  
a. DOGi-L              b. RABBITj-R           c. JUMP-HIGH-R 

+JUMP-LOW-L 

Figure 7.14 

 

The comparative in (45) compares the rabbit with the dog in terms of the 

jumping action they perform. The compared NP arguments are signed first. They are 

assigned to the left and the right sides of the signing space, respectively. Afterwards, 

the reduplicated verbs, i.e., JUMP, are expressed by both hands simultaneously. The 

information of manner, such as high and low, is directly incorporated into the verbs. 

Thus, the verb JUMP expressed by the right hand is moved higher than the verb 

expressed by the left hand, as illustrated in Figure 7.14c. However, this expression 

may lead to ambiguous interpretations. The attribute being compared may be 

understood as either the jumping skill or the height of a jumping action. Based on the 

former attribute, the comparative is interpreted as 'The rabbit jumps better than the 

dog.' Based on the latter attribute, the comparative is interpreted as 'The rabbit jumps 

higher than the dog.' 

Examples (44) and (45) show that in TSL comparatives, the incorporation of 
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manner information into verbs may lead to ambiguous interpretations. Thus, to avoid 

ambiguity, the manner information should be expressed by individual lexical signs, 

namely, adverbs.  

In brief, the syntactic structure of comparative constructions with two dynamic 

verbs is generalized in (46). To specify the attribute being compared, two adverbs are 

employed. The adverb which is presented as the form undergoing tense modulation or 

the adverb denoting higher degree of intensity is associated with the referential locus 

of the comparee. The adverb which is presented as the form undergoing lax 

modulation, the adverb denoting a lower degree of intensity, or the antonym of the 

given adverb is associated with the referential locus of the standard. That is, adverbs 

not only specify the attribute being compared, but they also have the function of 

determining the roles NP arguments play in comparatives.  

 

(46) Comparative constructions with two verbs, containing dynamic verbs 

    NPi-X+  NPj-Y+ V-X +ADVERB-Y+ V-X +ADVERB-Y 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5 Concluding remarks 

Based on the semantic property of dynamism, we classify the verbs involved in 

comparatives into two types: (a) stative verbs, and (b) dynamic verbs. TSL adjectival 

a. tense modulation       

b. higher degree of intensity 

a. lax modulation 

b. lower degree ofintensity  

c. the antonym of the given adverb 
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verbs are subsumed as stative verbs, because they denote a stative property which 

holds for a certain period of time. Unlike adjectival verbs, dynamic verbs usually 

involve various attributes; as a result, they cannot be directly modified by reinforcing 

adverbs to intensify a certain gradable degree. It has been contended that when the 

verbal predicate of a comparative is formed with dynamic verbs, the use of adverbs is 

obligatory. These adverbs not only specify the attribute being compared, but they also 

determine the relations of NP arguments. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

 

8.1 The Findings 

At the outset of the dissertation, several research issues were raised regarding 

comparative constructions in TSL. This chapter will summarize those issues and 

integrate the previous chapters into a holistic perspective of comparative constructions 

in TSL.  

I have demonstrated that two fundamental comparative constructions are 

identified in TSL. Based on observations, all other TSL comparatives are derived 

from those two fundamental constructions. What I would like to argue most strongly 

is that TSL comparatives and the space in front of the signer are closely bonded. This 

is a distinctive feature attributed to the visual-gestural channel of TSL. Adopting the 

signing space as a parameter in the syntactic structure of comparative constructions 

allows us to provide a comprehensive account of TSL comparatives.  

Generally speaking, a typical comparative construction contains two compared 

NP arguments, one of which is the argument being compared and the other of which 

functions as the reference point for the comparison. Thus, the former is termed as the 

role of comparee, while the latter takes the role of the standard. Various grammatical 

strategies are employed to determine the roles that NP arguments play within a 

comparative in spoken languages. These strategies include tactics such as comparative 

particles, locative morphemes, certain transitive verbs, and particular constructions. 

TSL comparatives can derive some of the same effects of spoken language 
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comparative strategies, but TSL differs from spoken languages in that it utilizes the 

signing space in place of the strategies mentioned above that are used by spoken 

languages. 

 While expressing comparatives, TSL signers divide the signing space into two 

parts: the right side and the left side. It is required to assign the NP arguments of a 

comparative to these two sides respectively, thus establishing two referential loci in 

the signing space, as illustrated in (1). 

 

(1)MISS WANGi-R  MISS CHENj-L    LONG TONGUED-R    SURPASSij 

   'Miss Wang is more long-tongued than Miss Chen.' 

 

 
a. MISS WANGi-R 

 

 
b. MISS CHENj-L 
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c. LONG TONGUED-R               d. SURPASSij 

Figure 8.1 

  

 The comparative in (1) compares Miss Wang with Miss Chen in terms of their 

talkativeness. While expressing the argument MISS WANG, the signer's body is 

oriented toward the right side, as shown in Figure 8.1a. On the contrary, while 

expressing MISS CHEN, the signer's body is oriented toward the left side, as shown 

in Figure 8.1b. After expressing the two NP arguments, there are two referential loci 

established in the signing space.  

 The function of these referential loci is to facilitate subsequent constituents to 

refer to their intended arguments in a comparative. As shown in Figure 8.1c, the 

adjectival verb LONG TONGUED is oriented toward the right side so as to be 

associated with the referential locus there. In comparative constructions with one verb, 

the NP argument associated with the adjectival verb is identified as the comparee.  

 In addition, the 'exceed' verb SURPASS is employed in sentence (1). This verb 

moves from the referential locus on the right side to the one on the left, as shown in 

Figure 8.1d. In this study, I have claimed that the NP argument associated with the 

initial point of the path movement of 'exceed' verbs is identified as the comparee, 
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while the NP argument associated with the endpoint is the standard.1 

It is observed that comparative constructions with two verbs also employ the 

same structural use of signing space, as exemplified in (2). 

 

(2)MR. CHENi-L   MR. WANGj-R FAT[lax]-R   FAT[tense]-L . 

   'Mr. Chen is fatter than Mr. Wang.' 

 

 
a. MR. CHENi-L 

 

 
b. MR. WANGj-R 

                                                 
1 Based on observations, there is no remarkable correlation between the handedness of the signer and 

the loci of the comparee and the standard. Take the verb SURPASS as an example. Our data shows 

that this verb can be expressed by either the signer’s strong hand or weak hand. No matter whether 

the signer is right-handed or left-handed, he/she tends to choice the hand that is closer to the loci of 

the comparee to express the verb SURPASS. 
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c. FAT[lax]-R                                d.FAT[tense]-L 

Figure 8.2 

 

The comparative in (2) compares Mr. Chen with Mr. Wang in terms of their build.  

Likewise, the signing space is divided into two parts: the right side and the left side. 

The NP argument MR. CHEN is assigned to the left side, and the NP argument MR. 

WANG is assigned to the right. Thus, there is one referential locus established on each 

side—one on the right and one on the left respectively, as shown in Figure 8.2a and 

Figure 8.2b. These two referential loci allow the following adjectival verbs to refer to 

their intended arguments. One of the adjectival verbs is articulated at the referential 

locus on the right side, while the other adjectival verb is performed at the referential 

locus on the left side. It has been pointed out that the NP argument associated with the 

adjectival verb conveying intensive degree is identified as the comparee, whereas the 

NP argument associated with the adjectival verb conveying approximate degree is 

identified as the standard.  

 The comparative constructions exemplified in (1) and (2) show that establishing 

a referential locus at the contralateral sides of the signing space is crucial to forming 

TSL comparatives. The roles NP arguments play in a comparative can be inferred 

from the lexical signs associated with them. The tables below have summarized the 
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strategies related to the determination of the roles of NP argument in TSL 

comparatives. 

 

Table 8.1: Adjectival verbs in TSL comparatives 

Adjectival verbs Signing space 

X Y 

Comparee Standard 

Construction with one verb Adjectival verbs  

Adjectival verbs 

undergoing tense 

modulation 

 

Construction with two verbs Adjectival verbs 

undergoing tense 

modulation 

The given adjectival 

verbs undergoing lax 

modulation 

Adjectival verbs The given adjectival 

verbs modified by 

negation words 

Adjectival verbs The antonym of the 

given adjectival verbs 

 

 As introduced, the compared NP arguments will be assigned to the contralateral 

sides in the signing space. In Table 8.1, the notation X refers to either the left or right 

side of the signing space, whereas Y refers to the side contralateral to the locus X. As 

shown in Table 8.1, in comparative constructions with one verb, the NP argument 
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associated with the adjectival verbs or the adjectival verbs undergoing tense 

modulation is identified as the comparee, while the other NP argument is the standard. 

With respect to comparative constructions with two verbs, three derivations are 

identified: (a) comparatives with reduplicated predicates, (b) comparatives with polar 

predicates, and (c) comparatives with antonymous predicates. The NP argument 

associated with the adjectival verbs undergoing lax modulation, the adjectival verbs 

modified by negation words, or the antonym of the given adjectival verbs is identified 

as the standard, while the other NP argument is the comparee. Table 8.2 summarizes 

how scalar adverbs are employed to determine the relations of NP arguments.  

 

Table 8.2: Scalar adverbs in TSL comparatives 

Scalar adverbs Signing space 

X Y 

Comparee Standard 

Construction with one verb Reinforcing adverbs  

Construction with two verbs Reinforcing adverbs Attenuating adverbs 

 

 In this dissertation, scalar adverbs are classified into two types: (a) reinforcing 

adverbs (e.g., VERY) and (b) attenuating adverbs (e.g., MEDIOCRE). It has been 

observed that only reinforcing adverbs can occur in comparative constructions with 

one verb. The NP argument associated with reinforcing adverbs is identified as the 

comparee, while the other is the standard. As for comparative constructions with two 

verbs, the NP argument associated with reinforcing adverbs is identified as the 

comparee, while the NP argument associated with attenuating adverbs is identified as 
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the standard. This reveals that certain lexical signs are employed in TSL comparatives. 

Some of the signs are capable of performing agreement patterns, while some can 

exhibit spatial association, as summarized in Table 8.3 and Table 8.4. 

 

Table 8.3: 'Exceed' verbs in TSL comparatives 

'Exceed' verbs Signing space 

X Y 

Comparee Standard 

Construction with one verb  

     the initial point            the endpoint Construction with two verbs 

 

 In this study, three lexical signs that can perform agreement pattern are identified, 

including the signs SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE. They are called 'exceed' 

verbs. Each of them contains a path movement that can move through the signing 

space in order to indicate the relations of NP arguments. When these verbs are 

employed in TSL comparatives, the NP argument associated with the initial point of 

the path movement is identified as the comparee, whereas the NP argument associated 

with the endpoint is identified as the standard.  
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Table 8.4: Evaluative lexical signs in TSL comparatives 

Evaluative lexical signs Signing space 

X Y 

Comparee Standard 

Construction with one verb Positive lexical signs  

Construction with two verbs Positive lexical signs Negative lexical signs 

 

 In spoken language literature, little work has addressed how the lexicons 

concerning the speaker's evaluation are employed in comparatives. However, I have 

demonstrated that there are various lexical signs employed in TSL comparatives to 

convey the signer's personal evaluation and subjective comments. These lexical signs 

are called evaluative lexical signs, and they are classified into two types: (a) positive 

lexical signs (e.g., WIN, EYE CATCHING, STRONG) and (b) negative lexical signs 

(e.g., SO SO and INSUFFICIENT). In TSL comparatives, the NP argument associated 

with the positive lexical signs is identified as the comparee, whereas the NP argument 

associated with the negative lexical sign is identified as the standard.  

 Furthermore, it is suggested that not all TSL comparatives are formed by 

adjectival verbs. When a comparative is formed by a dynamic verb (e.g., JUMP, 

RUN), the employment of an extra adverb is required, so as to specify the attribute 

compared. In addition, it is pointed out that adverbs specifying the attribute compared 

also have the function of determining the relations of the NP arguments, as 

summarized in Table 8.5. 
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Table 8.5: Adverbs specifying the attribute compared in TSL comparatives 

Adverbs specifying the 

attribute compared 

Signing space 

X Y 

Comparee Standard 

Construction with one verb Adverbs  

Adverbs undergoing tense 

modulation 

 

Construction with two verbs Adverbs undergoing tense 

modulation 

The given adverbs 

undergoing lax 

modulation 

Adverbs Adverbs that conveys 

lower degree than the 

given adverbs 

Adverbs The antonym of the 

given adverbs 

 

 As for comparative constructions with one verb, the NP argument associated 

with the adverbs or the adverbs undergoing tense modulation is identified as the 

comparee, while the other NP argument is the standard. With respect to comparative 

constructions with two verbs, the NP argument associated with the adverbs 

undergoing lax modulation, adverbs that convey lower degrees than the given adverbs, 

or the antonym of the given adverbs is identified as the comparee, while the other NP 

argument functions as the standard.  
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The findings of this dissertation suggest that in TSL comparatives, when the 

compared NP arguments are introduced, they are assigned to the left and right sides of 

the signing space, respectively. After the referential loci have been set, the 

constituents other than the NP arguments (e.g., adjectival verbs, scalar adverbs, 

'exceed' verbs, evaluative lexical signs, and adverbs specifying the attribute compared) 

will establish spatial associations with their intended NP argument. The roles of the 

NP arguments can be inferred through the constituents associated with them.  

 

 

8.2 The implications 

It is well known that human languages can be produced and perceived by means 

of two different channels, namely, the auditory-vocal channel of spoken languages 

and the visual-gestural channel of signed languages. To achieve a better understanding 

of language universals and disparities of comparative constructions, the study of 

comparisons should draw from both signed and spoken languages (Sandler and 

Lillo-Martin 2006; Tai 2008). In this way, the universality of human languages can be 

approached through the properties shared by signed and spoken languages; an 

additional benefit to this holistic approach is that it enables researchers to observe the 

differences resulting from different language channels. This study has demonstrated 

that like many spoken languages, TSL possesses particular constructions to express 

the concept of comparison, and these constructions are composed of the essential 

elements, including a comparee, a standard, a parameter of comparison, and a degree 

marker. However, TSL does not contain particular grammatical morphemes that 
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constantly serve as markers of the standard.2 Instead, TSL signers exploit signing 

space for that function.  

Ascribing to visual-gestural channel of TSL, the structure of signing space plays a 

significant role in TSL comparative constructions. While expressing TSL 

comparatives, the signing space has to be divided into two parts, namely the right side 

and the left side, for referential purposes. The omission of rightward and leftward 

spatial associations will lead to an interpretation that lacks a comparative meaning.  

Further, in order to determine the roles of NP arguments within a comparative, 

spoken languages employ various grammatical strategies (e.g., comparative particles, 

locative morphemes, and particular transitive verbs). Most of these strategies are 

concerned with ways of marking an NP argument as the standard of a comparative 

construction (Stassen 1985, 2005). On the contrary, the above tables demonstrate that 

TSL employs more strategies that are concerned with the ways of marking an NP 

argument as a standard. From the viewpoint of the conceptual structure, the comparee 

of a comparison is recognized as figure or trajectory, whereas the standard is 

recognized as part of the ground or landmark. In principle, the figure should be more 

conceptually salient than the ground. To put it differently, spoken languages place 

more emphasis on indicating which compared item serves as the ground, whereas TSL 

employs more strategies concerning the compared item serving as the figure. The 

difference between TSL and spoken languages implicates that the expression of TSL 

comparatives is more specifically and directly representative of how a comparison 

operates in the signer's conceptual word, and employs more grammatical strategies to 

mark the salient element of a comparison.   

                                                 
2 Although TSL comparatives can employ the 'exceed' verbs, the use of these verbs is optional.   
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Regarding previous literature on signed languages, most studies focus mainly on 

issues of how comparative discourses are expressed and how signers make use of 

signing space to construct a coherent discourse (Winston 1991, 1993, 1995; Lin 2011). 

However, less attention is paid to syntax and the semantic level, and not much 

research addresses issues concerning how comparative constructions are constructed 

in signed languages. The findings of the current study extend the scope of signed 

language linguistic studies and contribute insightful facts concerning how signed 

languages express the concept of comparison through the visual-gestural channel.  

In the literature on signed languages, it is widely acknowledged that when a verb 

is used transitively, the grammatical relations of NP arguments are mainly determined 

by agreement patterns exhibited by verbs, such as path movement or certain 

non-manual markings (Padden 1990; Meir 1998, 1999; Tai and Su 2006). Aside from 

agreement patterns, this dissertation proposes that with the aid of referential loci, the 

spatial association exhibited by the lexical signs other than NP arguments can produce 

the same effect, as illustrated in (3). 

 

(3) MISS WANGi-L   MISS CHENj-R   PATIENT-N    VERYi-L     NOT HAVEj-R 

'Miss Wang is more patient than Miss Chen.' 

 

 
a. MISS WANGi-L 
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b. MISS CHENj-R 

 

  
c. PATIENT-N                       d. VERYi-L 

 

 
e. NOT HAVEj-R 

Figure 8.3 

 

The comparative in (3) compares Miss Wang with Miss Chen in terms of their 

patience. The NP arguments, MISS WANG and MISS CHEN, are assigned to the left 
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and right sides of the signing space respectively. The adjectival verb PATIENT is 

articulated in neutral space, as shown in Figure 8.3c. Thus, the relations of the NP 

argument remain indeterminate. To define the relations, the reinforcing adverb VERY 

and the negation word NOT HAVE are employed. This study has suggested that the 

NP argument associated with reinforcing adverbs will be identified as the comparee, 

while the NP argument associated with negation words will be identified as the 

standard. In other words, the relations of NP arguments can be inferred through the 

lexical signs associated with them. That is the reason why TSL comparatives do not 

require a particular grammatical morpheme to mark the standard. 

This chapter has summarized the study and findings of the current dissertation. 

The findings of the study reveal interesting facts about comparative constructions in 

TSL, and provide insightful typological implications. I hope this dissertation can help 

shed more light on the universality of human languages and the characteristics 

attributed to the effects of using the visual-gestural channel. 
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APPENDIX: Handshapes in Taiwan Sign Language1 
 

 

Open A Flexed A B Open B Bent B 

(男 nan) (副 fu) (胡 hu) (手 shou) (九 jiu) 
     

C Bent C F Open F G 

(方 fang) (紳 shen) (錢 qian) (WC) (像 xiang) 
     

I Flat I Curved I K Open K 

(女 nyu) (千 qian) (蟲 chong) (欠 qian) (布袋戲 

    budaixi) 
     

L Bent L Curved L Curved-baby Flexed L 

(六 liu) (句 ju) (爺 ye) L (很 hen) 

   (難 nan)  
     

Extended N O Open O Flat O Baby O 

(鴨 ya) (零 ling) (果 guo) (萬 wan) (呂 lyu) 
     

                                                       
1  The handshape names are from Tai, James H.-Y. and Jane Tsay. (in print). Taiwan Sign Language: 

History, structure, and adaptation. Oxford Handbook of Chinese Linguistics. Oxford University Press. 
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Bent-baby O R S U V 

(雞 ji) (筆 bi) (拳 quan) (棕 zong) (二 er) 
     

Curved V W Curved W Unspread W X 

(二十 ershi) (三 san) (三十 sanshi) (童 tong) (十 shi) 
     

Y L-I X-I 1-I Flat 1-I 

(民 min) (守 shou) (奶奶 nainai) (語 yu) (龍 long) 
     

1 3 Curved 3 4 Curved 4 

(一 yi) (七 qi) (虎 hu) (四 si) (四十 sishi) 
     

5 Bent 5 5-Curved Curved Piled 5 

(五 wu) (同 tong) Pinky 5-Pinky (薑 jiang) 

  (八 ba) (八十 bashi)  
     

8 Open 8 Crossed Thumb-Middl Curved-Index

(借 jie) (菜 cai) Thumb-Index e-Pinky (鵝 e) 

  (隻 zhi) (飛機 feiji)  
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Curved middle Middle Curved-Index- Ring Ring-Pinky 

(博 bo) (兄 xiong) Middle (姐 jie) (百 bai) 

  (高 gao)   
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